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Legal Stuff 
 
Income Disclaimer:  
This document contains business strategies, marketing methods and other 
business advice that, regardless of my own results and experience, may not 
produce the same results (or any results) for you. I make absolutely no 
guarantee expressed or implied that by following the advice below you will make 
any money or improve current profits, as there are several factors and variables 
that come into play regarding any given business. Primarily, results will depend 
on the nature of the product or business model, the conditions of the 
marketplace, the experience of the individual, and situations and elements that 
are beyond your control. As with any business endeavor, you assume all risk 
related to investment and money based on your own discretion and at your own 
potential expense. Your results may vary. Success in ANY online endeavor is a 
result of hard work, time and a variety of other factors. No express or implied 
guarantees of income or spillover are made when reviewing the material 
provided.  
 
 
Liability Disclaimer:  
By reading this document, you assume all risks associated with using the advice 
given below, with a full understanding that you, solely, are responsible for 
anything that may occur as a result of putting this information into action in any 
way, and regardless of your interpretation of the advice. You further agree that 
my company cannot be held responsible in any way for the success or failure of 
your business as a result of the information presented below. It is your 
responsibility to conduct your own due diligence regarding the safe and 
successful operation of your business if you intend to apply any of our 
information in any way to your business operations.  
 
 
Terms of Use:  
You are given a non-transferable, “personal use” license to this product. You may 
not distribute it or share it with other individuals. There are no resale rights or 
private label rights granted when purchasing this document. In other words it's for 
your own personal use only. 
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Killer Article Titles 
 
1. <no.> powerful methods to <person> who want to <benefit>  

2. <no.> instant working methods  

3. <no.> ways to <benefit> and <goal>  

4. <no.> ways to <goal> in <timeframe>  

5. Building the best <goal>  

6. End your worst nightmare now with <no.> sure-fire methods to <benefit>  

7. End your worst nightmare with <no.> sure-fire methods to <goal> and 
<benefit> in the next <timeframe>  

8. <no.> secrets that only the smart knows  

9. <no.> misconceptions about <problem>  

10. <no.>misconceptions about <goal>  

11. <no.> misconceptions about <benefit>  

12. Boost your <goal> by 5 times  

13. <no.> of secrets to <goal>  

14. Truths of <problem> you never realized  

15. Truths of <benefit>  

16. Art of <benefit>  

17. Instant boost to your <goal>  

18. Developing the potential to <goal> in you in 2 weeks  

19. <no.> important tips to allow you to be <goal>  

20. Discover the path to <goal>  

21. Discover the truths of <benefit>  

22. Discover the secrets of <problem> and overcome them  

23. Discover the <no.> simple tips that pushed me to make a six-figures income 
by <age>  
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24. Find out the <no.> easy steps that allowed me to make a six-figures income 
with <timeframe>  

25. Find out the <no.> simple steps that allowed me to make a six-figures income 
by <age>  

26. The truth about <benefit>  

27. The truth about <problem> you are kept away from till now  

28. Imagine you can achieve <goal> in 2 weeks  

29. Imagine you can <benefit> in just <timeframe>  

30. Imagine you can <benefit> and <goal>  

31. At last, you will find out how to <benefit>  

32. At last, you will find out how to <benefit> and <goal> in <timeframe>  

33. <no.> new tips to <benefit>  

34. <no.> new tips to overcome <problem>  

35. <no.> new tips to get <goal> within <timeframe>  

36. Build your <goal> during recession  

37. Harness the secret to <benefit>  

38. Harness the secret to <benefit> and <goal> within the next minute  

39. How you can transform your life with <benefit>  

40. How you can turn your life 180degree with <benefit>  

41. How you can turn your life 180degree with <benefit> and <goal> right away?  

42. <no.> free <benefit> that allow you to <goal>  

43. How to <goal> effortlessly  

44. How to <goal> and <benefit> in <timeframe> effortlessly  

45. Master the <no.> ways to <goal>  

46. Master the <no.> ways to <goal> and <benefit> in just <timeframe>  

47. The best way to <goal>  
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48. The best way to <goal> and <benefit>  

49. How to stop <problem> with <no. of steps>  

50. How to stop <problem> with <no. of steps> in <timeframe>  

51. Your shortcut to gain <benefit>  

52. Your shortcut to <goal> and <benefit> in <timeframe>  

53. Your shortcut to turn your <problem> into <goal>  

54. Encounter <no. of steps> to <goal>  

55. Encounter the easiest and simplest way to <benefit> and <goal>  

56. Encounter the <no.> methods you can use immediately to <benefit>  

57. Announcing <no. of ways> you can <benefit>  

58. Announcing <no. of ways> you can <benefit> and <goal> easily  

59. Announcing <no. of ways> you can <benefit> and <goal> within <timeframe>  

60. <no.> types of different methods you can <benefit>  

61. <no.> types of different methods you can <goal> and <benefit> in 
<timeframe>  

62. Unlock the <no.> secret to <benefit>  

63. Unlock the <no.> secret to <goal> and <benefit> in just <timeframe>  

64. The top <no.> reasons to <problem>  

65. The top <no. of steps> to <benefit> and <goal>  

66. The top <no. of steps> to <benefit> and <goal> with <timeframe>  

67. Should you still continue to <goal>?  

68. Best <no.> tips for <person> to <goal> instantly  

69. How to <goal>?  

70. Are you protecting yourself from <problem>?  

71. Looking for <benefit>? Simply read on  

72. Improving the <benefit> for <person>  
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73. The rise of <benefit> and <goal>  

74. <benefit> basics  

75. <goal> basics  

76. Top opportunities to <goal> and <benefit> by <timeframe>  

77. The do’s and don’ts of <goal>  

78. <goal> and the importance of it  

79. <benefit> and the importance of it  

80. Cheapest way to <benefit>  

81. Cheapest way to <goal> and <benefit>  

82. The fundamentals when it comes to <goal>  

83. The <no.> fundamental tips when it comes to <goal> and <benefit>  

84. <no.> extra <goal> ideas  

85. <no.> steps guide to <benefit>  

86. <no.> steps guide to <goal>  

87. <no.> reasons why you need <benefit>  

88. <no.> reasons why you need to <goal> and <benefit>  

89. <no.> breakthrough in <benefit>  

90. <no.> breakthrough in <goal> and <benefit>  

91. An introduction to <benefit>  

92. An introduction to <goal> and <benefit>  

93. <no.> creative ideas to <goal>  

94. Why you are not <benefit>  

95. <no.> guides to successful <goal>  

96. <no.> razor-sharp guides for <goal> and <benefit>  

97. <no.> truths about <goal> you should know  
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98. One secret of that they will never let you know  

99. Starting <goal> with only a small budget  

100. The biggest secret that will cement your <goal> success 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

102 Benefits 
 
 
 
1. Never Released Before  
 
2. Newly Launched  
 
3. The Latest ________  
 
4. Hot!  
 
5. Smoking Hot!  
 
6. _______ of the year  
 
7. One of a kind  
 
8. Not rehashed or recycled from anywhere else  
 
9. The first of its kind  
 
10. Why pay more?  
 
11. More for less  
 
12. Secure your copy today for only $_____  
 
13. Act now while it’s still at its lowest price Blowout Sale! Explode your ______  
 
14. Boost Your profits  
 
15. Reduce your _______  
 
16. Double / Triple / Quadruple your profits  
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17. Skyrocket your sales count!  
 
18. See your profit margin soar through the roof!  
 
19. Can an extra $1000 a month help improve your lifestyle?  
 
20. Become a ________ machine  
 
21. Add new income streams instantly  
 
22. Boost your _______ by tonight  
 
23. Step-by-step formula to making your _______  
 
24. Get paid to ________  
 
25. ________ freedom  
 
26. ________ on pure autopilot  
 
27. Line your pockets with …  
 
28. Affordable  
 
29. Low-cost  
 
30. Get everything for the price of one  
 
31. More value for money  
 
32. Save time on _____  
 
33. I respect your time so I’ll cut the chase and go straight to the point  
 
34. This one’s on the house  
 
35. Zero-cost  
 
36. Free of Charge  
 
37. Here’s a gift for you, simply for ______  
 
38. As a bonus incentive, you get ______ just for ______  
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39. This is valued at$______ bit it’s yours FREE  
 
40. I would have easily sold this for $_____ but for a limited time only, it’s yours 
FREE  
 
41. Bonus!  
 
42. I’m giving away ______  
 
43. At no extra cost  
 
44. No additional charge  
 
45. I’m also throwing in _____  
 
46. If you act now, you also get _____  
 
47. But that’s not all. You also get ____  
 
48. I’m saving the best for the last  

49. Say goodbye to frustrating _______  
 
50. Let us do all the work for you so you don’t have to  
 
51. Fire your boss  
 
52. Pay your bills on time  
 
53. Work anytime and anywhere you want  
 
54. If _______ is not a problem, what do you want to do?  
 
55. In a blink of an eye  
 
56. Instantly  
 
57. Faster than you can say _______  
 
58. Starting this second, you can ______  
 
59. As easy as pie  
 
60. You don’t have to be a rocket scientist  
 
61. ________ in just seconds / minutes  
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62. It’s a whole lot easier than you think  
 
63. _______ just got easier  
 
64. Even if you don’t know anything about ______  
 
65. You probably wouldn’t have guessed it was that easy  
 
66. Even if you are a newbie  
 
67. In an instant  
 
68. Immense  
 
69. Massive  
 
70. Collection of ________  
 
71. Time Tested  
 
72. Proven  
 
73. Thoroughly tested  
 
74. ______ resistant  

75. Exciting  
 
76. Mind Boggling  
 
77. Sizzling Hot  
 
78. Premium  
 
79. We used only the best ______  
 
80. Widely recognized ______  
 
81. Join the ranks of ________  
 
82. Renowned  
 
83. Only for a select few  
 
84. You are the reason why we’re in business  
 
85. Why even "beginners" are able to use_________  
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86. How to use the secret of ________ to__________  
 
87. The one basic secret of _______  
 
88. How to easily pull off _________  
 
89. Why it's actually more simple (and profitable) to _______  
 
90. How to get better (and faster) results than___________  
 
91. A dirt-cheap, simple do-it-yourself _______that gives you ________  
 
92. How to avoid the embarrassing mistakes even experienced ______ make 
when_____  
 
93. A "lazy man's" ______ way to ______  
 
94. Secret "2-minute" ______ techniques (that's all it takes!) that  
 
95. New (and simple) ______ that actually ________  
 
96. Exactly how and what to _______  
 
97. Detailed strategies to _______  
 
98. Little-known secrets that can steer you to tremendous ______  
 
99. 6 too-simple-to-pass-up ways to _______  
 
100. 3 "no brainer" ways to ______  
 
101. 6 too-simple-to-pass-up ways to _______  
 
102. 3 "no brainer" ways to ______  
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Bombastic Blog Post Subject Lines 

1. <no.> steps to be <benefit>  

2. <no.> important tools to <goal>  

3. Top <no.> facts about <benefit>  

4. Myths about <goal>  

5. The #1 myth about <benefit>  

6. The #1 myth about <problem>  

7. <no.> rules to control <goal>  

8. <no.> tips to be <goal/benefit>  

9. <no.> sure win methods to <goal>  

10. <no.> strategies I learned from <benefit>  

11. The <no.> different ways to <goal>  

12. Simple <no.> methods to <goals>  

13. For those with burning desire: A <benefit>  

14. <no.> essential skills <person> should learn  

15. Create the habit of <benefit> and <goal>  

16. The <problem> that crush us  

17. Your top <no.> questions on <problem>, answered  

18. Your top <no.> queries on <benefit>, answered  

19. Your top <no.> confusions on <goal>, answered  

20. Clearing your <problem> for <event>  

21. How to tackle <problem>?  

22. How to have the <benefit>?  
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23. How to have the best <goal> and <benefit> in <timeframe>  

24. The <goal> challenge: transform your <problem> in <timeframe>  

25. A compact guide to <benefit>  

26. A compact guide to your <problem> and turn it into your <goal>  

27. The essential <goal> habits  

28. <no.> tips for beating the <problem> habits  

29. 100 days to <goal>  

30. The secret rule of changing <benefit>  

31. <no.> simple steps to <goal> from any passion  

32. <no.> simple principles for becoming <goal>  

33. <no.> simple principles for <benefit> and <goal>  

34. The <no.> habits of <benefit>  

35. The silliness of <problem>  

36. The rules of <goal>  

37. How I changed my life, with <no. of steps>  

38. <no.> little things that make <goal> effortless  

39. Becoming a god of <goal>  

40. Becoming a god of learning <benefit>  

41. How to <benefit> more: A <goal> guide  

42. The <benefit> that will change your life  

43. <no.> ways to turn <problem> into <goal>  

44. <no.> shortcuts to finding your <goal>  

45. Best <problem> tips ever  
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46. <no.> clear reasons to <benefit>  

47. <no.> clear reasons to <goal> and <benefit> in <timeframe>  

48. The <no.> principles of a <benefit>  

49. The amazing power of being <goal>  

50. The Tao of <benefit>  

51. The <no.> productivity tips from a <benefit> master  

52. <no.> simple <benefit> fundamentals  

53. When willpower is trumped by <problem>  

54. Simple daily habits to ignite your passion to <goal>  

55. Effortless <benefit>  

56. Effortless <goal>  

57. How to be <goal> anytime  

58. <no.> life lessons from a reluctant <person>  

59. <no.> <benefit> lessons for <person>  

60. <goal>: <no.> ideas for more <benefit>  

61. Finally, the truth about <benefit>  

62. Finally, the truth about <problem>  

63. Simple <goal> and <benefit> for lazy people  

64. How to be <goal> at any age  

65. The myth of <goal>  

66. <no.> simple tips to deal with <problem> people  

67. The really simple way to get <benefit>  

68. The really simple way to get <goal> and <benefit> in <timeframe>  
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69. Get started: From <problem> to <goal>  

70. The small-scale approach to <goal>  

71. <no.> of lessons I’ve learnt in <no.> years  

72. Breaking free from <problem>  

73. The little guide to un-<problem>  

74. Surround yourself with <goal> people  

75. <no.> mindfulness rituals to <goal>  

76. <no.> mindfulness rituals to <benefit>  

77. The simplest cure for <problem>  

78. <benefit>: How to <goal>  

79. Can’t find a perfect <goal>. Create your own  

80. <behavior> like <person>: The first step to <goal>  

81. <goal> are easy  

82. The spiral of <goal>  

83. <no.> quick tips to identify <problem>  

84. The little book of <problem> remedies  

85. A minimalist’s guide to <goal>: The least you need to know to get started  

86. The importance of enjoying <benefit>  

87. How to be <goal> and still <benefit>  

88. <no.> creative ways to avoid becoming <problem>  

89. The absolute beginner guide to <benefit>  

90. The absolute beginner’s guide to <goal> and <benefit> in <timeframe>  

91. The complete beginner’s guide to <goal>  
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92. The elements of <goal>  

93. <no.> ways for <person> to avoid <problem> and <benefit>  

94. <no.> ways to combat <problem>  

95. The ultimate minimalist: <no.> powerful lessons you can learn from <famous 

person>  

96. How to master the art of <goal>  

97. How I became <goal> in about a day  

98. How to be <goal>, in under <no. of words>  

99. Awesome new eBook on <benefit>  

100. The ultimate <goal> guide 

 

 

 

 

 

Bonuses 

1. If you BUY now, I’ll be sending you another mystery bonus as a token of 
appreciation.  

2. You won’t find these bonuses anywhere! 

3. These bonuses is going to compliment your progress towards _____ 

4. We know you won’t settle for less, so we are going to offer you an irresistible 
bonus! 

5.  Who else want these bonuses worth $10,000? 
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6. I’m selling this for $197 but you’re getting it for FREE Today! 

7. You’ll get these amazing bonuses when you purchase this by midnight! 

8. Announcing a special bonus offer for the first 5 customers! 

9. I’ve just added $300 bonuses for 30 customers only! 

10. If you buy from our competitors, you’re going to miss out these great bonuses 

11. Great bargain with these killer bonuses! 

12. Hurry, only 3 bonuses left! Don’t miss out! 

13. This is your last chance to grab these eye-popping bonuses 

14. Trust me, these bonuses is going to turn you ON! 

15. I know you won’t miss out our bonus offer! 

16. Say “Yes” to our bonuses ☺ 

17. If you’re seriously interested to purchase our product, I’m giving away this 
$200 bonus to you. 

18. Important! This is offer is valid for 24 hours only! 

19. This is your last chance to grab our bonus 

20. Hurry in for these bonuses 

21. Good news! We have decided to throw in these bonuses 

22. Anyone would like to download these massive bonuses? 

23. No one offer such a huge bonus package like we do 

24. Everyone is so excited with our fantastic bonus offer 

25. Awesome bonus for awesome customers like you! 
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26. You should be paying extra $500 for these bonuses! But it’s FREE today! 

27. Get this fabulous bonus bargain when you sign up our premium membership 

28. I’m giving away my best selling product for absolutely zero cost 

29. We are offering extra value to our customer with this gigantic bonus offer! 

30. We want to make sure you get more for your dollar; hence we added this 
extensive bonus package! 

31. With great product, comes great bonus! ORDER NOW! 

32. That’s not all! You’re getting an extra $___ worth of bonus when you ORDER 
today! 

33. If that’s not enough, we are giving away this incredible bonus to you. 

34. There you have it: A time limited bonus offer expires in 24 hours! 

35. To make your life easier, we have include this ready-made ____ as a bonus! 

36. If you prefer to buy this product without our crazy bonuses, please buy it from 
our competitors! 

37. You can download these bonuses instantly when you join us now! 

38. Would you be interested if I add in extra 5 bonuses? 

39. This is not another crappy bonus package! You’re getting REAL value from 
this offer! 

40. This one’s on the house 

41. At no extra charge 

42. Yours FREE… 

43. We’re giving away… 

44. All yours to keep 
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45. A gift for you for signing up 

46. Zero-cost 

47. Free of Charge 

48. Here’s a gift for you, simply for ______ 

49. As a bonus incentive, you get ______ just for ______ 

50. This is valued at $______ bit it’s yours FREE 

51. I would have easily sold this for $_____ but for a limited time only, it’s yours 
FREE 

52. Bonus! 

53. This one’s on us! 

54. It’s yours FREE just for saying “yes” to…. 

55. Keep it, use it, enjoy it! 

56. At no charge 

57. I’m giving away ______ 

58. I’m also throwing in _____ 

59. It’s our way of saying “thank you” 

60. If you act now, you also get _____ 

61. But that’s not all. You also get ____ 

62. I’m saving the best for the last 

63. Included in the package is ______ 

64. $0.00 
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65. It’s yours FREE 

66. Giving away 

67. If you act now, you will also get 

68. At no extra cost 

69. No additional charge 

70. Here are your bonuses 

71. I’ll reward you with ______ for taking action now 

72. You’ll also get 

73. Inside the member’s area I have also included 

74. Here’s everything you’ll be getting… 

75. This would have cost you $______ if you attempt to _____ 

76. At only $_____ that’s a steal and you will also be getting _______ for FREE 

77. I have no intention of charging you $_______ today 

78. You'll Also Receive 3 Incredible Resources Worth over a Hundred Dollars... 
Yours FREE! 

79. ORDER NOW and you'll also receive the following 4 FREE bonuses worth 
more in money terms than my e-book itself! 

80. But Wait… There’s More! 

81. WAIT !! HUGE BONUS… 

82. For a VERY SHORT TIME, I'm going to do something CRAZY !! I'm going to 
give you a FREE copy of my …  

83. Yours today FREE when you purchase _____ 
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84. You're getting ALL THIS.... and it's not even Christmas Yet !! 

85. The $____ Bonus Pack 

86. This ____ includes 2 bonuses to get you started taking action 

87. Your Special BONUS… 

88. Here are your special BONUSES… 

89. But just to sweeten the deal, I’d like to ethically bribe you with these... (Note: 
You DON’T need these bonuses to make the method work!) 

90. Time Limited Bonus… 

91. Unannounced Bonus… 

92. A Free Unannounced Bonus That's Going To Be Its Own course Shortly Is 
Yours At NO Cost. 

93. The Bonus is worth the price of the entire program in my opinion 

94. HUGE SAVINGS while taking advantage of all these added bonuses... 

95. 4 Bonuses - Total Value = $____ 

96. Bonus From <name> 

97. FREE $___ Bonus 

98. You get all these Bonuses just for taking action today….. 

99. I offer bonuses of REAL VALUE! If you are drinking something right now, DO 
NOT read any further until you swallow, Cause you just might spit it out if you do! 

100. Unannounced Goodies… 
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High Converting Bullet Points 

 

1. The _____of _____ - all of which you can adapt to your own _____. Discover 
the easiest and most guaranteed way that you can _____ for your_____ - enjoy 
a lifetime of _____!  

2. -The one skill that propelled me from losing $10,000 to now pulling in up to 
$2000 in a single day -- without _.  

3. -A complete, no holds barred, step-by-step guide at putting together _ in the 
least amount of time. I'll show you what to do, how to do it, and when to do it.  

4. -A complete _____ hindsight view at throwing together _____, keeping _____, 
and _____ in the least amount of time. I'll show you what to do, how to do it, 
and when to do it. Think how much  

5. _____this alone could _____. 1. 

6. -A list of powerful no-cost or low-costs tools to practically put your income-
generating efforts on auto-pilot! No need for super expensive or fancy software 
needed to start building your own _!  

7. -The truth about _, weekly, etc whether your goal _ or _.  

8. -Why _, and _ have almost nothing to do with getting _ and _.  

9. -How you've been working like clockwork for the 5,10, 20, even 30 years 
making _ BUT _.  

10. -Revolutionary new _____that you can use to easily generate _____of _____ 
in your sleep, and where you can get _____.  

11. -How to _____on the Web astonishingly fast – and _____  

12. -Why you could just be one pay check away from financial disaster!  

13. -5 steps you can take right now to _!  

14. -Zero In On The Most Lucrative _ In Minutes.  
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15. -Declare Your Independence From Programmers As You Discover How You 
Can Set Up Your Own _ In Minutes And Update _ In A Flash.  

16. -You'll discover how to use 'Elance' to attract huge numbers of clients in 
record time and which FIVE techniques will allow you to stand out from the 
crowd and successfully swipe all the business from under the noses of the 
cheap offshore SEO companies.  

17. -How to decide _____ for your _____. I'll show you how I _____ in a _____ 
period with a _____than I would have done for _____ -- with the same _____!  

18. -Slip these _____ before your _____ -- and people will feel compelled to do 
exactly what you say. Master _____ emotional triggers that will arouse your 
_____ inner _____ .  

19. -Where you can get a juicy slice of many $800,000 niche markets almost 
nobody knows about...  

20. -How to Effortlessly Create _ Applications Even if You Have NO 
Programming Skills  

21. -Let’s say you’re just starting out, you have $150 a month spare to put into 
your business. Which route are you going to go with?  

22. Dominate your_____ with_____ that surround _____ with an invisible field of 
magnetism that very few people can resist.  

23. Learn the greatest hypnotic secret ever revealed – this is _____ that is 
absolutely indispensable as you embark on your _____  

24. Brainstorming niches -- and a list of 17 "desperate buyer" words to use when 
you use Google to do your research...Using the automated method I have 
developed you simply pick how much revenue you want to earn, copy and 
paste a few things, and sit back and relax.  

25. -Why You Should Almost Never Use Joint Tenancy To Own Your Assets!  

26. -Own _____seductive _____ that will pull _____ directly into your _____.  

27. -_____ hidden commands that are so good, _____won't even realize you are 
secretly commanding them.  

28. -The Amazingly Simple Steps You Must Take Now To Avoid Wasting 
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Thousands Of Dollars In  

29. Needless _ Later On!  

30. -78% Of The TOP _ Shared The EXACT Same Values!  

31. -You don't need to create your own _...  

32. -You don't need to create a _!  

33. -How to get _____ of other people _____for you in just a matter of _____ 
without spending one red cent!  

34. -An easy-to-setup,_____ for _____to draw _____like honey attracts flies.  

35. Learn _____unforeseen _____ that will mysteriously _____without your 
prospects realizing it.  

36. -You don’t need to build a list of customers...  

37. -There is ABSOLUTELY NO _ involved!  

38. -Why it PAYS to lose money in order to acquire _... and how you can control 
_ - and why you might even have to _!  

39. -How to use _____, _____ or a combination of several psychological triggers 
to double _____of your existing _____  

40. -How to boost _ by up to 30-50%!  

41. -The _ THAT ALWAYS prove to be the missing piece of the puzzle for 
struggling _...  

42. -Just imagine the size of opt-in mailing lists you could build in _ when you 
can rank your _ at the top of the hottest_in your niche...  

43. -The quickest way to overtake everyone else and jump straight in to the #1 
_before your competition even knows what's happening.  

44. -Need more money? Fancy _? Just Optimize _, and sit back as the revenue 
comes pouring in. This is money on demand!  
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45. -How to Eliminate _ without the use of _.  

46. -Unleash your body’s natural ability to _ from _!  

47. -Enjoy more free time by knowing _, so you know exactly _.  

48. -Tap into the goldmine of _ by viewing Google data in over a dozen 
countries... all with a click of a button!  

49. -Slam your opposition in _ and start earning your _ profits in just a few short 
weeks as you discover the secrets of successful on-page SEO.  

50. -Feel the pleasure of seeing your bank balance rise literally while you sleep 
by learning how you can line up a whole years worth of content and then just let 
it run itself!  

51. -If you want to make more income, work less, and have an enjoyable 
retirement, you must start creating income streams that DO NOT require your 
direct involvement.  

52. -Get instant access to _ that are proven to work  

53. -Earn 100% of the profits and keep 100% of the customer list you generate  

54. -Never have to worry about _, _, _ or anything like that, ever again.  

55. -Which _ site drove over 400,000 unique visitors to a website within just 3 
hours ?  

56. -Exposed! The exact _ that took her only five minutes to do, that brought in 
the _  

57. -15 baby sleep tricks you haven't tried yet  

58. -How you can tell he's _  

59. -Automatically_____all of your _____!  

60. -20 beauty cheapies for under $10  

61. Plain women who attract _-- what have they got?  
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62. -The two most important goals of _! (not one person in 1000 in this country 
even has a clue how to "_!)  

63. -Get happy! Ditch the five things that _  

64. -Trying for _? A _? How _ can help  

65. -How to permanently lock your _ into "_"... so you'll never be _  

66. -You don't know it, but you are probably _____ (right now!) ten ways from 
Sunday - right under your very nose. Learn the _____ biggest _____. They are  

67. not what you think. Chances are, you are_____this very moment by not 
knowing this critical information.  

68. -How to "read" the signs of _ who are dying to get you right now! (They think 
they're being obvious, but I'll bet you're blind to the signals. Just learning this 
one secret how to "read" _-- will boost your "_ potential" through the roof!)  

69. -185 cool _  

70. -Bad _? Can't _? It's not your fault -- here's why, page XX  

71. -How to decide _____ for your _____. I'll show you how I _____ in a _____ 
period with a _____than I would have done for _____ -- with the same _____!  

72. -The secret weight-loss spice  

73. -How to avoid the really dumb mistakes _ (and nearly all _) make with their _-
- and how to turn "loser" or marginal _ into blockbuster moneymakers!  

74. -Broken _ -- the new _  

75. -44 things _ should do before they _  

76. -The very best way to _  

77. -A smart way to _  

78. -What _won't tell you  
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79. -How to find -- without spending a red cent -- the _ (with the most rabid and 
eager to buy _) to run your ads all over the world  

80. -How the three basic _ (multimillion dollar) _ can also be used to increase the 
_  

81. -How to skillfully enter the _____of your _____ so that they will _____.  

82. -How to make room in your life for _____. How to transform any _____or 
_____ into _____ in your life  

83. -How to automatically _____day after day without even trying! THE best way 
to create _____on the internet month after month!  

84. -How anyone can _____ to _____.  

85. -_ secret… how to legally _, _, and various _without having to pay money for 
_!  

86. -The _____that will get you _____. _____quick and easy ways to get the 
word out about your  

87. How to _____, without _____ or _____. Using this _____, several 
entrepreneurs _____. And some of them didn't even have _____!  

88. -How to approach any _ - and know exactly what to say to get them to _ 
without 'paying a dime'.  

89. -How to secretly _____ and fill it with your _____  

90. -Get the absolute most powerful form of _____you've ever discovered.  

91. -A _____for earning _____ - _____more from _____ by _____!  

92. -The most successful sales letter ever written (close to a billion copies have 
been mailed) and what you can learn from it to make millions of dollars selling 
cars.  

93. -How to get _____ busting their guts trying to promote your _____.  

94. -How To _____By _____  
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95. Are your _ healthy? Know your risk  

96. -How to Maximize Your Successful Submissions & Guarantee HORDES of 
Easy Traffic  

97. The _____ you MUST include in your _____to make certain folks don't 
_____.  

98. -The simple _ formula anyone can use to create a _ that will get the job done.  

99. -How to structure an irresistible _. (A great _ with average copy will outsell a 
bad offer with great copy!)  

100. -How To _____ Right Now With _____ Make ANY_____effortlessly become 
_____  

101. -How to take _____ of _____just like the professionals do!  

102. -Utilize an AMAZING secret that when used properly will result in _____.  

103. -A unique strategy pioneered by a car dealer in New Zealand that is 10 
times more effective than “expensive” billboard advertising… and 100 times 
cheaper!!!  

104. -Discover how to _____(and why it will help you make breakthroughs 
you've never thought possible!) Get rid of _____, such as _____  

105. -Harness the secret _____ for _____.  

106. We'll reveal a _ to contact whose _ have the potential to generate $10,000's 
of dollars of _. It's so obvious but hardly anyone ever thinks of it.  

107. -How to guarantee your _____ gets noticed among the gazillion different 
_____ being offered on the Internet today!  

108. -A system for expanding _____ day after day for _____, _____, and _____ 
Why most people are_____in their very own _____ and why it's _____! Find out 
how you can avoid _____ and learn to work smarter, not harder!  

109. -Learn the _____to manifesting _____  

110. -Two “shoe-string budget” _ that allow you to “steal” once-faithful-_ from 
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your biggest competitor. (These techniques are 100% legal… but just barely!)  

111. -How to instil in your _____ a visceral need they can feel at the gut level – 
and create a desire for a resolution that only your _____ or _____ can satisfy  

112. -How To Turn _____ Into _____  

113. -_____And _____Your Way To _____ How to put your _____ on _____  

114. -What "Marketing Incest" is, and how it is just as sickening to you as real 
incest!  

115. -Find out _____, plus _____ others people who will want to _____ _____ 
Undercover techniques for discovering what your_____ REALLY want in a 
_____. Successfully _____ every _____ using a special _____  

116. -After you are finished with the automated method you are only minutes 
away from making a steady flow of money every week.  

117. The _____ most popular types of _ deals. You probably haven't even 
thought of some of these. Use _____ that will condition your _ to persuade 
themselves to buy.  

118. Where to find qualified and targeted _____- and how to know exactly what 
they want from you. _____ kinds of articles that anyone can write, regardless of 
their writing experience or ability, beginning today! Seriously, anyone who can 
follow simple instructions can get these done right.  

119. -How to turn any _ in any _into a "_" where you can _ without _!  

120. -How to SUCCEED beyond your wildest dreams in _ in five easy steps –  

121. -We already talked about why _____ (or even being accused) is a recipe for 
disaster.  

122. -How to evaluate a _____ candidate to make sure they can help you. The 
power of _____ and how you can get it now!  

123. -The little-known secret to _____! This includes our _____ formula, a 
special _____, and the one thing you must _____ on the _____ that could make 
the difference between _____ or _____!  
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124. Plus, we reveal a secret way of _____ in _____ days or less! (Less than 
_____% of _____ even know about this secret tactic!)  

125. -What to write on a cheap little postcard that will make people _!  

126. -The biggest mistakes almost every _____ makes and how it instantly 
KILLS any chances you had for_____!  

127. -How to create winning _____ in any business and create massive profits  

128. -Get _____ _____ that will _____. These can be altered for any _____. The 
#1 key to _____…an absolute must for any _____...especially you!  

129. -Learn the ultimate secret to _____– this is a diabolical principle of _____ 
that _____  

130. -Get Extremely High Traffic Domain Names With This FREE Simple Tool _ 
Don't Want You To Know About!  

131. -How to stay extremely _____ at all times…no matter what!  

132. -The #1 myth in _____ today…and how to protect your _____ by applying 
this strategy today!  

133. -Use these amazing techniques with ANY _____. Small, medium or _____ - 
it doesn't matter!  

134. Whether you're _____ or _____... these techniques will _____, that is 
absolutely guaranteed.  

135. -Where to find _____, _____ and _____ for you to _____– this will get 
_____.  

136. -Discover Tools And Step-By-Step Guides To Help You Find The Right _ 
And _ In Only 120 Minutes Or LESS!  

137. -9/10 _ completely overlook.  

138. -Automate your _____, building_____ in _____at _____! (This alone will 
save you hours of time and _____!)  

139. -Effective use of _____for _____.  
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140. -A trick I learned at the Melbourne Cup that made me a little over $6000 in 
2 months the very first time I put it to use.  

141. -How to _____without _____.  

142. -Discover the secret _____for _____.  

143. -2 FREE services that can triple _.  

144. -How to _____ with _____.Using _____to _____.  

145. -Plus how to _____ to start _____ with _____.  

146. How to fail fast and win BIG. (One reason most people don't succeed is 
simply they don't _.)  

147. The "parrot" rule and how it can help you succeed no matter how many 
times you've failed before.  

148. -How to build_____ among _____ to keep them_____.  

149. How to quickly _____online!  

150. -The TWO SECRETS everyone has to know before they can succeed as _  

151. -Where to get FREE insider information on _ – These secrets are sure to 
send your _ skyrocketing!  

152. -Find out how to _____. Discover _____ and _____that _____. How to 
_____and _____to your advantage, just like _____. How to _____ and _____on 
every page. Techniques for _____, _____and _____.  

153. -Discover Tools And Step-By-Step Guides To Help You Find The Right _ 
And _ In Only 120 Minutes Or LESS!  

154. -How to _____ without lifting a finger.  

155. -How to become a magnet that attracts_____ who will trust you and _____ 
you.  

156. -The 5 simple steps to a profitable _ AND the order to do them in -- most 
people are doing at least 1 of the steps in the complete wrong order and it 
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severely hurts their chances of _.  

157. -The best places to _____ and _____ -- and _____. I'll recommend my 
most _____ strategies and resources.  

158. -How to immediately transform your _____ into a powerful _____– a _____ 
that consistently attracts _____ to your _____  

159. -Leverage the _ of popular _ and channel them right to your _. It'll be like 
funneling water into your farmland without ever spending a cent!  

160. -Turn _ of popular _ into your number one raving fans. This crazy method is 
so simple that any ten-year-old kid can do it!  

161. -What 1 thing you can do to unlock a massive flow of _____ from your 
_____. _____ system for_____ within you to bring in even more _____ into your 
_____.  

162. -Discover the most important _____ that can give your _an unfair 
advantage. Use these to the hilt before your competitors catch -The brain-dead 
simple way to quickly expand your _ without adding mind-numbing complexity.  

163. -How to position _____ in the eyes of your_____ so that it will be virtually 
effortless for you to attract _____ – and there'll be very little _____ on your part 
because _____ would have already been _____  

164. -A brand new discovery (just approved by _) which any man can use to 
instantly (and safely) boost _! (Note: This will not only improve _... but also... _.)  

165. -The two almost unknown secrets (one _, one _) men need to know to have 
_... at any age! (These are crucial secrets to improving _.)  

166. -How to create instant _____ at the drop of a hat.  

167. -How to use your _____ to _____ draw _____ like a powerful magnet  

168. -Do you want to go back to school? If so there is a good chance the _ will 
send you _ every month to help you do just that.  

169. -What both men AND women need to know about _... and... how this 
knowledge will solve almost all problems caused by _!  
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170. -The _____secrets that you can quickly and easily master to become 
_____.  

171. -Learn how to saturate your _____with intense, emotion-provoking 
_____that _____  

172. -Flirting secrets used by all _ that 95% of _ don't even recognize... and... 
how a _ life instantly gets ten times more exciting... when _ understand these 
little known secrets!  

173. -How to use a_____to place your _____in a trance, and force them to 
_____..and then let them thank you for it!  

174. -How to multiply _____exponentially via _____. It’s not nearly as difficult as 
you think. _____ not only makes it look easy, but also gives you simple, but 
surefire _____ to make _____.  

175. -How to _____ from *passive* _____ who barely even try to _____.  

176. -How to get into a deep, soul-pleasing rapport with your lover... and... stay 
there forever! (You will never feel alone again.)  

177. -The only list anyone can trust about what really makes a _ attractive to )_! 
(Why can this list be trusted? Simply because... it was compiled by thousands 
of _.)  

178. -How to get the exact name and address of thousands of people who would 
love to send you _! (See page XX)  

179. -How to skillfully enter the _____of your _____ so that they will _____.  

180. -The most important thing you should do before _____. Miss this _____and 
you'll join the _____.  

181. -The hidden truth about _____ and _____& how to effortlessly create _____  

182. -How to take advantage of the highly-targeted traffic from_____! (I don't 
even bother _____anymore. It's too much work! I'll show you an easier way 
to_____!)  

183. -How to _____with ZERO _____ - no _____, no _____, no _____, no 
_____ at all.  
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184. -The startling truth about _____ ... and the inside information you must 
know before you embark on any _____ campaign  

185. -9/10 _ owners completely overlook.  

186. -The brain-dead simple way to quickly expand your "one day" _ without 
adding mind numbing complexity.  

187. -Master _____ emotional triggers that will arouse your _____ inner _____ .  

188. -How to dazzle people with hypnotic _____that make them _____  

189. -The "20 minute secret" that can turn your _ around immediately! (It's so 
simple; you'll kick yourself for not having thought of it.)  

190. -Seven "very specific" secrets a _ can use to take a _ "over the top" and... 
why, with this fabulous _technique... some _ will literally "_" (safely)... from _!  

191. -Learn the ultimate secret to controlling _ – this is a diabolical principle of 
_____that creates _____ outside of _  

192. You've got a BIG _____staring you right in the face inside your 
_____...learn what it is and _____ ways to use it!  
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Call to Action Closers 
 
 
1. We are offering ____ for just $___, for a limited time only!  
 
2. Make a difference today  
 
3. You can access the downloads instantly after purchasing online via our secure 

server  
 
4. Get it now risk free  
 
5. Get rid of your problems now in an instant  
 
6. We are here to help you  
 
7. We want to be part of your success story  
 
8. We will hold you by the hand  
 
9. Talk to us and we’ll help you make a decision  
 
10. Lock your spot at $90 off  
 
11. For the next 48 hours, you can get 90% off  
 
12. Secure your copy now for _____  
 
13. Act now while it’s at its lowest price  
 
14. Rebate  
 
15. Only through this link  
 
16. Huge savings when we cut our prices  
 
17. Blowout sale  
 
18. Why pay more  
 
19. More for less  
 
20. Its new, big, innovative, saves time and it works! so grab your spots now!  
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21. And as if that weren't enough, here is __ phone number that you can call to 
listen to the webinar recordings right now and get all of your questions 
answered:  

 
22. I didn't think we'd see anything truly innovative in the _____ market until next 

year, but I guess these guys were saving the best for last!  
 
23. Make sure you secure a copy of this system before it is too late.  
 
24. Secure your copy right now while there are still some available (if it's already 

sold out, please accept my apologies):  
 
25. I’m very confident that ____ Morning Trade system will help you start making 

real money in the _____ market.  
 
26. Remember, you can try the system for 60 days with absolutely no risk. If at 

any time you don’t feel the system is worth the money, you can return it back for 
a full refund.  

 
27. If you haven't made a profit within 8 weeks, I will refund 100% of your 

membership fee. Period! How many '______' will make that kind of Guarantee 
for their service? None. I am willing to make a statement like that, and more 
than willing to back it up  

 
28. With my 8 Week Guarantee there is absolutely nothing to lose. If for some 

reason I'm wrong about this, you've risked absolutely nothing. But If I'm right, 
you risk everything by not taking action today.  

 
29. With an 8 week, 100% money-back guarantee, I have completely taken the 

risk out of the equation. Now you just have to act. I hope to see you on the 
other side.  

 
30. Ask yourself what's the downside? There isn't any; you have zero risk! Think 

about it: could we possibly offer this type of guarantee if our system doesn't 
work?  

 
31. Order now and I guarantee you'll be thrilled.  
 
32. Please don't take this opportunity lightly and let it slip through your fingers. 

Reserve your spot now...!!  
 
33. Whatever your decision is, I wish you best of luck in whatever you do in life.  
 
34. Do you want to start seeing hundreds and thousands of dollars commissions, 

without having to work yourself silly or pay through the nose to get it? If so, 
_______ is for you. Order Now and get started in minutes.  
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35. If you leave this page I guarantee someone else will take your spot ... forcing 

you to work at your dead end job for not enough money for the rest of your life. 
Reply now, and let your coach help you make money tomorrow and enjoy the 
life of your dreams!  

 
36. Download now. Then go pillage and plunder the stock market! Watch while 

your bank account becomes bloated and inflated like you've only dreamed of.  
 
37. Someone told me a few years ago that I'd retire in my thirties, drive a brand 

new car and own my home outright - I'd think they were drunk, or completely off 
their rocker.  

38. You see, people all over the world are making an absolute FORTUNE using 
this system... isn't it time you did, too?  

 
39. I've shared with you my personal story... shown you a video on how easy it is 

to start... and included testimonials from people who are making money with 
this system right now, even as you read this... and I've even offered this system 
to you 100% RISK-FREE FOR TWO FULL MONTHS. The only thing left to do 
is click on the order button and start building your future - today.  

 
40. Make a choice.. either keep doing what you are doing and buy all the 

rehashed garbage out there that gets you nowhere but broke and confused or 
make the choice to win with a proven system with real proof, and real results. 
Change starts right here from making a decision just like this one  

 
41. All I ask is that you take action FAST. Why? Because this is a strictly limited 

offer.  
 
42. I’ve taken great care to keep this under wraps… Nobody else has a system 

that works anything like this one…There’s simply nothing else out there that 
operates in the same way. Click here to know more  

 
43. Now you have to ask yourself how badly you really want that in your life.  
 
44. The “Add to Cart” button is below.  
 
45. Click it now before someone else takes your spot and this offer shuts down 

for good.  
 
46. You need to act now, though… before the fast-action bonuses disappear or I 

get too many emails from my JV partners complaining about my lazy job at 
pricing this thing and they pressure me into hiking it up.  
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47. Imagine having the power of this software in your hands against all odds?? 
And we'll even walk you through the whole process of sniper targeting them so 
in the end, all you do is collect your cash. Don’t wait any longer!  

 
48. And don't forget ... you'll also get access to the _____ too. I'm adding that 

FREE to the package but ONLY if you take action today. TAKE ACTION NOW!!  
 
49. If you delay any further, your chances of securing BOTH ---------, will be 

ZERO!!  
 
50. Well don't take my word for it! You can check it out for yourself here! It's the 

deal of the year!  
 
51. Act now before this deal is gone for good!  
 
52. I want you to have complete confidence and peace of mind in doing business 

with my company.  
 
53. Here is my 100% Risk-Free, Money-Back Guarantee: You have a full 56 

days to use my Amazing _____ risk free. If for some strange reason you feel it 
does not deliver on everything you want and expect, or you are not thrilled with 
your purchase in every possible way, I want to know about it. Simply write an 
email stating you'd like your money back. I'll issue you a refund right on the 
spot.  

 
54. Do you want to have _____ all of your life? No, you don't. Finally, there is a 

method that is guaranteed to work for you, or your money back! You can 
change your life starting from today...  

 
55. Now that I've shown you this no-risk way to increase the response of every 

marketing piece you use in your business... And pull more profit with all your 
marketing... the next move is up to YOU.  

 
56. Seriously, if you've read this far, you know that you have a strong interest in 

making your copy produce the kind of response and results you really deserve. 
All that's left is to take the action to do it.  

 
57. You owe it to yourself to take full advantage of this very limited, risk free offer 

right now before it's too late, as I will be removing some of the bonuses and 
increasing my membership fees very soon.  

58. (I recently did, and memberships are still skyrocketing!)  
 
59. So do yourself and your business a favour. Join today, won't you? Major 

credit cards and e-checking are accepted. I also accept PayPal. Don't delay any 
further. Every moment that passes by may be another lost sale.  
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60. So, what are you waiting for? You're only SECONDS away! Once your order 
is processed through our secure server, you'll be able to immediately download 
and access '_____'!  

 
61. Please take action today. _____ is only going to be offered at this low 

introductory price for a limited time period. And, the only way I can guarantee 
you the _____ free bonuses is if you order before _____.  

 
62. Finally, let me repeat what I explained at the top of this page. You aren't 

going to find this information anywhere else on the internet! Some _____ 
companies (mentioning no names) have actually told me that I “reveal too 
much”. Which is why they won’t publish my offer, or sell my _____ from their 
sites – even though I offered to split the profits with them. So don’t waste your 
time searching for this information elsewhere; I guarantee you won’t find it.  

 
63. Will you take advantage of this once-in-a-lifetime killer opportunity now and 

receive _____ plus all the bonuses for only $_____, or will you test my word, 
wait it out and suddenly find yourself completely out of luck when I raise it to 
$_____? I will let you decide, but I would highly encourage you to order right 
now and save yourself the agony of defeat.  

 
64. So you see, I’ve given you every conceivable reason to make _____ 

generate all the money you want online without any risk on your part. Unleash 
the Internet’s most powerful secret weapon now, and you’ll be thanking me for 
years to come.  

 
65. Think about it. Where will you be a year from now? Will you still be struggling 

to make online marketing work, while competitors who are web marketing savvy 
steal business from you? Or will you be enjoying the exhilarating feeling of 
selling your products and services online, automatically, while you sleep?  

 
66. The experts have gone through the pain. Now you don't have to. As many as 

14 world-class experts give you authentic advice on how to make your online 
business the success you dreamed it could be. Don't pass up an opportunity of 
a life-time. You have absolutely nothing to lose and everything to gain.  

 
67. Imagine, for a moment, that it's a year from today. How well is your _____ 

doing? Remember – if you continue to _____ the same way, you're going to get 
the same results. A year will pass by in a flash. I think your choice is clear.  

 
68. Within _____ _____ of ordering the _____, you will receive instant access to 

a password-protected site so you can _____. Take the _____ for a test drive, 
and I guarantee that you'll start laughing all the way to the bank.  

 
69. I have one more thing to tell you... I will be promoting this site very hard, so 

keep in mind that in a few hours your competitor might be reading this exact 
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same page - and there is a very good chance that he will take action and try to 
leave *you* in the dust... and to top things off, he will be getting _____ that 
should have belonged to you in the first place.  

 
70. Act within 24 hours – and ______ is yours not for the regular price of $79.95 

but for only $39.95!!! (That’s a one-time charge!) But hurry, once 24 hours 
passes we can’t guarantee the reduced price!  

 
71. Order now. It's easy and simple. Just click on the link below and you'll be 

taken to the 100% secure payment page. Once you're order has been received, 
you'll get instant access to the private area where you can _____.  

 
72. I'm not going to use a script to tell you that this offer is going to expire at 

midnight on _____, - that isn't how I do business. But this is a limited time offer 
that I can only hold for a few _____, so please order now to avoid 
disappointment.  

 
73. It's a limited-time offer I may withdraw at any time, so don't miss the boat! 

ORDER Here Now And Get _____ Instantly With a _____ Month Money-back 
Guarantee!  

 
74. I want to give you a GREAT OFFER so I’m definitely NOT going to charge 

you anywhere near $97(strike through) not even half the price: $47(strike 
through). Take action today and you’ll gain instant-access to ________ + the 2 
amazing bonuses for a low 1 time fee.  

 
75. So the first 100 smart investors can get _________ with lifetime updates for 

only $99. With 60 day money back Guarantee.  
 
76. Get instant access to the _________ and use it all you want for 30 days. If 

for any reason you are unsatisfied with your purchase, you will receive a full, 
hassle-free refund.  

 
77. A copy of ___________ can be ordered anytime! Even if it is 2 a.m. on 

Christmas day, you will still be able to receive instant access to members area 
where you can read or print our all the information. 100% satisfaction money 
back guarantee! Get 8 Weeks to Try it Out!  

 
78. We use the most advanced SSL protection that means your transaction is 

100% safe. Moreover, the transaction is made through Clickbank.com, one of 
the largest and trusted online retailers.  

 
79. The ____________ is a one time investment of $97.00 With, No Monthly 

Fees. -Download & Install immediately after purchase.  
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80. Regular Price $____ Total Value $_____ Only $____ Special Limited Time 
Marketing Test Price! Might Not Appear Again! Just 1 payment with nothing 
more to pay... ever! You'll Get INSTANT ACCESS To EVERYTHING!  

 
81. Instantly download __________ for only $57! It is only a onetime fee and 

there are no other costs to use __________. Retail value of $167. Order today 
for this amazing opportunity! Free premium customer support. 100% 60 day 
money back guarantee.  

 
82. For Fast, Immediate and Secure Online Orders: CLICK HERE NOW  
 
83. Secure Order Form. I fully understand that __________ is absolutely risk-

free and I have a 100%, iron-clad, no-questions-asked, 60-day-money-back 
guarantee. I also understand that I will probably never again find a system as 
simple, easy to <benefit 1> and <benefit 2> as __________ for just $27!  

 
84. I am aware that I will probably never encounter a Forex system as simple, 

easy and profitable as Lazy Larry Forex ever again. I understand that Lazy 
Larry Forex is absolutely RISK-FREE and comes with an iron-clad, 100% no-
questions-asked, money-back guarantee. I also understand that I will have 
instant access to the Lazy Larry Forex system and can be downloading it just 
minutes from now for just $27!  

 
85. 60-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. If these forms aren't exactly as 

described, we'll refund your money, no questions asked.  
 
86. One Time Payment... Just $97  
 
87. For today only, our _________ is on a special 50% discount with the price of 

$29.99. Normally $59.98, this new system has been reduced for the next 12 
hours. If you want to get rid of the ______, there is no other solution which 
works as well as this in the fastest time.  

 
88. For the investment of $29.99, you'll get an instant download of our software 

solution & guide, allowing you to fix the <problem> within seconds of purchase:  
 
89. Click on the Add To Cart button below, you will be taken to our payment 

processors and after payment of Just $27 you will be taken straight to the 
download page. You can be using this great _______ in just minutes.  

 
90. Your _____ journey starts here... just click on the order button below. Get 

________ for $39.95.  
 
91. Not sure this system is for you? Try it and if you're not happy, I'll give you 

your money back and you keep the book. BUY NOW Money back guaranteed 
no questions. Instant delivery & awesomeness.  
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92. $27 (One Time Payment), LIMITED TIME OFFER, INSTANT ACCESS! 60-

DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE  
 
93. Let Me Download it now!  
 
94. Get it instantly!  
 
95. YES! I want instant access to the "________" and the free Online bonuses. I 

understand that if I order today, I will pay the limited time On Sale price of just 
$29.97 and my satisfaction is 100% guaranteed. Click to Order Now:  

 
96. You can watch the videos right now, nothing to ship or download. Within 

minutes you’ll be learning exactly what you need to know to build your _______ 
TODAY!  

 
97. Yes <name>! I want "________" and all fast action bonuses. Please give me 

INSTANT access to your 10 years plus knowledge in overclocking now.  
 
98. INSTANT ACCESS to the same tried and tested techniques that have not 

only proven effective for <name> but for thousands of other people who have 
also used his system with great success.  

 
99. If you order immediately without delay, "_______", the 7 free bonuses (worth 

over $142.89) are available for a risk free, bargain basement price of: ONLY 
$29.97  

 
100. Own this Book Now! Special September Discount: Normally $27, now $17 

until October 1, 2011!  
 
 
 
 

Comparisons 
 

1. We are giving you extra information on <benefit> than any other source  

2. We are giving you extra information on <problem> than any other source  

3. We are giving you extra information on <goal> than any other source  

4. Do not leave your hard-earned money on your ignorance  

5. Do not simply waste your hard-earned money on information that is 
unnecessary  
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6. Don’t be taken in by the cheap price, quality matters  

7. Don’t be taken in by the cheap price offered, we prove them wrong  

8. No one has ever come close to giving this much of information  

9. No one has ever come close to guarantee this  

10. No other internet marketers give you more quality than this  

11. No other internet marketers give you more insights than this  

12. Do not judge a product by its price  

13. Do not judge a product with purely instinct  

14. This is not a second rate product  

15. This is going to be the best you will ever experience  

16. You will not see this price elsewhere  

17. You will never see this bonus elsewhere  

18. You will not see this amount of information elsewhere  

19. Go for the best and not the second best  

20. No one has such many credits for this product  

21. This is not a copy of other similar products with just a change of cover  

22. Don’t be seduced by the flowery words to purchase the product  

23. Don’t be seduced by the incredibly low price, look at the content  

24. We offer the extra bits of <benefit> at no cost  

25. We offer the extra bits of solution to <problem> at no cost  

26. We take great responsibility in our product  

27. We take great responsibility in our research  

28. Despite of what you may have come across, you can be assured this is the 
best  

29. Isn’t is better to pay slightly more now and gain unlimited times in the future  

30. You can be confident that it will save you more money in the years ahead  
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31. You can be confident that it will gain you more money in the years ahead  

32. You are definitely guarantee that you are paying for the highest quality  

33. Consider all the extraordinary benefits you can get with our products  

34. Nobody can match our prices  

35. <no. of %> cheaper than our closest rival  

36. We provide 100% of the information you need  

37. Everything you need to know about <subject> is presented clearly in here  

38. This is an all-in-one package of information that you no longer need from 
others  

39. Everything you wanted to find out from basic to advance are all in here  

40. Do you want to settle for less?  

41. Do you want to settle for second best?  

42. Don’t settle for a less reputable product  

43. Do you want to settle for lower quality?  

44. Do you want to give in for an inferior product?  

45. Do you want to waste your money on a less quality product?  

46. Do you want to maximize your hard-earned money on the best product?  

47. Do you want to settle for something that is not essential?  

48. Do you want to settle for a lower quality product?  

49. If you’re planning to get average product, please get other less quality 
products from our competitors  

50. Don’t ever compare with our rivals, because you’ll love our product even 
more  

51. Don’t ever compare with our competitors, in the end you will know we are the 
best  

52. Don’t ever compare with our competitors, because you will end up finding no 
one close to our standard  
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53. You will never see a more complete package than the one we are offering  

54. There is no comparison for this, because we accept no substitutes  

55. This is no imitations of any other similar products you can find  

56. This is not any ordinary eBook; we take pride in our commitment to create the 
best product  

57. You are simply paying for the top-notch quality of information here.  

58. Do you really want to continue with mediocre products?  

59. If you are not fully committed and determined to change your life, you can get 
other lower quality products from our rivals  

60. We only believe in 100% authentic  

61. Who you buy from is as important as what you buy, quality is definitely 
important.  

62. You are the one who benefits and do not settle for less quality product  

63. We only demand for excellence and do not give in for imitations  

64. We don’t play games with our customers and we are dedicated to serve them 
till perfection.  

65. You will not have to look for further details with our guarantee products  

66. Choose only the one you are committed to and bear in mind of the quality 
served.  

67. You will find out how easy and simple to understand our guide compare with 
the rest  

68. We are professionals in this field and you can be assured with the highest 
standard we are providing.  

69. We are confident that this is the right stuff for you with the excellence we 
demanded  

70. We have first-hand experience for what’s in the guide and you can rest 
assured that it is complete  

71. We expose the myths about the subject in the guide so you will be aware  

72. We are offering a cold hard fact and no rubbish will ever present  
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73. We are confident to offer you an extraordinary learning experience  

74. Our products will open up new directions of information to you so you will 
have a greater scope of what you are learning  

75. Our products have quality control and they are definitely possessed with the 
highest quality  

76. This is going to be a lifetime of satisfaction and don’t you settle for less 
inferior quality  

77. Compare the products for yourself; you will know we are offering the best  

78. Go find out what are in the other similar products out there, no one comes 
close  

79. Go find out what are in there for other similar products, no one will provide 
better information  

80. You will never lose sleep again looking for more information with our full 
package  

81. This will let you have a competitive edge over others with the knowledge you 
are going to have  

82. You will be keeping ahead in the game with our trusted products  

83. You will find out you won’t settle for anything less than the one we provided  

84. We are giving the best in the business and you can expect more from it  

85. Our products can only be compared with more than all others combined  

86. We always provide something new and different in our products to keep the 
excellence we have  

87. Nobody else is going to give you more detailed information than us  

88. We are in a class by itself so no one will even be near our standard  

89. Before you decide to make payment, find out what standard the product has 
to offer  

90. We are all ready to prove everything we provide  

91. You can never find a more complete package of information than this  

92. It may be slightly expensive but it is going to worth more  
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93. You may find imitations from our but it will never be exactly the same  

94. This is the one and only full package of information you ever need  

95. You will know this is the best when you come across other similar product 
from others  

96. We offer the most in-depth and extensive information you can ever find with 
least price  

97. We have all the specifications you would have expect  

98. Our products are designed to be clearly and simply explained  

99. We developed the products to be the best and only the best  

100. This can be the first and the last product that you can get for best result 

 

 

 

 

Email Marketing Subject Lines 
 

1. This is going to be insane… 

2. This is going to be so real… 

3. This is going to be interesting… 

4. This is unbelievable… 

5. This is scary… 

6. This is incredible… 

7. This is magnificent… 

8. This is life-changing… 

9. This is so surprising... 

10. He can make <number> in 4 weeks… 
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11. How did he make <number> in 4 weeks… 

12. What a record! 

13. What an amazing way to… 

14. This is real magical… 

15. Start with just $10? 

16. You will be shocked! 

17. Even the dead are alive now… 

18. The next Warren Buffett? 

19. First in the world to…. 

20. You will fall in love with this… 

21. This is so irresistible… 

22. What a creative idea to… 

23. Earning $10k in just 1 hour… 

24. Earning six-figures income with just… 

25. You are just gonna scream… 

26. You are gonna hit the wall… 

27. You are just gonna love… 

28. You are just not going to resist… 

29. You are going to believe this… 

30. You are gonna be singing in joy… 

31. This is what your teachers did not teach you… 

32. Even the rich are not aware… 

33. You are not dreaming… 

34. Even the experts are saying this… 

35. Working has never been so easy before… 
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36. A 14 years old with 5 figures income? 

37. You may not believe it at first… 

38. Seriously? 5 figures sales in a day… 

39. Even a person with low IQ can do… 

40. You will want to know… 

41. You never know this happens… 

42. He did it in just 5 days… 

43. This guy just makes a five figures income in 12 hours…. 

44. This fellow is earning more than his parents with only… 

45. This is what you do not know… 

46. The secrets behind $100k… 

47. You thought it is a joke… 

48. You will be dreaming for this… 

49. From bankrupt to millionaire in 3 months… 

50. This is why so many people suffering… 

51. He has multiple streams of income from… 

52. He did it with only 3 hours of work… 

53. A father makes 6 figures income after learning… 

54. A road sweeper relished his dream of owning a bungalow at the age of 25… 

55. The real <benefit> that only <no. of %> people in the world know… 

56. He is the first person to show you this… 

57. No one has ever shown this before… 

58. He struggled with life without money and now he is… 

59. You never know you can do this as well… 

60. This is going to change your life permanently… 
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61. This is going to turn your life around… 

62. See who has the last laugh… 

63. Experience the wonder of this man… 

64. This will be the perfect tool you are going to have… 

65. This will be the missing jigsaw to you… 

66. You will regret if you miss this… 

67. You will never regret watching this… 

68. Breaking news! <nationality> success story unveil the secret to… 

69. Breaking news! Former unemployed sweeper turns himself into millionaire… 

70. He just became financially free with… 

71. Amazing breakthrough to his life with 6-figures income now… 

72. Don’t choke when you find out the reason to… 

73. This is what you never learn in your school… 

74. This is so overwhelming… 

75. Wow! How can a normal person achieve this in just 1 month… 

76. This dream has just become real… 

77. Many people have no idea how he manages to… 

78. This will be vital to you… 

79. This could be crucial information that you lacked… 

80. Be careful! This is going to be mind-opening… 

81. This will provide you information to make important decisions… 

82. What a breakthrough for a person who is just a drop-out 

83. This is not a laughing matter… 

84. Ultimate energy now… 

85. You will definitely appreciate this… 
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86. This is going to make you feel alive again… 

87. You will be captivated… 

88. You will be amazed when you see what this fellow can do… 

89. This is just pure inspiring… 

90. You will be impressed by the way he earns his first million in just... 

91. This is so cool… 

92. What the… This person just proves everybody wrong with… 

93. Special case! Learn how you can do the same… 

94. Let this guy show you how you can do the same… 

95. How a 25 years old makes a six-figure income at home… 

96. Thinking of how you can do the same too… 

97. Easy money for 25 years old… 

98. How he did it with nothing at all… 

99. Envy about the way he is now… 

100. Curious about the method he uses to be… 
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The Moment of Decision 

 
1. Before its gone forever  

2. Seats will be sold out anytime soon  

3. Only limited copies available  

4. Rare copies  

5. Flying off the shelf  

6. Selling out fast  

7. This happens once in a lifetime!  

8. When the counter reaches 0, this page will be gone forever  

9. Your competitors will be reading this too  

10. Secure your copy before time runs out  

11. After that, this offer will be removed forever  

12. For the next 72 hours only  

13. This offer ends in 72 hours  

14. For a limited time only  

15. 90(stroked out) 76copies left  

16. Get it now before it’s too late  

17. It won’t be up for long  

18. Selling fast  

19. It’s now or never  

20. Time waits for no man  

21. Time is a factor  

22. This won’t last forever  

23. Don’t wait anymore  
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24. I don’t know if I can put this up much longer  

25. Running out of time  

26. This is scarce  

27. Once in a blue moon  

28. Never gonna happen again  

29. Hard to come by  

30. You’ll never see it again  

31. Remember, your purchase is 100% guaranteed.  

32. If you don't like what you see or if you don't feel my package will help you 
_____, then I want you to request a refund.  

33. When I did private consulting, my clients paid me $500 an hour to learn these 
secrets. And my clients often paid me over a span of 12 weeks. But here’s what’s 
important to you: You won’t pay $1,000, $500, $197, or even $97 to own _____!  

34. Satisfaction 100% Guaranteed. Remember our Bullet-Proof, No- Questions-
Asked, 90-Day, Money-Back Guarantee.  

35. I am so confident that _____ will more than pay for itself, that I'm offering a 
90-Day, money back guarantee.  

36. I don't care what the reason is, if you aren't 100% excited and satisfied with 
the purchase of this _____, I don't want your money! Just let me know within 90-
Days and I'll refund every penny.  

37. At _____, we want you to be a happy long-term customer. We always 
operate honestly and openly. That's why we _____, and we always welcome any 
questions or concerns you may have.  

38. If within the first _____ days, you want a refund for your purchase, we will 
happily oblige.  

39. Your opportunity is NOW and it is handed over to you on a silver platter.  

40. Imagine how much opportunity and money you would lose if you do not 
invest now  

41. What if you were to miss out on <benefit>?  

42. Don't regret over your decision if you do not take action now  
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43. There are only <number> copies left so it's now or never.  

44. Just imagine  

45. Think about all the _____ you can get with our _____  

46. Look at the big picture  

47. You don’t have to say a YES or NO. Just MAYBE.  

48. Don’t think. Don’t wonder. Just try us out.  

49. 100% satisfaction… or your money back  

50. Test drive ______ for the next 90 days after your purchase  

51. You have absolutely nothing to lose  

52. What have you got to lose, except a chance to try it out?  

53. Give us a chance to help you out  

54. It’s your success or your money back  

55. We understand you might think it’s risky, that’s why we’re giving you a 
chance to try us  

56. I’ll let others tell you why  

57. If they can do it, so can you  

58. We hope to see your testimonial in this page too.  

59. Get everything you need for one price.  

60. It would have cost you more if you …  

61. As you are looking at this page, thousands of other people are reading too  

62. When the counter reaches 0 this page will be removed permanently  

63. Only you and 299 other people can have the privilege  

64. There’s nothing else out there quite like ______  

65. Massive  

66. Get that ________, snatch it up, run the thing and start collecting cash!  
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67. Over-worked... over-tired... over-stressed... under-happy... with just enough 
money to get by.  

68. And this new robot had to combine MINIMAL RISK with HUGE, 
CONSISTENT profits.  

69. Constant cash-siphoning mixed with low risk and the LOWEST possible 
drawdowns!  

70. Keep your dreams alive. Understand to achieve anything requires faith and 
belief in yourself, vision, hard work, determination, and dedication. Remember all 
things are possible for those who believe.  

71. What if you hit it big next week? Or next month? How would you feel with an 
extra $50,000 in your account? What about an extra $100,000? ...or why not $1 
Mil?  

72. I'm So Sure My ______ Strategy Will work for you I'll let you try it for free.  

73. "Give Us 3 Days And We'll Teach You How To Easily Crush the <niche>!"  

74. Today Information Is King  

75. Let Me Explain how All Of this Works, Who I Am And More Importantly, Why 
You Should Listen To What I Have To Say  

76. You Will Now Be Able To Build A Brand New Business, Which Enables You 
To Create Your Own Schedule, Be Your Own Boss, Have More Freedom And 
Most Importantly Help Others Achieve their Dreams By Providing the Sought 
After Information that they Need To Be 77. Successful!  

78. This Business can be Managed in 15 Minutes a Day.  

79. What I Teach You Will BLOW AWAY Any Of the Info I Learned From those 
Seminars!  

80. I Decided To Make One Very Lucky Person Wealthy...  

81. PROVEN Results - Even In Troubled Times  

82. An Automatic Wealth-Creating System - Yours For Only $77  

83. Try This Profitable Way To Make Money For A Full 60 Days Without Risking 
A Single Penny!  

84. No Special Education...No Experience... No Skills...Almost No Money, And 
Lock Into A... Guaranteed Income Every Month!  
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85. I will Show You A Rock Solid <niche> System that Literally Requires A Few 
Minutes A Day.  

86. You Need Step-By-Step Details Spelled Out Quickly! ...By A Team that Can 
Teach You the Ropes!  

87. My three most valuable tips how to increase your profits quickly and 
effectively DRAMATICALLY  

88. The exact steps, how the strategy can be tested immediately without risk  

89. This is an "evergreen" business. Even as the markets shifts, and the 
economy changes... my system will always work!  

90. Once you know the system, this business can be managed in 15 minutes a 
day.  

91. So, if you're fed up with just getting by, having no money left at the end of the 
month, or even tired of the daily grind and commuting... then you need to take a 
look at this... and here's why...  

92. My ______ course is an effective, expert guide that will show you how to 
become a respected _______ professional with your own lucrative 
_________business and the freedom to set your own hours...  

93. IMPORTANT: 347 Internet Marketers In Pondicherry. Are Already Using this 
Tool To Reap An Unfair Advantage On their Websites ....Don't Get Left Behind!  

94. Get Your Prospect To Pay More Attention, And You'll INSTANTLY Increase 
Your Conversion Rates!  

95. The Truth Of the Matter Is that Million-Dollar Corporations Have Been Using 
this Simple Tactic To Rake In Tens Of thousands Of Dollars In EXTRA Profits 
Year After Year... And Now It's Your Turn!  

96. No more, no less! this book is the best available resource currently online, 
and you can have it now!  

97. You will have more free time every day  

98. This Is Your One Chance To Do Something Really Very Special For 
Yourself...  

99. Will these Secrets Really Make a Difference and Work for Me?  

100. I have no problem making this iron-clad guarantee because I've personally 
used many of these strategies and techniques so I know they work. Fair enough? 
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Follow Ups and Follow Throughs 

 
1. As a valued subscriber of mine, I would like to .....  

2. Click on the link below...then come back again to talk on action  

3. Here is your Internet success:  

4. Dear <prospect>, do you know that you can...  

5. Just in case you missed out, this is...  

6. Not many people know this, but....  

7. Have you tried hard enough at your <skill>  

8. Do you need expert assistance in...  

9. Don't you think you need <assist>  

10. In case you need professional assist in...  

11. I was supposed to let you know....  

12. I suppose this might interest you.  

13. Have you received my <Free gift Title>  

14. This will give you <benefit>  

15. I was suppose to tell you more about <benefits>  

16. Just before I missed out, this is your <benefit >  

17. Don't miss out...  

18. Still haven't made your <action>?  

19. Have you started your <plan>?  

20. You might have been <benefit> have you not miss <my offer>  

21. you might miss out <something> but it is never too late to <purchase>  

22. Are you still struggling with...  

23. Have you waited long enough?  
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24. In case you're asking,...  

25. This might stir your interest.  

26. Just too kindly remind you that <offer>  

27. Just in case you might have forgotten, <offer>  

28. we would like to remind you that our <offer> ends <date>  

29. Do you know that you can < remind benefit>  

30. Just in case you think it's over-priced, our <guarantee>....  

31. Before the chance is gone:  

32. Hi <name>, Welcome to the most important lesson of <skill>  

33. What if I told you that you can <benefit>  

34. On <date> you have received the <benefit>  

35. I hope you have enjoyed <benefit>  

36. We want you to <success>, so we have a special offer for you.  

37. How would you want to <benefit>  

38. This offer is only valid until <date>  

39. In order to see your success, we would like to ...  

40. As you know, <skill> is one of the most important asset  

41. Don't miss this chance  

42. Don't miss it <prospect name>  

43. Don't miss the golden opportunity  

44. Never miss the offer of <product>  

45. It pays to be early.  

46. Just to make sure you don't miss this...  

47. Just to make sure you are aware of the offer  

48. In case you wonder, this time limited offer...  
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49. The last time this was released, it was...  

50. If <he/she> can success, so can you  

51. So have you decided living the kind of life you dream of?  

52. By the way, this might help you <benefit>  

53. By the way why don't you try out this <product>  

54. If you have been thinking of getting started, don't miss out...  

55. Are you feeling overwhelmed?  

56. Do you sometimes feel discourage?  

57. Let me show you how you can <achieve dream>  

58. Thank you for your subscription  

59. For <hour>...50% off the <product>  

60. This is the last <email/promo> on <product>  

61. Attention <prospect> this is your last chance  

62. Master the <skill> (72 hours coupon expires)  

63. In about 12 hours. It's over my friend! Hurry.  

64. Last chance to save <amount> on the <product>  

65. You will get it all for <amount> but only until midnight tonight. Hurry!  

66. This is absolutely crazy offer at this price point.  

67. The coupon will not work even a minute after midnight tonight.  

68. You have till midnight to get <product> for <price>  

69. This coupon is unlike anything I have offered before  

70. Oops I forgot to add the notes to your sample, if you truly want to master 
<skill>  

71. Oops I forgot to attach the article, here is your <gift>  

72. As a bonus I will also show you <benefit>  

73. This <gift> is just part of the bonus.  
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74. Are you satisfied with the <gift> you received?  

75. I believe you have digested the material I have sent to you, here is <more>  

76. Test Drive <gift/product> while there is still time.  

77. I have pleasant surprise for you.  

78. This is our way of saying Thanks!  

79. It’s my gift to you.  

80. We owe a big thanks to you for  

81. We appreciate your interest in our <product>,  

82. Extra Bonus! Order now and I will include my special offer of <gift> for free!  

83. Last call for <product>!  

84. Secure your copy before you run out of time.  

85. This is once in a life time offer  

86. I'm not sure if I can put this up any longer  

87. It's now or never. Secure your order at <price>  

88. <number> copies left. What are you waiting for?  

89. I wish I have more time for this, but the <promo> expires in <time>  

90. For <hours> left to get it all at <price>  

91. I can't make you do anything you don't want to, but you can't ignore this...  

92. Yesterday I gave you <gift>,  

93. This is a small sample of the kind of information you are going to get out of 
this.  

94. I hope you make the right decision because in <hours> you will <benefit>  

95. You have <days> left to join us at <price>  

96. We would like to show you our appreciation by offering you < percent> 
discount.  

97. Apart from the <gift>, we would like to show you how you can <benefit>  
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98. Before it's gone forever, here is your test drive.  

99. Just to let you know that this is a Time Sensitive offer.  

100. The best has yet to come. Introducing <product> at much reduced price.  

101. LAST Chance to get all <number> report for FREE  

102. Don't overlooked this time limited offer,  

103. I guess by now you must be wondering...  

104. This special gift could have you making <benefits>  

105. You were supposed to be told the whole truth about  

 

 

 

Getting an Idea Across 

 
1. What if your product be the next Gangbusters in the <market>?  

2. What if you can make <benefit> right after you know the unusual secret?  

3. What if your tomorrow will never be the same as yesterday anymore  

4. What if you can solve your long-entangled problem in the next hour?  

5. What if you can buy your dream house and ride you could ever dream of  

6. What if you can impress your <enemy/friend> immediately after you know the 
Real Truth!  

7. What if you can Double your <benefit> in your next <encounter>?  

8. What if your profit soar through the roof in your next <encounter>  

9. What if next you're the One laugh your way to the bank and no others?  

10. What if you can achieve your <goal> much earlier than anyone ever 
expected  
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11. What if we are shouldering the risk of your purchase for the next 60 days  

12. This breakthrough product can help you achieve your <goal> much faster 
than you could imagine.  

13. The <niche\product> allow you to go on vacation anytime you want  

14. This secret skill will allow you to buy anything you want without looking at the 
price tag  

15. Taking part in the <niche> will allow you to spend more time with family  

16. This <niche> will allow you to be part of the Elite Group and dominate the 
<market>  

17. Thinking about all the <benefit> you will get with our <product>  

18. This will allow you to safe big buck by getting it all in one place for one low 
price  

19. This investment will pay off continuously for many years to come  

20. Get rid of your <problem> in a click of the mouse  

21. You will be able to dazzle people with hypnotic < skill> that make them < >  

22. This proven secret will turn your < > life around immediately  

23. Learn the ultimate secret to <action > the <problem>  

24. What if you too can out your testimony in this page  

25. If you don't <benefit> within 8 weeks we will buy the product back from you  

26. Please don't put this off, every minute passing by will render your slot taken 
by someone else  

27. Give me 5 days and you might make $....  

28. Remember, our <product> can make you <benefit> today, not in 30 days.  

29. You are moment away from having a powerful amazing <benefit> right from 
the comfort of your home  

30. Once you have it, you can <benefit>. It is as easy as 1 2 3.  

31. As a bonus incentive you will get <benefit> in just < price>  

32. We will reward you with <benefit> if you take action now  
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33. You will also get <benefit> if you take action within <time>  

34. For the next 72 hours you will get 95% off  

35. The proven blueprint can help you <benefit>  

36. This Amazing secret will skyrocket your <profit > in <time>  

37. taking action now can eliminate unnecessary cost and fast forward your 
<benefit>  

38. This specialize <niche> will allow you to work anywhere, and anytime you 
want  

39. With my 4 weeks course you will definitely <benefit>  

40. With this ultra class < product> sure you will <benefit>  

41. You will be able to <benefit> after knowing the unprecedented Truth  

42. If you take action now I guarantee you will <benefit>  

43. Let us help you <benefit> and enjoy the life of your dream  

44. Take action now and you will retire earlier, drive a brand new car, and own 
your home  

45. Click now to discover the unprecedented Truth of <niche>  

46. What if you can posses the power of this <product> in your hand against all 
odds  

47. You only need to know fifth grade math and all you do is collect your cash at 
the end  

48. Mi want you to have complete confident and peace of mind in <niche> 
tomorrow  

49. Do you want to have an average <benefit> all of your life? Or get <real 
benefit> starting tomorrow  

50. You can take control of how much more profitable and pleasurable your 
<niche> in less than <time>  

51. You can take full advantage of <niche> right now before it is too late  

52. You will snap on <benefit> once you have this once in a life time killer 
<product>  
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53. what if you can unleash the most powerful secret weapon now and thanking 
me for years to come  

54. Within <time> of ordering you will receive <benefit>  

55. let's test drive the <product> and you will <benefit>  

56. You will receive all this <benefit> :  

57. This special <skill> will make you wonder how will you manage without it  

58. After knowing the truth you will wonder why you waited  

59. What if you can make the turning point of your life after a click of the mouse  

60. What if you can Double your saving after knowing <niche>  

61. What if you can take an extra 50% off the ticketed price when you take action 
right now  

62. What if <benefit> is yours Free just for saying "yes" to  

63. This <product> will show you why you have No obligation to buy anything 
ever  

64. This simple <product > will help you <benefit> in 2 weeks  

65. This awesome <skill> will make you <benefit> others could ever envy with  

66. Within 10 days from today you could be <benefit>  

67. What if knowing <niche> will help you take a giant step in <progress>  

68. This will help you learn about <niche> in 10min  

69. Knowing <skill> will make you <benefit> and surprise you with unexpected 
pleasure  

70. Knowing <skill> will allow you to experience the wonder of....  

71. Mastering <skill> will equip you an edge in <market>  

72. A sip of the truth of <benefit> and you will never remember how the old days 
were.  

73. This will allow you to learn the astonishing truth in <time>  

74. Knowing the spine-tingling truth of <benefit> will enable you to <progress>  
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75. Revealing the ancient blueprint of <benefit> will make you <growth> in 
<time>  

76. Master the <niche> will unleash your ultimate taken and imagination  

77. This will lead you to the kind of <life> you have only dreamed of  

78. Knowing <skill> will make you feel brand new  

79. <time> after knowing will allow you to indulge in <benefit>  

80. Mastering <skill> will alter your perception towards all your previous 
<problem>  

81. Mastering <niche> will open dozens of money-making opportunities  

82. This special offer will allow you to get rich without going to work  

83. This ultimate product will put you in your fast track to wealth  

84. This ancient secret will Triple your <benefit> in <time>  

85. This amazing product will make you successful in <market>  

86. this unrevealing truth will earn you <benefit> in your spare time  

87. This unprecedented product will help you generate <benefit> in first 3 months  

88. If I don't show you a proven path to <benefit> you owe me nothing  

89. Let me show you how you can accomplish something better in <market>  

90. Let me show you how you can <benefit> with my proven path  

91. Let me show you how to <benefit> in < recession/ bad time>  

92. Knowing <skill> will allow you to identify your passion and make them into 
wealth  

93. Unlock the <product> code will allow you to <benefit> in an incredible 
inexpensive, fast and easy way  

94. You will learn the secret that Most people will never know about after 
Unlocking the <product > code  

95. Once you first identify <benefit> you will success in <market>  

96. What if you can learn how to parley as few as 4 hours a week into a full time 
income without interfering you current career  
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97. What if your entire career can be automated, and fool-proof in just 10minute  

98. What if you manage to copy my <niche> blueprint and rake your income to 5 
figure in 6 months  

99. Discover how you can learn <skill> with no business knowledge or computer 
skill  

100. What if you have master the revolution of <niche> and make others green 
with envy  

 

 

 

 

Persuasive guarantees 
1. You’re getting my 100% no risk guarantee because I’m completely confident 
that ____is what you exactly need to achieve_____. In fact, I’m so confident it’ll 
work for you and I’m prepared to let you try it risk free for an entire 60 days. 

2. I’m so confident that you will be happy with your purchase that you get my 
100% Money back Guarantee. If you don’t like the sound of me, what I have to 
say, what I write about, or you plain think it stinks - I will send you your money 
back in full and without delay. All I ask is that you spend __ days trying out my 
_______. 

3. You see, I don’t have to worry that you’re at all unhappy, because if you 
decide_____isn’t the right system for you, get a full refund at any time during the 
60 days. So you’re free to download the whole thing, and try it out.  

4. There’s absolutely no risk to you with my 100% Money back guarantee. To 
prove everything I have promised is absolutely true, here is my offer to you: Use 
the information and techniques in my ______ for a full __ months and If the 
_______ isn’t everything I say it is, if you aren’t absolutely thrilled, if you are 
dissatisfied in any way shape or form and if you fail to earn at least __ times your 
money on the ______ price within __ months of purchasing it, I’ll give you a 
prompt courteous refund. No questions asked... and keep the free bonuses. You 
are legally 100% protected - what could be fairer than that’ 

5. I'm never satisfied unless you are more than satisfied, so here's my simple 'No 
Small Print' guarantee...Claim your _____ today and put it through the ringer. 
Use each of the tools as many times as you like for 60 days. You be the judge. 
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6. If you don’t get the results or not as good as you thought, or just don’t 
like_____, no problems at all! You’ll get every last cent refunded to you. No 
question asked. This is completely no risk purchase. 

7. You can try everything, risk free for a full 6o days. Because the only way to be 
100% certain ______ works as well as I say it does. And that is exactly what you 
can do today. I only ask you to give _______a fair run to prove itself to you. 

8. SEND NO MONEY. If at the end of __ days, you decide not to keep the book, 
simply return it without obligation. 

9. If you decide to subscribe’ And I bet you will, once you see how genuinely 
informative, useful and valuable _________ proves to be’ you’ll get a full year for 
only $___ (a $__ discount off the regular price for home delivery). But if not, just 
return our bill marked’ Cancel’ and pay nothing. You can’t lose. Any risk is mine. 

10. This is a win-win situation for you. And, as is the policy of all the products we 
sell in our company, my _________ carry an unconditional, money-back 
guarantee. If my _________ are not everything that I have said they are and you 
are not in fact overly satisfied, you will receive every cent of your money back, no 
questions asked. 

11. If you haven’t seen the results in the first week, I want you to return it right 
away for a full refund. 

12. Subscribe today. If you think your first issue’ Or any issue ever’ doesn’t 
deliver at least $__ worth of ideas and information, you can tell us to take a hike. 
We will cancel your subscription and send you a prompt refund for all un-mailed 
issues, no questions asked. We won’t be happy to know we failed your value-
test, but that will be our problem, not yours. 

13. A shamelessly irresistible, doubly better than risk-free proposition: If you 
decide to cancel your attendance anytime up to ___pm on Day _ of the live event 
(which, quite frankly, is highly unlikely), I want you to keep the $______ as my 
gift for signing up in the first place. 

14. There is absolutely no way that you can lose’ except by not taking me up on 
a free 30-day examination of _________. I personally guarantee that you’ve 
never heard anything like it. If you aren’t _________ within __ days after 
receiving the program, simply return it and owe nothing. 

15. When you claim your copy of _______, you will have a full 60 days to review 
your membership and ensure your satisfaction. I am 100% confident you will be 
absolutely thrilled with everything you are about to discover... 

16. You are fully covered by my iron clad, no quibbles satisfaction policy, which 
means if you are not totally delighted with ____, you will get a prompt and 
courteous refund. 
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17. If for any reason within 60 days I didn’t feel it was worth 10x the price you’ll 
give me 100% of my money back. 

18. If you decide to keep it, well bill you in four easy installments of just $__ each. 
That’s a total of only $__ not even a drop in the bucket considering that the 
_________ secret on page __alone will save you thousands of dollars a year 
immediately. 

19. You risk nothing. You have the right to a prompt and full refund at any time’ 
even after you’ve read the _________ or received all the issues of your 
subscription. Fair enough’ 

20. My _________ comes with a no-question, no-quibbles, One-Year money 
back guarantee. If for any reason, you find that my course isn’t perfect for you, 
just send it back any time within ONE FULL YEAR, and I’ll buy it back from you 
at the full purchase price. You have up to a full year to use and profit from my 
_________without any obligation to keep it’ to make sure that it is everything I 
say and more. 

21. If you’re not completely convinced that _________ can help you foresee the 
changes that will affect your life and money in the years ahead’ Or if you decide 
_________ can’t help you _________ in the months to come’ Just let us know 
after reading the first issue and the bonus reports. We’ll refund every penny 
you’ve paid. And the reports are yours to keep and profit from. 

22. Try _________ at my expense for __ days. You pay nothing until you’ve tried 
and applied the specific, immediately useable _________ tactics that _________ 
teaches. If the program hasn’t paid for itself many times over by the time the __ 
days are up, pay nothing and return it. Only if the program makes a significant 
contribution to your bottom line after __ days we will bill you only $__ (regularly 
$__), plus shipping, handling and applicable sales tax. 

23. My 100% money-back guarantee is yours for the term you select. So take the 
bigger savings and the extra FREE bonuses you get with two-years of my 
service. Because I’ll return your money ‘ and you get to keep everything I send 
you ‘ Even if you wait until the next-to-the last month of membership to tell me, 
sorry _________, I’m not happy with your service. 

24. You’re fully protected by our iron-clad money-back guarantee: If you decide 
that your _________ membership and _________ aren’t for you, just let us know 
at any time during your membership period. We’ll send you a prompt 100% 
refund’ every penny you paid. That’s a full refund, not partial or pro-rated. All the 
issues and the bonuses are yours to keep’ Even if you cancel. Could any offer be 
fairer than that’ 

25. If you’re not absolutely thrilled with your order from _________’ For any 
reason at all’ we’ll cheerfully replace your order or refund your money, whichever 
you prefer. 
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26. I absolutely guarantee if you stick with me the full 12 months and take action 
on _________ you’ll make at least 10 times your investment. If you don’t, you’ll 
get every red cent you paid me refunded to you, no questions asked. All I ask is 
you prove to me you made a’ Good faith’ Effort to take action on my advice. 

27. If you don’t agree that this is the most impactful, eye-opening, and profitable 
seminar you have ever attended, simply tell me and I’ll issue you a 100% refund 
on the spot plus I’ll give you an extra $100 for your trouble. 

28. If you decide to keep the _________, you can pay for it in a few easy 
installments. If not, sent it back (at our expense), and you’ll owe nothing. Either 
way, I’d like to send you a free gift just for giving it a try. 

29. If, after reading your three free issues, your verdict is’ No thanks, that’s okay, 
too. It really is. Just write’ Cancel’ on our invoice and pay nothing, owe nothing. 

30. Here’s the best guarantee you’ve ever seen! Ask for a refund at any time and 
a check is on its way to you ‘for the full amount ‘even if you cancel on the very 
last day of your subscription. Keep everything I send you. Every _________. It’s 
all yours FREE forever! I can’t be any fairer than that. Re-read the above 
paragraph for loopholes if you like. You won’t find any. My money-back 
guarantee is absolute. That’s how sure I am you’ll profit like crazy from 
_________. See if I’m right. 

31. Once you receive your free issue, the next move is up to you. You can 
continue with _________ at the special low rate of $__ for _________ (__ more 
issues). Or simply write ‘Cancel’ across your bill, send it back and owe nothing. 
The free issue is yours to keep with my thanks for giving _________ a try! 

32. As you know, I will never consider your purchase binding until you’ve had 
time to preview all of this material and put it into action. So, use what you learn 
for __ days. Then, if it doesn’t have a significant tangible impact on your 
advertising results, just return it for a full refund, no questions asked! Frankly, 
there’s really no reason not to order your _________ today. Just _________ all 
risk is lifted from your shoulders and placed squarely on mine. Join today. 

33. If _____ is not absolutely everything I claim it to be...send me an immediate 
email and I will not only give you a prompt, no-hassle, no-questions asked 100% 
refund, but I will even let you keep _____ plus all the bonuses as my way of 
saying ""thank you for trying _____. 

34. I am so completely convinced that this is the best investment you could ever 
make for your _____ that I am going to take all the risk away from you, at this 
very moment. I will even go so far as to say that if you are not 120% satisfied 
with _____ within _____ days... I want you to immediately return the _____ for a 
full refund of your entire purchase price. You can even keep every one of the 
added bonuses as my way of saying ""thank you"" for just trying _____! How’s 
THAT For A 120% Risk-Free Guarantee’ 
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35. GUARANTEE: If the _____ is not everything that we say it is and you are not 
completely satisfied with it, then we will refund every penny of your money with 
no questions asked. That’s more than a guarantee, that’s a promise. 

36. Here is how it works: Order __________, and use them as if you owned 
them. If for no reason at all, you aren’t completely satisfied after __ entire months 
(by which time I had ________) - just send back the ________, in any condition, 
and Ill personally guarantee you get a complete refund of your purchase price by 
return mail, No questions asked. No hassles or forms to fill out. No problems at 
all. 

37. ______, at your own pace, in your own home, and learn everything he has’ 
for a full 3 months without risk. Treat the _______ as hard as you like – they’re 
yours for the entire __ months. If, at the end of that time, you aren’t 100% 
convinced you’ve just been _______ you could ever have, simple return the 
______ and _____ will see that you get an immediate refund of the purchase 
price. No questions asked. No nonsense... and _____ will still consider you a 
friend. He respects you enough to let you decide for yourself. 

38. Don’t even decide today. Start using the _____right now for a full 60 days –
on me. 

39. There are no catches to this offer. There is no fine print. Simply order the 
______, learn from them for __ months’ and send ______ back in any shape, for 
a complete refund if you aren’t utterly blown away by them. No questions asked. 
No hassles. You control everything! 

40. In case you’re wondering, we also want to give you the peace of mind you 
deserve. _____ comes with an unconditional 60 days money back guarantee. 

41. I personally guarantee that you will be absolutely delighted with your new 
""______"". In fact, I’ll give you a __ day ""free peek"" at this blockbuster material. 
Take __ days to examine the "______"". If you feel that I fell short in any way on 
delivering everything I promised in this letter just return ""______"" and I’ll be 
happy to give you a full refund, issued the very same day we get the _____ back. 
No hassles and no questions asked! 

42. I personally guarantee if you make a diligent effort to use just a few of the 
techniques in this course, you’ll ______ in the next __ months. That’s right, 
______. If you don’t, Ill refund the entire cost of the ______ to you. Actually, you 
get double protection. Here’s how. At any time during the __ months, if you 
sincerely fell I fell short in any way on delivering everything I promised, I’ll be 
happy to give you a complete refund. Even if it’s on the last day of the ______ 
month! 

43. You get my double money-back guarantee! If you’re not happy with this 
program for any reason, I want to buy it back. Period. No questions asked. If, at 
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the end of one full year, you haven’t earned at least 10 times what you paid for it, 
I’ll give you your money back! You cannot lose with my double guarantee. 

44. Of course your investment is 100% guaranteed. In fact, if you are _______, 
and this ______ doesn’t change your mind about ______, I insist you return it for 
a full and complete refund. 

45. You have our absolute guarantee that once you’ve tried and applied the 
concepts, if they Don’t work for you within __ months’ and not only work, but give 
you tools to quadruple your ______, then you need only send it back for a 
complete and immediate refund. 

46. All _______ are guaranteed to last you a lifetime. In fact, if you’re unhappy 
with any _______ you buy from _______ for any reason whatsoever -- including 
breakage -- simply return it and well cheerfully send a 100% refund of every 
penny you’ve paid. No questions asked. No hard feelings either. What could be 
fairer than that’ 

47. I know my _______ is everything, I say and more. But of course you don’t 
know that yet, and why should you believe me’ so, just to erase any doubts you 
may still have, I offer you my personal unconditional ___ day money back 
guarantee. If at any time within ___ days after receiving my ________, you want 
to return it for any reason -- Do It! I’ll send you a complete refund immediately - 
no questions asked any hassles! 

48. Still not convinced _____ is the best deal on the market’ don’t Decide Now! 
Buy it, try it for a few days and if you still don’t think _____ is worth every penny, 
well buy it back! 

49. If for any reason whatsoever, you are not completely convinced and 
delighted, just let me know and your membership will be cancelled, and your fee 
fully refunded. 

50. I personally guarantee that, if you follow the _____ exactly as outline in the 
_____, you will _____. And, I’ll give you _____ to try it out. If within a year you 
aren’t 100% completely satisfied, let me know and Ill issue you an immediate, no 
hassle, no questions asked refund right on the spot. 

51. If you do not get the _____ you want, or if for any reason you don’t feel that 
this is the most impactful, eye-opening, _____ book you’ve ever read, simply tell 
me and I’ll issue you a 100% refund immediately. 

52. I personally guarantee that if you make an honest effort to try just a few of 
these proven secrets for yourself, you’ll make at least 100 times your investment 
back in spend able cash flow within the next _____ to _____ _____. Plus, you’ll 
also at least DOUBLE your free, spare time to spend however you choose during 
the next _____ months. That’s right, 100 times your investment back plus double 
the freedom and spare time. You’ve got full _____ months to prove to yourself 
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that these secrets are for real. But if you aren’t 100% satisfied, let me know and 
I’ll give you an immediate, no questions asked, no hassle refund on the spot. 

53. When you get _____, you get a 100% money-back guarantee. That means 
that you can learn how to _____, and get _____ free bonuses but if you are 
dissatisfied for any reason whatsoever, then simply tell us, and you will be issued 
a prompt and courteous refund. 

54. You can’t lose with our 100%, ironclad, money-back guarantee if for any 
reason, you aren’t thrilled and satisfied with your purchase, just contact us within 
_____ days and well refund 100% of your purchase price. What we’re saying is 
don’t decide now if _____ is right for you. Try it out for _____ - risk free. 

55. Our guarantee is simple: Try _____ out for yourself. If you don’t agree that 
_____ can substantially _____, _____, _____, and _____, just drop us an e-mail 
within 60 days and well refund your money - no questions asked. 

56. 100% Money-Back Guarantee I insist that you order _____ entirely at my 
risk. That’s why this collection comes with a Risk-Free, 100% Money-Back 
Guarantee. There’s absolutely NO RISK on your part. 

57. ____ is everything you need and is designed to get quick results, however 
you can take your time if you prefer as you've got a full 60 days to try out my 
course. 

58. You can’t lose with my 100%, my word is my bond, money-back guarantee 
your satisfaction is assured through my no risk, you-can’t-lose, 100%, no-
questions-asked, my word is my bond money-back guarantee. If for any reason, 
you aren’t thrilled and satisfied with your purchase, just contact me within _____ 
days and Ill refund 100% of your purchase price. 

59. Of course I wouldn’t expect you to take any risks at all… That’s why I’m 
personally giving you a 60 day Full Money Back Guarantee. I want you to feel 
safe and secure knowing you have cutting edge tools… That do EXACTLY what 
they say they will. I’m 100% confident you’re going to LOVE this… 

60. We're so sure this is exactly what you need to get into profit that we're giving 
you two whole months to try it out... See if you like it...see if you can use it to get 
the freedom you want... And if you can't use it, or just don't like it, no hard 
feelings. We'll personally refund every penny of your cash with a smile on our 
face and no questions asked. 

61. So here are my TWO ""RISK FREE"" and ""THE RISKS ON ME"" 
Guarantees: 1) A Flat-Out, Unconditional, NO-RISK, Iron Clad, 90 Day, No-
Questions-Asked, Money-Back Guarantee, Period I just flat out know that the 
material you’re going to get from my _____ is SO GOOD, that once you’ve read 
and see what I’m talking about you’re going to be blown away! 
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62. I want you to have absolutely NO RISK involved in this decision. You’ll get An 
UNHEARD of -- the ""RISKS ON ME"" -- if my material doesn’t enable you to 
_____, I’ll give you ALL your money back, plus _____ for taking the time to 
""check me out."" 

63. 30 Day - 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE If you buy the _____ and within 
30 days don’t feel it lives up to its promises, your money back, no questions 
asked. 

64. While I don’t believe this _____ needs to be guaranteed - after all, the value 
you will receive from this knowledge far outweighs the low investment you will 
make now... you are welcome to take a full 30 days to examine the information. 
If, during that time you are not entirely convinced that this _____ has _____... if 
for any reason it does not live up to your expectations or deliver what I say it will, 
simply contact me and tell me why... and I will gladly enable a full refund of your 
investment. You get to keep the free _____. I can’t make it any better than that! 

65. Your ""No Questions Asked, Full Money Back"" __ Day Guarantee If this 
_____ does not provide you with _____ to your utmost satisfaction I will 
personally provide a full no questions asked money back guarantee. What’s 
more I will give you 90 days from the date you purchase _____ to get your 
money back. If you are not satisfied just let me know. 

66. That’s right! Try _____ for a full __ days, RISK-FREE. If you feel that you 
didn’t get your money’s worth, even with all the _____, I will give you a full refund 
PLUS Ill allow you to keep the product and most of the bonuses. 

67. What I Guarantee I won’t guarantee this _____ will win you a Pulitzer or 
Nobel Prize. But, I do promise that if you follow the steps and advice, you WILL 
_____. In fact, I’m so confident that you can succeed in _____, that I will return 
your money, IN FULL, for ___ months 

68. You see, we're so sure that _____will blow you away that we're happy to give 
you a no-strings guarantee...You're not going to find a guarantee like this with 
just any product...So if you want access to this amazing system at zero risk, you 
need to get in right now! 

69. I give you my honest word that when you order _____, and if you apply the 
power into your _____, you will _____, or your money back...guaranteed. 

70. Our ""love it or shove it"" money back guarantee’ the policy is simple. If you 
want a refund for _____, just email _____ and well process an instant refund and 
stop any future charges. This refund is valid for the entire life of your 
membership. And you don’t need to give us any reasons either. Just say ""Hey, 
cancel my charge"" and we will. Just let us know before the next billing period, 
and well stop any future charges. This totally reinforces our zero-risk policy. 
When you join this site, you have no risk! It really is as simple as that. 
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71. And of course, what would a _____ be without someone to stand behind it. 
There is a guarantee. This one is simple: If you don’t like it you have __ days to 
ask for a refund no questions asked 

72. I'm still going to give you 60 days to try it out, if you don't see results, no 
stress, just ask for a refund. 

73. Try it at my risk for 60 days, if you don't like it, send it back and ask for our 
money back guarantee. 

74. Within 60 days, if you feel this is not for you or whatever reason it could be. 
You can get a full no questions asked refund. 

75. I know______ works because I use it every day and I personally guarantee 
that it will deliver on what I’ve promised. In fact, I’m so confident in my product 
that I’ll back it up with a 60 days 100% “no quibble” guarantees. 

76. I personally guarantee that _______ will work for you or you get your money 
back. That’s right. Follow my step-by-step formula for a full 60 days… if it doesn’t 
deliver everything that I’ve promised then I want you to get your money back. All 
the risk is on me. 

77. You’ll never have to worry about a refund. Once you start using The ____ 
and see the no results or progress, just drop me a note and I’ll give you 100% 
refund. 

78. 60 days steel and iron clad guarantee! Yes you read that RIGHT! Your 
satisfaction is assured through our no risk, you-can't-lose, 100%, no questions-
asked, iron-clad money-back guarantee. 

79. Grab the ____ today. Take it out for a test drive... follows the couldn't-be-
simpler step-by-step instructions... and keep an eye on your results. Because if 
by day 59 sales aren't hammering your inbox like a tropical hailstorm....then I 
don't want your money. You can ask for a refund at any time during the first sixty 
days... for any reason or no reason at all. 

80. The _____ results from using the tips and ideas in this book have been 
attested to by _____. This makes it possible to offer you a no questions asked 
money-back guarantee. After __ days, if you are not satisfied with the return on 
your investment, send me an e-mail or call me at _____ and you will receive a 
prompt and courteous refund. 

81. Your satisfaction is assured through my no risk, no-questions-asked, money-
back guarantee. If you aren’t satisfied, contact me within _____ days and Ill 
refund 100% of the purchase price. 
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82. GUARANTEE: If you are not satisfied with _____ for any reason, then simply 
contact me and I will issue you a prompt refund. No questions asked. No 
hassles. That’s more than a guarantee, that’s a promise. 

83. Each purchase is backed by _____s ""love it or shove it"" 100% money back 
guarantee ... you MUST be satisfied! 

84. GUARANTEE: If _____ is not everything that we say it is and you are not 
completely satisfied with it, then we will refund every penny of your money with 
no questions asked. That’s more than a guarantee, that’s a promise. 

85. Get the _____ today and if you decide any time in the next __ days that you 
don’t want, like, need, rate what I sold you – just let me know and I’ll give you a 
full refund. No quibble, no questions, I’ll just do it. 

86. 100% money-back guarantees if you are not honestly happy with our _____. 
Take __ days to decide if you like. If, for any reason or for no reason at all, you 
aren’t completely satisfied during that first __ day’s trial, just email me with your 
request for a refund. Ill personally guarantee a full credit of the entire purchase 
price. That’s more than a guarantee, that’s a promise! How can I offer this’ 
Because I know you will be satisfied) 

87. Your order is protected by my fully unconditional and completely risk-free, 60-
day money-back guarantee... If for any reason whatsoever, you are not 
completely convinced and delighted, just let me know and your fee fully refunded. 

88. If you’re not absolutely thrilled with the money you’re making with _____, all 
you have to do is shoot me a quick email at the address you’ll find on the 
download page and I’ll refund every penny you paid on the spot. 

89. I want to ensure you are fully protected, which is why I am offering you a full 
60 days guarantee. 

90. We're so confident that you'll love the ___you get with ____that we'll stand 
behind it like this...If you don't see your results within 60 days after you start 
taking action - we'll buy it back from you. 

91. Just a promise from us that if you aren’t 100% happy and confident with your 
purchase today, you get 100% of your money back instantly. 

92. If our ____ don't do everything we've said they will, simply contact us and 
we'll refund every penny of your purchase. But we're convinced that once you try 
them, you'll be astounded at just how easy it is to ______ in less time! 

93. So, at any time, if you decide to upgrade your satisfaction is GUARANTEED. 
If you're not completely satisfied with _____ -- anytime within 60 days -- you’ll 
receive a refund. And, of course, there are NO questions asked. NO catches. NO 
fine print. 
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94. 4 weeks Risk-Free Trial. Don't decide now if ____is right for you. Take 4 
Weeks to put us to the test! If ____ doesn't show you exactly how to ________, 
we'll give your money back ... no questions asked! 

95. You either love ____ like everyone else, or you get 100% of your investment 
back. 

96. To Remove The Risk Completely... Here's The No-Questions Asked Money-
Back Guarantee. So, if you’re not completely thrilled with the ___after going 
through it, then I’ll give you your money back, instantly and with a big smile. 

97. That's Right, I said You'll Get Your Money Back! Once you are onboard, take 
60 days to test drive the ____. If you're not _______ and or not satisfied, just ask 
for a refund. 

98. Take a full 60 days to decide if it's for you. You can actually use it first, ONLY 
then, make your final decision. You must be absolutely convinced that ____ will 
deliver your expected outcome and I'll rush you a full refund – no questions 
asked. 

99. Become a member today and see if this isn't the best way to ____ on the 
planet. If you're not seeing massive _____ by then (whatever "massive" means to 
you), I'll promptly return every penny you gave me. I don't want it. 

100. 2 Months of unconditional guarantee. That’s 60 days exactly … If at any 
time, for any reason at all, you decide you want your money back, just send us 
an email and we will process a full refund, no questions asked, no hard feelings, 
stay friends style. 
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210. Experts Agree .. This is the Best Way to <solve your problem>... Hands 
Down!  

211. Finally! A Sure-Fire Way To <benefit> At Breakneck Speed! ... I'll 
Personally Guarantee It!  

212. Finally Revealed! How to <benefit> and <solve your problem>  

213. For Those That Want to <benefit> At Breakneck Speed .. This is a No 
Brainer!  

214. Free Book... Tells You <No of steps/tips/secrets> To <benefit>  

215. Great New Discovery Helps You <benefit>  

216. Great New Discovery Helps You <benefit> In Less Than in <duration>  

217. Great New Discovery Helps You <solve your problem> In Less Than in 
<duration>  
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218. Greatest Gold-Mine Of Easy "<benefit>" Advice Ever Crammed Into One 
Product  

219. Guaranteed! ... <benefit> In Only in <duration> ... Or Your Money Back!  

220. Guaranteed! ... <benefit> In Only in <duration> ... With These <No of 
steps/tips/secrets>... Or Your Money Back!  

221. Guaranteed! ... <solve your problem> In Only in <duration> ... Or Your 
Money Back!  

222. Guaranteed! ... <solve your problem> In Only in <duration> ... With These 
<No of steps/tips/secrets>... Or Your Money Back!  

223. Hard Hitting Facts About How To <benefit> - From An Expert  

224. Hard Hitting Facts About How To <benefit> - You Don´t Want To Miss This!  

225. Here's A Quick Way To <benefit>  

226. Here's A Quick Way To <benefit> In Less Than in <duration>  

227. Here's A Quick Way To <solve your problem>In Less Than in <duration>  

228. Here's <No of steps/tips/secrets> To <benefit>  

229. Here's <No of steps/tips/secrets> To <solve your problem>  

230. Here’s An Unbeatable Offer ... I'll Personally Teach You How To <benefit> 
In As Little As in <duration>!  

231. How Anyone Can <benefit> and <solve your problem> In Only in 
<duration>!  

232. How I <solve your problem> In Less Than in <duration>  

233. How Often Do You Find Yourself Saying: "I Wish I Knew How To <benefit>"  

234. How Often Do You Find Yourself Saying: "I Wish I Knew How To <solve 
your problem>"  

235. How To <benefit> ...In Less Than in <duration>  

236. How To <benefit> In Only in <duration> Starting From Scratch  

237. How To <benefit> Quickly And Easily - 100 Percent Guaranteed!  

238. How To <benefit> Today Starting From Scratch  
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239. How To <solve your problem> In Only in <duration> Starting From Scratch  

240. How To <solve your problem> Quickly And Easily - 100 Percent 
Guaranteed!  

241. How To <solve your problem> Today Starting From Scratch  

242. I Did It So Can You! ... <benefit> Now  

243. I Have a Confession To Make ... It Wasn´t ALWAYS This Easy to <benefit>  

244. I Know Your Skeptical But You Really CAN <benefit> With These <No of 
steps/tips/secrets>  

245. If I Can Do It So Can You! <benefit> Now!  

246. If You're Like Me You Want to <benefit> Quickly And Hassle Free .. Well 
Now You Can!  

247. Imagine... You Can <benefit> In Just in <duration>  

248. Imagine... You Can <solve your problem> In Just in <duration>  

249. Introducing ... A Brand New Way To <benefit> In Only in <duration> ... Or 
Your Money Back!  

250. It's A Shame For You Not To <benefit> -- When These People Do It So 
Easily  

251. It's A Shame For You Not To <solve your problem>-- When These People 
Do It So Easily  

252. It Seems Incredible That You Can <benefit> And <solve your problem>  

253. It Seems Incredible That You Can <benefit> In Only in <duration>  

254. It’s Never Been Easier to <benefit> ... If You Know How!  

255. It’s Never Been Easier to <benefit> .. If You Know The Secret  

256. Jealously Guarded Secret Reveals The Best Way To <benefit>!  

257. Keep Reading For The Most Highly Acclaimed Information on How To 
<benefit> Ever Assembled!  

258. Late-Breaking News! ... Yes You Can <benefit> ... In Only in <duration>!  

259. Late-Breaking News! ... Yes You Can <benefit> .. We'll Show You How!!  
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260. Late-Breaking News! ... Yes You Can <solve your problem>... In Only in 
<duration>!  

261. Late-Breaking News! ... Yes You Can <solve your problem>... We'll Show 
You How!  

262. Look Inside To Discover How To <benefit>  

263. Look Inside To Discover How To <solve your problem>  

264. Need To <benefit>?  

265. Need To <benefit>? Here´s a Blueprint For Success!  

266. Need To <benefit> and <solve your problem>? ... Here´s a Blueprint For 
Success!  

267. Need To <solve your problem>?  

268. Never Before Released Information on How to <benefit> In As Little As in 
<duration>!  

269. Never Before Released Information on How to <benefit> Quickly and 
Easily!  

270. Never Before Seen Information on How To <benefit> in as Little As in 
<duration>  

271. News Flash! Now You <benefit> in as Little As in <duration> ...We'll Show 
You How!  

272. News Flash! Now You <solve your problem> in as Little As in <duration> 
...We'll Show You How!  

273. Now! ... You Can <benefit> In Only in <duration> ... 100 Percent 
Guaranteed!  

274. Now! ... You Can <benefit> In Only in <duration> ... Or Your Money Back!  

275. Now! ... You Can <solve your problem> In Only in <duration> ... 100 
Percent Guaranteed!  

276. Now! ... You Can <solve your problem> In Only in <duration> ... Or Your 
Money Back!  

277. Now You Too Can <benefit> in Only in <duration> ... Guaranteed!  

278. Our System Helps You <benefit> in Only in <duration> ... Guaranteed!  
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279. Our System Helps You <solve your problem> in Only in <duration> ... 
Guaranteed!  

280. <solve your problem>. It's No Accident. In in <duration>, I Can Show You 
How!  

281. <solve your problem>. It's No Accident. In in <duration>, I Can Show You 
How To <benefit>  

282. Proven Advice To <benefit> -- By An Expert  

283. Proven Advice To <benefit> And <solve your problem>-- By An Expert  

284. Proven Techniques Help You <benefit> - Guaranteed!  

285. Proven Techniques Help You <solve your problem>- Guaranteed!  

286. Proven Tips, Tools and Tactics To <benefit>  

287. Proven Tips, Tools and Tactics To <solve your problem>  

288. Revealed! A Practical Way to <benefit> Quickly and Easily  

289. Revealed! A Practical Way to <solve your problem> Quickly and Easily  

290. <No of steps/tips/secrets> To <benefit>  

291. <No of steps/tips/secrets> To <benefit> And <solve your problem>  

292. <No of steps/tips/secrets> To <benefit> In Just in <duration>  

293. <No of steps/tips/secrets> To Keep Your Fears From Holding YOU Back - 
<benefit> In in <duration>  

294. <No of steps/tips/secrets> To Keep Your Fears From Holding YOU Back - 
<benefit> Now!  

295. <No of steps/tips/secrets> To <solve your problem>  

296. Serious About Wanting To <benefit>? Here's How To <solve your 
problem>! Guaranteed... Or Your Money Back!  

297. Suddenly It’s Possible to <benefit> Quickly And Easily .. Stay Tuned For 
Details!  

298. Suddenly It’s Possible to <benefit> in As Little As in <duration> .. Details 
Below!  
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299. Suddenly It’s Possible to <solve your problem> Quickly And Easily .. Stay 
Tuned For Details!  

300. Suddenly It’s Possible to <solve your problem> in As Little As in <duration> 
.. Details Below!  

301. The Amazing Formula To <benefit> In Only in <duration>!  

302. The Amazing Formula To <solve your problem> In Only in <duration>!  

303. The Best Way To <benefit> ... In Only <solve your problem>!  

304. The Complete Guide Of <No of steps/tips/secrets> To <solve your 
problem>  

305. The Complete Guide Of <No of steps/tips/secrets> to <benefit>  

306. The Complete Guide To <benefit>  

307. The Complete Guide To <solve your problem>  

308. The Definitive Guide on How To <benefit> - By An Expert  

309. The Definitive Guide on How To <solve your problem>- By An Expert  

310. The Most Highly Acclaimed Information on How To <benefit> Ever 
Assembled!  

311. The Most Sought After Information on How to <benefit> Can Now Be Yours!  

312. The Quick And Easy Way To <benefit>  

313. The Quick And Easy Way To <benefit> In Only in <duration>  

314. The Quick And Easy Way To <solve your problem>  

315. The Quick And Easy Way To <solve your problem> In Only in <duration>  

316. The Real Facts on How To <benefit> in Only in <duration> ... 100 Percent 
Guaranteed!  

317. The Secret Of <solve your problem>  

318. The Secret Of <solve your problem> In Just in <duration>  

319. The Shocking Truth About How To <benefit>!  

320. The Shocking Truth About How To <solve your problem>!  
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321. The Truth About How To <benefit>  

322. The Truth About How To <solve your problem>  

323. Think You Can't <benefit>? ... Think Again!  

324. Think You Can't <benefit>? We've Got News For you!  

325. Think You Can't <benefit>? You're In for a Pleasant Surprise!  

326. Think You Can't <solve your problem>? ... Think Again!  

327. Think You Can't <solve your problem>? We've Got News For You!  

328. Think You Can't <solve your problem>? You're In for a Pleasant Surprise!  

329. Thousands Now <benefit> Who Never Thought They Could  

330. Thousands Now <benefit> Who Never Thought They Could ...With These 
<No of steps/tips/secrets>  

331. Thousands Now <solve your problem> Who Never Thought They Could  

332. To Men Who Want To <benefit> -- But Can't Get Started  

333. To People Who Want To <benefit> -- But Can't Get Started  

334. To Women Who Want To <benefit> -- But Can't Get Started  

335. Want To <benefit>? We Got Ya Covered!  

336. Want To <benefit>? You've Gotta See This!  

337. Want To <solve your problem>? You're Not Gotta Believe This!  

338. Want To <solve your problem>? You've Gotta See This!  

339. What Everybody Ought To Know -- About How To <benefit>  

340. What Everybody Should Know... About How To <benefit>  

341. What The Experts Won't Tell You About How To <benefit>  

342. What The Gurus Won´t Tell You About How To <benefit>  

343. Who Else Wants To <benefit> And <solve your problem>?  

344. Who Else Wants To <benefit> In Only in <duration>?  

345. Why Wouldn´t You Like To <solve your problem>?  
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346. Would You Like To <benefit>?  

347. Would You Like To <solve your problem>?  

348. Yes These <No of steps/tips/secrets> Guarantee You Will <benefit>!  

349. Yes These <No of steps/tips/secrets> Guarantee You Will <solve your 
problem>!  

350. Yes These <No of steps/tips/secrets> Helped Me <benefit> And They Will 
Work For YOU Too  

351. Yes These <No of steps/tips/secrets> Helped Me <solve your problem>And 
They Will Work For YOU Too  

352. Yes These <No of steps/tips/secrets> Will Help You Learn How To 
<benefit> With Ease!  

353. Yes These <No of steps/tips/secrets> Will Help You Learn How To <solve 
your problem> With Ease!  

354. Yes YOU Too Can Learn How To <benefit> With Ease!  

355. Yes YOU Too Can Learn How To <solve your problem> With Ease!  

356. Yes You Can <benefit> With Our System ... It's So Easy A Child Could Do 
it!  

357. You Are Guaranteed To <solve your problem>-- Or We Pay You  

358. You CAN <solve your problem> In Only in <duration> ...Guaranteed!  

359. You CAN <solve your problem> With These <No of 
steps/tips/secrets>...Guaranteed!  

360. You Can Laugh At <benefit> Worries -- If You Follow This Simple Plan  

361. You Deserve To <benefit>!  

362. You Deserve To <solve your problem>!  

363. You Might Be Thinking It's Really Hard to <benefit> ... Well Think Again!  

364. You WILL <benefit> In Only in <duration> ... Or Your Money Back!  

365. You WILL <solve your problem> In Only in <duration> ... Or Your Money 
Back!  
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Newspaper ads 
1. Get _____ fast & easy!  

2. We offer ____ and faster _____  

3. Do you want faster results in ____?  

4. Now you can ____ unbelievably fast  

5. No one would expect to see ______ so fast  

6. If you want fast results, it has to be _____  

7. _____ is going to work so fast and effective  

8. Who else wants to _____faster than others  

9. No risk _____solution. Guaranteed!  

10. You’re fully protected when you purchase_______.  

11. Peace of mind with _____. 100% guaranteed results.  

12. No Hassle, Get your money back if _____ don’t work for you!  

13. 100% Risk Free when you get _______  

14. The first 50____ will get a FREE_____.  

15. Only x units will be sold at this price  

16. We are offering 50% discounts for first 30 customers  

17. You better get ____ fast. Only limited units available!  

18. We are extending the____ offer for 2 more days.  

19. Our customer have witness remarkable results with _____  

20. ____ is never this easy. Get ____ now!  

21. Simply _____ and see the results in no time!  

22. Try _____ and see how you can ____ easily!  

23. You’re not going to believe how easy _____ could be with ______  

24. Easy ways to ____ in _____days/weeks  
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25. Even a 5 year old can ____ with ______  

26. _____ is as easy as A B C.  

27. Our customers never thought _____could be this easy  

28. Mr. X made _____ by using ____  

29. More than 3000 satisfied customer. Join them now!  

30. Be amazed just like our 3000 happy customers!  

31. Mr. X has tried many other _____ products but only ____ works!  

32. Find out what our 1000 customers think about our products!  

33. Get 30% discount on our _____ sales(xmas,black Friday, etc)  

34. Get _____ this _____for up to 50% discount!  

35. Celebrate ____ with us & received a complimentary _____  

36. Its _____ and we would like to offer you a ____discounts/gifts for being a 
loyal customer.  

37. Get yourself a FREE ____ when you purchase_______  

38. This ____ worth $300 is now yours for FREE!  

39. FREE____ when you purchase up to $200!  

40. Receive a _____ at no cost when you visit our stores.  

41. We are giving away ____ for our loyal customers  

42. Thank you for being with us for ___years. We are giving ___ for FREE this 
anniversary!  

43. Discounts up to 80% on our anniversary sale this ____(months)  

44. We’re here to serve your ____ needs  

45. We are assure your _____ will be taken care of when you ____ with us.  

46. We are confident that you will be 100% satisfied!  

47. You will be blown away when you try _____  

48. Your _____need is our commitment  
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49. This is an important message for ______  

50. Why ___ is important for you?  

51. This is important if you’re suffering from _____  

52. New _____ that solve your ____ problem  

53. We are the pioneer in ____  

54. Try the New ______ and _____  

55. We are the first in the world to introduce ____  

56. Warning!!  

57. Attention to those craving for <. >  

58. If you are Serious about <. > then <. >  

59. Announcing the fastest growing <market>  

60. introducing the Blueprint of <niche>  

61. Attention: Have you ever wanted to <benefit>  

62. the world was shocked when <niche> revealed  

63. Never revealed before the Secret of <niche>  

64. Smoking hot <product> shows proven result!  

65. The first of its kind has revealed <benefit>  

66. Skyrocket your sale account with <product>  

67. Money printing license up for grab.  

68. Step by step guidance to making your first Million  

69. Secret blueprint to your first Million  

70. Autopilot your business in <time> with <product>  

71. Maximum value of <benefit> at Minimum cost of <price>  

72. Kiss <problem> goodbye with <product>  

73. Buy anything you want without looking at the price tag with <product>  
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74. Enjoy tax free income with <niche>  

75. How to write your own cheque with <niche>  

76. Traditional <skill> won't work for everyone  

77. Beware selling the Dream in your <market>  

78. Learning <skill> has never been as easy as pie  

79. Are you ready to use this <product> to generate absurd amount of income?  

80. step by step secret to <benefit> as early as tonight  

81. 5 keys to <niche > success  

82. Paving your millionaire path the easy way with <product>  

83. Turn your passion profitable business the Easy way with <product>  

84. The Lazy man's way to dominate in <market>  

85. how to make money out of your passion that pays and pays  

86. The secret killer idea that the expert refuse to reveal  

87. You want to learn the most effective and high potent <niche> strategist?  

88. <niche> for this Tough Time  

89. Your life will never be the same upon discovering <niche>  

90. Introducing the Forbidden Fruit of <niche>  

91. 24 year-old Six figure earner reveals <benefit>  

92. Learning <niche> is really easy if you have an Expert by your side  

93. Legendary <niche> LEAKED!!  

94. $50,000 banked in 2 weeks  

95. The secret behind <niche> that wins  

96. Here is how to profit intently and easily -- As we have done the hard work for 
you.  

97. Time-tested <skill> shows <benefit>  

98. Why we want you to be the next <market> extraordinaire.  
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99. The reason why I'm successful in <niche> and you are not.  

100. Powerful tip and expert strategies in <niche> shows <benefit>  

101. Follow our success wizard and develop your <niche>  

102. Ultimate one stop guide to <benefit>  

103. Brand New, Cutting edge <niche>  

104. Discover the easiest way to <benefit> as soon as possible  

105. How you can have <everything> on your hand in less than 72 hours  

106. How I purchased my dream house in less than 6 months  

107. Start <niche> even if you have completely no idea how to start  

108. This is the right place with right tools to bring you <benefit> in <market>  

109. First class expert shows <benefit>  

110. How to turn your <passion> into your personal money maker.  

111. How to <niche> - ideas for those looking for <benefit>  

112. Number 1 <niche> Secret!  

113. TRUTH about <niche> Unclothed  

114. The Fastest, Easiest, Simplest way to <benefit>  

115. Outrageous simple with proven blueprint you cannot afford to miss.  

116. Be a Millionaire, all you need to do is unlock the code with <product>  

117. How to stay ahead of <niche>  

118. We invite you to join our <market> and ditch your corporate cubicle  

119. Kill all your birds with one stone in <niche>  

120. Proven record to win like a Champion in <niche>  

121. Would you like to <benefit> in our FREE club?  

122. A MUST for those seriously in <niche>  

123. How to transform your uniqueness into profitable <niche>  
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124. <niche> blueprint revealed, which will fulfill all your dream  

125. Ultimate Guide to have your <problem solved>  

126. The ugly Truth about your <niche>  

127. Building your own brand <product> the easy way  

128. World class <marketer> reveals the truth on <niche>  

129. The proven system that allows you to <benefit> with expert's help  

130. This WORKS even if you are newbie  

131. Spending like a boss is within your reach  

132. Work less, play more and free to travel  

133. Your dream business/ life start with <product>  

134. The <product> that gives you wealth even before you could realize  

135. Just do it, But how? And our <product> knew it  

136. Ultimate tip to infinite money generator  

 

 

 

Hypnotic Openings 
 

1. Here's your chance to_______  

2. _______ was in trouble. Our _______ were selling like crazy. Orders were 
coming from everywhere. We were able to get _______, but it wasn't enough. 
We stopped advertising but the orders still kept coming.  

3. A _____ or so from now, you could have _____. Wouldn't your friends and 
family be totally amazed? Wouldn't you feel fantastic about it?  

4. After nearly 12 months of long hours, late nights and weekends at the office, 
my editors and I have collected over _______ of our biggest and best _____ 
secrets for _______ ? and bound them into one huge volume.  
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5. Allow me to introduce myself. My name is _______. Chances are you haven't 
heard of me before. But when you finish reading this, you'll be glad you finally 
did.  

6. Americans are spending _____ of dollars each year on _____ and very few 
are getting any results! You might even be one of them.  

7. Maybe you've tried the _____ or one of the other _____ out there with little 
success.  

8. Are you caught in a constant struggle for _____?  

9. Are you determined to _____? Then you have finally reached the right place 
to start your journey to _____ ... NOW ... Not tomorrow, Not in 12 months' time !!  

10. Are you insane?  

11. Are you interested in discovering how to _____ just by _____?  

12. Are you letting _____ take control of your life?  

13. Are you maximizing your _____ for maximum profits? If you don't already 
know about the simple method I'm about to reveal to you, you're missing out on 
a lot of potential sales !  

14. Are you paying too much for _______?  

15. Are you REALLY serious about taking control of _____ by developing a 
_____ plan?  

16. Are you spending huge amounts of _____ and _____ to your _____ , only to 
see _____?  

17. Are you struggling to write _____?  

18. Are you tired of all the _____ that don't work, the latest _____ that promise 
success and leave you seething with frustration and disappointment?'  

19. Are you tired of spending endless hours _____?  

20. Are you used to spending hours, surfing the Internet, looking for a particular 
_____ which is suitable for _____; or just for good enough _____? If so, you are 
one of the many people who would benefit from using this downloadable _____.  

21. As I promised. I am giving you a dollar ($1.00) and with you permission, I'll 
also send you the FREE GIFT I promised. (More about that later.) For now, all I 
ask is that you read this letter.  
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22. As you can see, I have attached a _______ to the top of this letter for two 
reasons: I have something very important to tell you and I needed some way to 
catch your attention. Since what I am writing about money, I thought a little 
financial eye catcher was appropriate.  

23. As you carefully scan each and every word of this page, you will begin to 
discover a new revolutionary method of _____.  

24. At this very moment you are competing with hundreds, thousands, maybe 
even millions of other _____all fighting to get your customer.  

25. At your request, I shall be glad to send you one of the most talked-of little 
books ever written.  

26. Before anything else, I want to start by giving you something that'll make you 
money tomorrow! But then again...I am living, breathing proof that it works...  

27. Can one-third of all ___________ in America be wrong?  

28. Can you be ethically bribed to become a member of my _________  

29. Could you use an extra $_______ a week?  

30. Did you ever dream you could _____?  

31. Did you know that if you _____ incorrectly you _____ could be _____ from 
_____?  

32. Do you ever wonder why it can be so hard to _____? You try everything out 
there, and nothing seems to really work.  

33. Do you hate _____ that doesn't work?  

34. Do you know the #1 reason people like you can _____ and _____?  

35. They know exactly where to _____! Yes, it's that simple.  

36. Do you think that you could increase _____ with over _____ _____every 
_____?  

37. Don't you wish that you could get _____, _____ or _____? You Can!!  

38. Even though I'm going to be short, sweet and to the point...  

39. Ever wonder how it is that others seem to just know _____? Read on, and 
you'll learn how to use and apply the same secret weapons of _____ that top 
_____ are using right now, to _____.  
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40. Every Monday morning, a rather unusual publication arrives at the desks of a 
select circle of individuals in positions of power and influence.  

41. Every month I average more than $_____ in sales from just one of my 
websites (I have _____ of them)... and I do this with traffic I don't lay out a single 
penny for up front!  

42. Finally, _____ and _____ can get _____ and make money from a fair, 
effective and profitable _____!  

43. Finding time to meet new, interesting single people and develop special 
relationships gets more difficult every year.  

44. First, three brief questions, if we may:  

45. Frankly, I'm puzzled?  

46. Frankly, membership in The _______ is not for everyone.  

47. Get PAID to _____!  

48. Good news -- this isn't a problem. It's a huge opportunity for you!  

49. Hats off to _______.  

50. Have you ever said: _____? Then... you'll love the way this_____ _____ 
while you continue to _____. You can actually _____.  

51. Have you ever thought of _____?  

52. Have you ever wondered why _____ are more _____ than others?  

53. Have you ever wondered why some people seem to have a knack for 
_______?  

54. Have you wondered how people can sell _____ for so cheap?  

55. Hello. My name is _____ and I'm a former _____. I've recently packaged all 
of my years of experience in the _____ industry in such a way that will help you 
_____ as _____ owner or operator dramatically--a way to _____ that 
immediately _____!  

56. Here is a wonderful new way to bring the _______ right into your own home.  

57. Here is one of those specials that we let our customers and friends in on 
every once in a while.  
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58. Here's a dollar: ? Yes, it's a real dollar ? nice and clean and new. Keep if you 
want to, after you've read this letter, but I don't believe you will, then. Here's 
what it's all about:  

59. Here's an amazing opportunity!  

60. Here's how you can quickly and easily _____ by _____.  

61. How can you earn between _____ and _____ profit per day every day in your 
spare time _____? You can do this! I'll prove it...  

62. How many times each week do you _____ with no _____ and you end up 
resorting to...  

63. How much _____ are you planning to spend on _____, _____ for your 
_____?  

64. How much is one more sale worth to you?  

65. How much is your _____ and your _____ worth to you?  

66. How would you like _____? Sounds perfect, but too good to be true?  

67. How would you like to _____ that _____ in such a mysterious way that they 
_____?  

68. How would you like to become one of them?  

69. How would you like to earn $_______ a day ….every day?  

70. How would you like to get _____-like results from the _____ you buy at your 
_____?  

71. How would you like to learn a simple formula that I developed from many 
years of research which can bring to you the perfect _____ and best of all 
_____?  

72. I am excited to be able to finally write this letter to you. For many _____ I've 
wanted to get these powerful _____ into a format where I could help as many 
people as possible get their hands on them, and I've done it.  

73. I am going to send you, in the next few days, _______ that are DIFFERENT, 
for your most particular customers.  

74. I am writing to inform you about a________  

75. I am writing to urge you to take immediate and profitable advantage of the 
most unusual (and fleeting) _______ opportunity I've ever extended. The 
opportunity just became available and it's nearly 30% sold out!  
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76. I couldn't wait to write to you.  

77. I got the message around 7 pm, and I got going at once! I knew I had to drive 
all night in an ancient Jeep through a steaming jungle that would scare a 
tenderfoot like me out of three years growth, even in the daytime. I also knew 
that if I could get to where I was going in time it was worth a few prickles up and 
down my spine during the tight spots.  

78. I guess the reason you're reading this letter now is because you’re having a 
hard time _____...  

79. I have $_______ in free bonuses reserved in your name. To discover how 
easy it is to get all of them for FREE, read the rest of this letter. Please do it now 
because this is a limited time offer, so you must act quickly to take advantage of 
this rare value and opportunity.  

80. I have a picture of you in my mind's eye.  

81. I have a small secret that I've been using for quite some time now, and I felt 
that it's time to reveal this new _____ formula to you.  

82. I have been in the _____ business for _____ years and I have found only 
one _____ that has enabled me to _____. That _____ is called _____.  

83. I know you're busy. I know you have too much to read. Yet, that’s exactly 
why I want to?  

84. I looked at her like she was crazy.  

85. I mean, some _____. And some don't. It all comes down to the _____. You 
either know how to _____...  

86. I need your help.  

87. I recently made a whopping $_______ by following some simple, yet 
powerful, concepts I'm about to share with you.  

88. I thought I would have heard back from you by now.  

89. I used to work hard. The 18-hour days. The 7-day weeks. But I didn't start 
making big money until I did less ? a lot less.  

90. I wouldn't believe what I am about to tell you.  

91. I'd like to share with you a Holiday gift idea which has long been a tradition 
here in _______  

92. I'd like to tell you about____  
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93. I'll be honest with you.  

94. I'm excited about something very important, and I wanted to share it with you 
immediately. So, I sat down and wrote this long, but time-critical, letter. Please 
take a few minutes and read it now.  

95. I'm really steamed up! And I'm not going to take it anymore!  

96. I'm writing to you because I've heard rumblings about your company.  

97. I'm writing to..  

98. I'm writing you this note for a personal reason. I've rarely written notes like 
this in the past, but I feel that it is essential to bring this to your attention.  

99. I've got to get this off my chest before I explode!  

100. If I could give you a more effective marketing strategy that would 
outperform the selling approach you are currently using, would you be 
interested?  

101. If I were to tell you that I will _____ for you _____ for less than $_____, I'm 
sure you'll tell me either that I must be kidding or that there must be no 
professionalism involved at that price.  

102. If money was no object, would you own _______?  

103. If the enclosed <Dollar Bill> pays for one minute of your time, consider 
yourself engaged.  

104. If the idea of being able to _____ or _____ regardless of how much money 
you have, your educational background, your skills or the amount of equipment 
you own, is something that appeals to you, then you will be ______like this...  

105. If you _____, then you know the frustration of _____. It's painful isn't it?  

106. If you are _____, then you need to know how to _____!  

107. If you are concerned about ______, this letter is for you. STORIES:  

108. If you are like most people, you have wasted countless hours on_____. 
Most tasks can be accomplished with only a few _____.  

109. If you are looking for a good way to _____ that really works and I will prove 
it to you in a moment then please read this message very carefully. It will be the 
most important information you read all year.  

110. If you are looking for a sure-fire way to _____ by _____, then this may be 
the most important letter you've ever read...  
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111. If you are ready to _____ or if you are just getting started _____, this is your 
chance to finally get the inside story of what it really takes to _____and achieve 
_____.  

112. If you are thinking of buying a _____ ? Don't!  

113. If you are worried about the future about increasing inflation and the factors 
that make for such a nervous economy, I have some ideas you should seriously 
consider.  

114. If you care about your _____'s wellbeing - and you're sick of old, ineffective 
advice on _____, _____, _____, _____ and more - this may be the most 
important letter you'll ever read. Here's why...  

115. If you could finally have _____ quickly and on a budget you can actually 
afford, would you be interested?  

116. If you have _________, this could be the most eye-opening letter you will 
ever read.  

117. If you have a _____ then you simply cannot afford to leave this site  

118. If you or a loved one have _____, you undoubtedly wish that you could find 
some magic remedy that keeps that _____ far away, forever. I know I did. But 
suppose that wish were the very thing that is stopping you from achieving that 
dream, a dream that in  

119. If you own a single Dow stock, even just one big-name mutual fund or any 
investment tied to the market index, I have an important even urgent message 
for you today.  

120. If you think you are spending too much time _____, it might be the time for 
you to take one step up and automate some of the tasks that you have been 
doing manually.  

121. If you use _____ to _____, I have some shocking news for you. You are 
getting ripped off!  

122. If you want _____, _____, a better _____, or just love to _____and _____ 
gurus, then you're going to fall in love with this website!...  

123. If you want the _____ independence and _____ from _____, the 
satisfaction and prestige that comes from _____, and if you want to do it while 
you're still *young* enough to enjoy it... then this might be the most important 
letter you'll ever read.  

124. If you want to _____ (and I mean really _____!) then this could very well be 
the most important website you will ever see.  
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125. If you want to find out why you haven't been able to get the results that you 
want in _____, then this letter is perhaps the most critical piece of reading to 
your _____ future.  

126. If you want to skyrocket your _____, _____, and _____, then this is the 
most important letter you'll ever read.  

127. If you want to _______, I can't think of a better way to do it than _______  

128. If you work for yourself, and are working harder than you wish this new 
breakthrough will interest you.  

129. If you'd like to unearth the best-kept secrets of _____, _____, and even 
_____, keep your eyes glued to this page. You won't find this insider information 
anywhere else on the Web, Why? Because the _____ industry doesn't want you 
to find out. If everybody  

130. If you're interested in creating a huge (and immediate) cash flow for yourself 
or your business, this is going to be the most exciting message you will ever 
read.  

131. If you're talking desire and commitment, we're talking big money and big 
success.  

132. If you've ever thought about writing your own book or newsletter, or 
wondered what it would be like to run your own publishing company, you'll be 
interested in this letter.  

133. If you'd like to _____ -- without having to sell your firstborn child to raise the 
capital -- this information may be critical to your online success.  

134. If you'd like to _____, _____, and learn the secrets to _____, then this 
might be the most important information you'll ever read.  

135. If you'd like to _____, without using _____ and you don't want to spend an 
arm and a leg, then this might be the most important letter you'll ever read.  

136. If you'd like to finally _____, _____ and _____ without _____, then this 
might be the most important letter you'll ever read.  

137. If you're like most of the thousands of _____, the answer is probably, yes! 
As a result, you're missing out on _____ and a priceless amount of _____.  

138. If you're looking for a fast, easy, and legitimate way to _____, listen to this:  

139. If you're not _____, then you're not making all of the money you could (and 
should) be making on the Internet.  
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140. If you're prepared to see _____... then you've come to the right place.  

141. If you're sick and tired of _____, you'll thank heaven for the _____ a new 
_____ breakthrough.  

142. If you're sick of _____ or settling for barely _____ with your _____, I have 
good news for you:  

143. If you're sitting in traffic when you would rather be home studying, our 
_____ are for you. Listen to our material while you commute to work and learn 
_____. There is a lot of material to remember in order to _____. Use your sense 
of hearing to help you succeed.  

144. If you've been online for any amount of time at all, you already know that, 
with the exception of _____ sites _____ are THE #1 _____ online. Without 
question. Hands down. _____ are the top _____ on the web.  

145. If you've ever struggled with _____, you're in the right place. And I'm here to 
help you. That's because I've developed a powerful new _____ that will make 
your life a lot easier.  

146. I'll be real honest with you. When I first _____, one of the most difficult 
things that I had to overcome was _____. With little to invest and no experience 
at all, I faced the same _____ options that most people face when _____...  

147. I'll cut to the chase. If you follow the _____ instructions, I *guarantee* you 
will _____.  
 
148. I'm about to share with you, or you will ruin it for  
 
149. I'm already taking heat from some _____ for revealing this information here. 
But you know what? I don't care!  
 
150. I'm excited to reveal to you an amazing _____ system that can rapidly 
_____.  
 
151. I'm going to show you the _____ _____ secrets to _____ you've always 
dreamed of. By using your _____, _____, or _____ and _____.  

152. I'm not a _____ by any means, but I can tell you with great certainty that 
you probably fall into one of _____ categories...  

153. I'm not going to waste a second of your time with any specially designed 
sales pitch that is supposed to convince you that you need what I've got.  

154. Imagine a system that can _____. Imagine setting it up one-time, walking 
away from it...  
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155. Imagine having an _____ that _____ for you. _____ that _____ the hottest 
_____ opportunities on the Internet.  

156. Imagine this. Imagine _____ today and returning tomorrow to find that it had 
brought in _____ for you.  

157. Imagine what it would be like to quickly _____, _____, or _____with the 
push of a button, even if you have several _____.  

158. Imagine, for a moment, that it's 6 months from today?  

159. In every man's wardrobe is some particular article a tie, a shirt, or a suit that 
he likes best to wear, because he looks his best and feels his best in it. That's 
the way you'll feel about these _______ - once you've worn one of them.  

160. In looking over our records I noticed that you?  

161. In the next _____ minutes I am going to show you some amazing facts 
about _____. By the end of this letter you will know exactly how you can _____.  

162. In the time it takes you to read this letter, _____ can possibly _____.  

163. Introducing _____, a wonderful _____ to _____. A simple _____ is not a 
good idea any more. Our _____ will _____ which is much more powerful than 
_____.  

164. It is a fact, people DO _____! Don't believe me? Go into any _____ and 
look around. Nine times out of ten it is the _____ that will _____. It's at that 
moment _____ and the _____..... or _____!  

165. It is true! There are a lot of people _____ from the comfort of their own 
home by _____.  

166. It was a mistake. Somebody goofed and put the _______.  

167. It will mean a lot to me if you close your office door to avoid interruptions for 
the next 10 minutes or so, to give me the opportunity to transfer my simple, 
proven, workable ideas that will directly translate into money, success, power, 
distinct business advantages and happiness with relative ease. And very little (if 
any) risk.  

168. It's easy to become a good ______. Surprisingly easy. You don't have to be 
a sitting duck for______, _______.  

169. It's hard to find high quality, timely _______ that are in your budget.  

170. It's a jungle out there . . .  
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171. It's no secret. If you've _____ longer than one day, then you've found out 
one universal truth...  

172. It's no secret. If you've been _____ longer than one day, then you've found 
out one universal truth...  

173. I've recently developed an _____ formula that's so powerful, I can stop 
marketing today - not get another paying customer for the next _____ months - 
and STILL pull anywhere from $_____-$_____ a _____.  

174. Let me cut right to the chase.  

175. Let me get this out of the way right now. The _____ costs $_____. I'll save 
you some time from scrolling down to the bottom to find out the cost. There it is, 
up front. $_____ total. No surprises  

176. Let me make a prediction?  

177. Let me make your life as an _____ easier. (And _____ in the process :)  

178. Let's face it,?  

179. Let's cut to the chase, shall we?  

180. Let's cut to the chase. How would you like to see a significant increase in 
your _____, regardless of _____?  

181. Let's face it. Not all _____ are _____. In fact, very few are.  

182. Let's face it...  

183. Listen up, because what I have to say beats any _____ or _____ hands 
down, GUARANTEED. It already _____ for _____ of our members, and can do 
the same for you right now.  

184. Looking for something to _____ when your normally hectic pace slows for a 
few minutes?  

185. May I ask you a question...? Are you interested in _____; written in a no-
nonsense style and with an outrageous humor that no other _____ would dare 
even publish? Yes? Good...  

186. Men who know it all need go no further into this letter than this paragraph, 
because it is not for them. Neither is it for those who are satisfied with their 
present positions, and the progress they have made in life.  

187. My name is _____ and I'm here to tell you about _____.  
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188. My name is _______, and in all my _______ years of studying the 
investment markets, I've never known a time so full of opportunity yet so fraught 
with danger.  

189. My name is _______. I'm a _______. I'm not a professional ad writer. But 
what I have to share with you is so extraordinary and so powerful, I decided to 
write you myself. So bear with me a little.  

190. My name is _______ and I beg you, don't wait another minute for success 
in your career (or in your life for that matter!).  

191. Never before has the attainment of smooth, clear, beautiful complexion 
been as simple, as inexpensive as now.  

192. No doubt about it: When you chose to buy a __________ you made a smart 
decision.  

193. No matter who you are, where you live or how much experience you have... 
I'm about to teach you a 100% foolproof formula that guarantees to _____ using 
_____ or you don't pay a single penny.  

194. NOT ANYMORE!!  

195. Now there are handy guides packed with strategies to _____. You can be 
reading these proven _____ tips, guaranteed to teach you how to _____, in just 
five minutes.  

196. Now you can get _____ in one fully automated and proven to work_____!  

197. Now you can!  

198. On a beautiful late spring afternoon, twenty-five years ago, two young men 
graduated from the same college. They were very much alike, these two young 
me. Both had been better than average students, both were personable and 
both as young college graduates were filled with ambitious dreams for the 
future.  

199. On an autumn day, not too long ago, _______  

200. Only once in _______ years come an improvement like this:  

201. Our records show that you're one of our best customers, and that's why I'm 
writing. Frankly, I need your help.  

202. People of culture can be recognized at once.  
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203. Picture yourself _____ in a day than most people do in a week. You can do 
it! (You'll even _____ while you _____.) You are about to discover how to 
_____!  

204. Please accept this check and get three months of unlimited _______ a 
$_______ gift to you!  

205. Please excuse my audacity, but I'm willing to bet $_______ your business 
can be a lot more profitable than it is now.  

206. Please take a minute from your busy schedule and read this letter. I 
promise you will not regret it.  

207. Regardless of what you are marketing on the internet, the _____is the 
ONLY _____ you need to _____.  

208. So, you've got a _____ that you want to _____. It doesn't matter whether it 
is an _____ that you _____. It can be any of these things...  

209. Someone is going to tell you the truth.  

210. Ssshhh! These, Dear Friend, are the secrets to having it all!  

211. Stick it to us. Rip us off. Here's the promotion that's been verified by our 
vice president, our accountant and my wife. It's a promotion that's such a good 
deal for you, (it really is) that it’s virtually guaranteed to lose us money.  

212. Suppose you could instantly access all the secrets, tools and resources you 
need to _____. At fees much _____ than you are currently _____.  

213. Suppose you were told the whole truth about _____ that could unlock the 
_____ gates and _____.  

214. Suppose you were told the whole truth about _____ that could unlock the 
_____ gates and unleash _____.  

215. That's why I created this website!  

216. The _____ is the result of _____ from more than _____ _____ from a 
_____ of the industry.  

217. The fact is that no matter who you are, whether you are young or old, weak 
or strong, rich or poor, I can prove to you readily by demonstration that you are 
leading an inferior life, and I want the opportunity to show you the way in which 
you may completely and easily, without inconvenience or loss of time, come in 
possession of new life, vigor, energy, development and a higher realization of 
life and success.  
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218. The publisher of _______ asked me to make a very special subscription 
offer to a small, select group of advertising and marketing professionals. Your 
name was submitted as one who qualifies.  

219. The results are in...  

220. The secret is out. _____ are the best _____ to come along in a long time for 
your _____.  

221. The world has changed. And it's going to change even more. But most poor 
saps don't see it coming.  

222. There are numerous ways to _____. And? because there are so many 
different ways to do this many new _____ are totally overwhelmed with _____ 
information.  

223. There are only two basic requirements for every _______. I believe you 
may already have one of them.  

224. There are several million _______ in this country. _______ of them share 
one key secret to success. When you finish reading this letter, I think you'll want 
to become _______!  

225. There are very, very few people who have spent as much time studying the 
_____ patterns of _____ as I have - and I've seen it all...  

226. This exciting new _____ will BLOW YOU AWAY. You'll be amazed if not 
SHOCKED when you download it and discover...  
 
227. This free site will help you _____. This automated system was designed for 
_____ newbie's but yet it's so powerful that even the pros are using it.  
 
228. This is a letter that is not like any you have ever received or I have ever 
written.  
 
229. This is simply incredible. A sure-fire method of _____ in less than _____ 
_____ of work. And it won't _____. Talk to me here - where else can you find 
such a deal?  
 
230. This is unlike me. It really is. If you've read any of my sales letters from 
_____, then...  
 
231. This letter is going to be short and to the point. We don't want to make big 
thing of it. Not yet anyway.  
 
232. This may be the luckiest day of your life! You are one of only a few selected 
people to receive this personal memo.  
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233. This may be the most startling ______ news you have ever read.  
234. This private invitation is going out to just a handful of people, yourself 
included. I hope you'll accept my invitation. But even if you decide not to, I want 
to send you a gift. Absolutely Free.  
235. Those were the words I woke up to every morning in _____. It's funny, but 
even thinking about that now fills me with energy and makes me ready to face 
the day.  
236. Trust me, I know how you feel...  
237. Until You Read This Page!  
238. Want to learn how to really (I'm not talking hype here, I mean really!) learn 
how to _____? Then stay with me - this short story is important...  
i. Warning! Do Not Attempt To _____, Or Even Think About _____  
239. We all have _____ that we want to improve. Whether it is related to _____, 
_____, _____ or _____. And it is now possible to _____ you have always wanted 
from the convenience of your own _____.  
240. We can send _____visitors to your_____ -- starting immediately!  
241. Would you like to have _____ looking at your _____, ready to _____? If so, 
then read on ...  
242. Welcome to _____, where we believe in _____!  

243. Welcome to _____. With over _____ years of experience, _____ is a 
premier provider of _____ solutions. _____ now has _____satisfied clients in 
_____ countries and over _____ _____ cities.  

244. Welcome! You've clicked on our site because you know that the most 
powerful way to _____ is to _____. Plus, you've recognized that the most 
affordable AND powerful way to do that is to ensure your _____ achieves a 
_____.  

245. Well, read on and I'll give you _____ proven ways of _____!  
246. What is the one thing all successful _____ have in common? They _____ to 
_____ and to _____ fast. Just listen to _____...  
247. What would you do if, in _____ _____ or less, you could easily _____ that:  
248. What would YOU give for the real _____solution? Do you want to achieve 
more _____with YOUR online business?  
249. What would you say if I told you that you could _____ -- plus, keep _____?! 
You can even start in about _____ minutes!!  
250. When a man steps from a $_______ a month job as a _______ to a 
position that pays him $_______the very first month is it luck?  
251. Whether you loveem or hateem, you just can't deny that _____ produce 
_____.  
252. Who else wants to _____? Ask that question in any group, and everyone 
will jump up shouting, I do, I do, I do.  
253. Why did you request this information be sent to you? Or did a friend request 
this information be sent to you? This is the second and final time we can contact 
you. Following this mailing, your name will be removed from our mailing list.  
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254. Why is it that some _____ and _____ prosper while others encounter only 
frustration and obscurity?  
255. Why is it that there are so few _____ in the world who have a truly _____?  
256. Will do me a favor?  
257. Will you accept a _______ ? in return for a little favor I want you to do?  
258. Will you examine _______ ? If we send you a set at our own expense for a 
week's examination?  
259. Will you give me a little information about yourself ? just your_______?  
260. Will you try this experiment?  
261. With the amount of _______ you've got to do, it probably seems impossible 
to keep up with today's _______.  
262. Within just a few minutes YOU can have _____...  
263. Within the next few days, I want to send you, with my compliments, a 
__________.  
264. Without finding out how you can...  
265. Would you be good enough to do me a favor? I promise not to ask too 
much.  
266. Would you be pleased if you made _______% on your portfolio every 
_______ months?  

267. Would you do us a favor? You have been specially selected to participate in 
an important survey.  

268. Would you like to _____... while _____... and never _____?  

269. Would you like to _____? How about _____? Learn from someone who has 
had over _____ years of experience in the _____ business. Honest straight 
forward techniques to get you started easily. Learn the _____ trade secrets 
needed to _____ in this dynamic industry.  

270. Would you like to discover, once and for all, how to _____ every single 
_____?  

271. Would you like to get more _____ and _____ coming to you who want to 
_____ now?  

272. Would you like to greatly improve your _____, _____, _____, but feel that 
some important ingredient is missing?  

273. Yes, it's absolutely crazy, but true!  

274. Yes, its' true?  

275. You already know that deciphering the rules of the _____ game can be a 
confusing and costly chore. Fortunately, the hidden secrets of _____ guides you 
through the fastest, most accurate way_____ and _____ in _____ _____ flat!  
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276. You are among a very small group of _______ invited to use the Gift 
Certificate we've enclosed.  

277. You probably wish your _____ could _____ among the _____ on the 
_____.  

278. You will never _____ again! My friends and I can show you how to_____ 
which will give you everything you need to _____. We will show you how to do it 
all with NO EXPERIENCE and right from the comfort of your own home.  

279. You --Yes --You Can _____...with my _____. This is how it felt when it 
happened to me.  

280. You've got enough people trying to waste your time with things you don't 
really want or need. I'm not one of those people.  

281. Your _____ is complete. You've _____. You're ready to _____! But is it 
enough?  

282. You're going to love this.  

283. You're sick of _____ and _____ right? You'd like _____, correct? You don't 
want to waste a lot of time trying to _____ and you don't want to spend your life 
savings trying to _____ Am I on the right page, here?  

 

 

 

Personal branding 
 

1. It has become an Internet sensation...  

2. To this day people continue to talk about <product>  

3. Here we share the <Top marketer> message and put his life lesson into 
action.  

4. You will see this no other than here  

5. Apart from here you will get this information nowhere else.  

6. Let the 'gurus' show you how to <skill>  
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7. This <skill> is one of the greatest for <benefit>  

8. This is the real money making idea that only Top Money Maker aware of  

9. The Hottest <niche> in the market has yet to reveal until you finish reading 
what the expert have to say.  

10. Though there are many "expert" out there, but let me guide you with my 
proven track record  

11. If you are smart enough you will go to only those with proven track record  

12. Never before this secret <niche  

13. Let the top in the industry guide you step by step into <benefit>  

14. Let us show you how to turn your <problem> into <benefit>  

15. Let's make your big buck by learning from the best.  

16. Discover how Top Income earner make profit in <niche>  

17. This is a very specialized skill  

18. Successful "Gurus" reveals his secret <skill/ product>  

19. Let's team up with the <market> Extraordinaire.  

20. Work only with those has proven record of <niche>  

21. We know and have experience in what we are offering  

22. The biggest producer in <market>  

23. The fastest growing < niche> in the market  

24. Expert strategies in <niche>  

25. The <marketer> who provides a life time guarantee strategies  

26. Let veteran show you your passport to <benefit>  

27. Our record is been known far and wide enough to show <benefit>  

28. The most powerful <niche> in the market today  

29. Top <niche> secret revealed  

30. 2 hours from now you will <prospect benefit>  
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31. You are to join the proven system that in just 5 minute you will start 
<prospect benefit>  

32. Follow my secret < niche> blueprint that will make you < benefit>  

33. Discover what the best has created < benefit>  

34. Why my strategy are the genuine way to <benefits>  

35. This Highly Specialize <skill> will help you <benefits>  

36. This Highly- recognize <product> will turn your <problem > into <solution>  

37. Let me show you how this highly profitable <niche> help you achieve 
<benefit> you could ever dream for.  

38. Top Rated <niche> launching < product>  

39. Discover the Most Powerful <niche> ever created in the history of 
<market>  

40. This unique <niche> has entirely transformed the....  

41. The Revolutional <skill> makes you <benefits> in 15 minutes 
GUARANTEED!  

42. Discover the Most Profitable <niche> in the <market> as the soonest as 
possible.  

43. The key to start a successful <career> is to find a successful and proven 
model and duplicating it over and over again.  

44. Here is the Bullet-proof system to <solve problem>  

45. Let the Fastest emerging <marketer> leads you to your 
<success/benefits>  

46. Outrageously simple with my proven blueprint you will never <old 
problem>  

47. Nobody is horned a skilled <talent>. All you need is the Proven Blueprint 
and Right Guidance  

48. This <product> is a MUST for anyone who wants to <benefits/ success>  

49. This is the RIGHT place with RIGHT tools to bring you <benefit>  

50. Join the BEST and <benefits>  
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51. It is Really easy when an Expert assist you in <niche>  

52. The reason why I'm successful in <niche> and you are not.  

53. Apart from the proven record, our expert possess the easy to follow step 
by step guidance to <benefit>  

54. If you are in the <niche market> long enough you will know that this Block- 
buster <product> going to make you <benefit>  

55. I'm making 5 figures/ per month and I would like to share with you.  

56. Let the Top-Ranking show you how to <skill>  

57. The Number One Killer <product> for <niche>  

58. With Expert help,  

59. This proven system allows you to <benefits>  

60. Do you want to learn the High potent and Most Powerful strategies that 
guarantee <benefit>?  

61. This is REAL. Only a small group of top earner knows the Truth about 
<market>  

62. Let me show you how you can <skill> in <time>  

63. My secret strategies has help many scheme their dreams of <benefit>  

64. You are just few minute from learning the Most Powerful <skill>  

65. You have clicked on our site because you realize the most powerful way 
to <niche>  

66. If you would like to unclothed the Best-kept secret of <niche>  

67. We are in the market long enough to show you <benefit>  

68. We are in the league of our own.  

69. After years in the market, we are pleased to reveal that <solution>  

70. The step by step techniques used by the world most successful <niche> 
"gurus"  

71. The single most powerful strategies in <niche> that will produce stunning 
result  
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72. The Greatest <niche> secret ever surfaced  

73. This is the SINGLE amazing step you Must take to avoid <problem>  

74. This is the Quickest way to overtake anyone else and jump start the 
<niche>  

75. Let's tap I to the fastest-growing goldmine in the market by < take action>  

76. Get instant access to our Professional guidance  

77. The most important tools in your <niche > collections  

78. Get the absolute most powerful <niche> you will ever discover  

79. The single most successful <niche> market ever produced and what you 
can learn from....  

80. The simplest formula anyone can jump start right away  

81. This unique <niche> pioneered by < > in < > has successfully produce 
<result>  

82. The ultimate secret of <niche> ever revealed  

83. The single most popular <niche> you will ever find in market  

84. Where to find the Qualified <guru> and knowing exactly what you are 
going to achieve?  

85. This is the top-of-line product that will lead you to <success>  

86. Meets the America's number one < >  

87. This single secret strategies will help you more than all others combined  

88. This amazing <niche> is just the best in the business  

89. This is the finest <product> you can own  

90. The best in the industry  

91. Imitator are relying on our vision to spread head the direction in the 
industry  

92. This second to none secret strategies...  

93. This Is the Best place you can <benefit>  
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94. Discover the most important <niche> that will give you unfair advantages  

95. A brand new discovery where anyone can use it instantly to <benefits >  

96. The ONLY list anyone need to succeed in <career>  

97. The Most Important thing you must know before kick start in < >  

98. This Top Notch information will reveal the secret of <niche>  

99. A <number> step that guaranteed your success in <niche>  

100. Grab this First-Class <niche> at no frill-price  

101. Ultimate <niche> secret revealed for the very First Time  

102. The phenomenally success of our customer provide a glimpse of how 
you too can do the same.  

103. We are the leader of our industry  

104. We have beaten our competitor in their petty game  

 

 

 

Powerful Post Scripts 
 

1. Don't forget to check out the…… 
2. <name> is releasing only 723 copies and this is not a scarcity trick here, trust 

me. You can see the live counter on the page and it is going down pretty fast. 
Once it reaches zero the SOLD OUT sign will appear. 

3. The response about ________ has been overwhelming and extremely 
positive. There are over 743 comments on the blog already! For those of you 
that haven't jumped on, this is one train you don't want to miss. You can still get 
a copy today. 

4. This offer will be available at this special promotion price for a limited time 
only. I reserve the right to increase the sale price at any time without warning or 
notice. 

5. Remember there is absolutely no reason for you to leave empty handed. You 
can take advantage of my 100% Risk Free Offer and begin ______ today! 

6. If you are not earning profits within 8 weeks of ______, I will return 100% of 
your membership fee no questions asked. 
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7. Please don't put this off; every minute that passes drastically increases the 
chance of your slot being taken by another individual. 

8. Because once the limited number of positions are filled, it's over and you've 
missed out. Period! 

9. Test drive ____ today while there's still time! 
10. I have no idea when I'll pull this from the market, but I do know it won't last 

forever. If you want it, please don't wait. Click the 'Add To Cart' button now. 
11. There's zero risk to you if you want to give my system a try. That's all I ask. 

Grab a copy and start using it to make real, spendable cash. Opportunities like 
this are rare, so jump on this one while you have a chance! Click the 'Add To 
Cart' button now to order... 

12. I changed my life completely by using this system. Please ... do yourself a 
favour and try it out. I know you’ll be amazed! A six figure income is here for 
you too. Click Here Now! 

13. 14. 
14. I KNOW you can do this! I KNOW you can be making an amazing 6- figure 

income this year just like I do now. BUT YOU NEED TO ACT NOW! The 
available spots are going fast. Because people are hearing about this amazing 
work-at-home opportunity! I’m so excited for you! Let’s go! 

15. Give me 5 Days And You Might Make $300 - Or Your Money Back. Simply fill 
in the blanks... and you're done in under an hour, without entering any 

16. confusing code or mind numbing research – even if you've never used a 
computer for anything more than email. 

17. If you aren't 100% sure this powerful system can work for you, grab this 
100% risk-free test-drive to get you started... 

18. One more thing... our script can make you money today, not in 30 days, not 
in 4 weeks, but now. as in A.S.A.P. 

19. Remember… this isn’t about the same old ‘techniques’ or ‘instructions’ 
you’ve read about so many times before… you’ve just seen me PROVE this 
software INSTANTLY generates tons of genuine traffic that stuffs your accounts 
with profits. 

20. Don’t forget. Your new recurring income stream can be profitable as early as 
today…And of course, if it doesn’t work out for any reason, you pay nothing! 

21. It’s impossible to lose here…unless you walk away empty handed. 
22. Still here? I guess you just like to read… but you’d be much better off reading 

the first steps of the ______ course right now… and being that much closer to 
your first $3,000 month. 

23. The bottom line is… you’re at an important crossroads here… and you really 
have just two choices if you’re at all serious about “making it” in ______ this 
year. Still didn't click? Did I mention that <benefit> for you too? 

24. There's also a proof of income that I'd like to show you on the website with 
glowing testimonials from our members. You owe it to yourself to at least check 
it out. 

25. They're so sure that this will slash your power bill, that they're even offering 
an unconditional 60 day money back guarantee!! 
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26. P.S. You can start _____ right after you order because you will receive 
instant access to _____! 

27. All it takes is a few clicks and you are on your way to _____. Get in while you 
can! 

28. PS - Don't wait any longer! _____ and _____ is just around the corner. 
_____ before your competitors do! 

29. P.S. If you've never bought _____ before, don't worry, it's easy. The _____ is 
simply _____. 

30. Once you have it, you can _____. We provide very straight forward and 
explicit directions on how to do this, and if you have any trouble at all in the 
process, we will help you through it! 

31. P.S. You could search the Internet, read articles, scour bookstores and do 
your best to find and speak with _____. Or you can download everything you 
need, right now, today. 

32. Click the button below now to place your order and get started. 
33. P.S. How much is it worth to you to have a proven system that 

works...including a complete _____? Where else will you find someone who 
was willing to stand up and PROVE their system worked...in front of a crowd of 
people? Sure, anyone can claim they know how to _____ while they hide 
behind their _____. It's another story to prove it live. 

34. Take action today and you can be on your way to _____ success by applying 
the _____. 

35. P.S. Remember, we guarantee at least _____ in the first _____ days after 
using our service. Make sure to have your _____ ready - so we can prove to 
you that our service actually works! 

36. P.S. EXTRA BONUS: Order now and I'll also include my special list of 
"_____"! If you want to _____, then this information is "Must Read" info! (This 
info will be included on the Confirmation Page - once you've ordered.) 

37. P.S. Remember this is a TIME SENSITIVE OFFER. I can only *guarantee* 
you'll get these special bonuses and reduced price of only $_____ if you order 
by _____. 

38. P.S. EXTRA BONUS: In addition to getting the _____, you will also get the 
_____ that has never seen the light of day until now. This _____ will totally 
change the way you _____. 

39. P.S: And the Best is yet to come: As a _____, you can _____, for the lowest 
rates anywhere on the Internet ... Guaranteed!! 

40. P.S: I will never ask you to judge us on our own words; You might find all 
your answers by checking what others say about our _____ in the 
TESTIMONIALS page ... You will be delighted!! 

41. P.S. - If you're done struggling with _____ and agree that the simple way is 
the BEST way, ________ is ready to make your fantasies of easy, auto-pilot 
profits come true. 

42. P.P.S - Remember, you can start profiting in _____ today with completely no 
risk. Use the software however you like for 30 days and if you realize it's not for 
you, I'll gladly give you a FULL refund. 
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43. P.P.P.S - To secure a copy of ______ for the exclusive pre-launch price of 
$99, you must order now. 

44. P.S. If you’re serious about ___________, you need ________! Especially if 
you ________. Nothing out there comes close to bringing in a flood of 

45. <benefit>. With _______, you could quite possibly start as soon as this 
afternoon. 

46. P.P.S. Don’t forget... you have a full 60 day money back guarantee, if you’re 
not completely satisfied with your ________, return it for a complete refund, and 
keep the advanced educational trading videos as a free gift from us. A $199.00 
value! 

47. P.S.- You could attempt to learn this by trial and error on your own, but I 
assure you it will be a MUCH more costly "education" than the one I'm offering 
you today for a very reasonable price. It cost me years of frustration, bad 
trades, and huge financial losses before I figured out the "secret" system. I've 
watched too many smart yet "uneducated" people lose their shirts in the 
__________ market, and I don't want to see that happen to you. 

48. P.S.- Just have a look at the picture below and tell me that you haven't 
dreamt at least once to one of these cars.... You can have everything you 
desire if you choose to play the lottery wisely: 

49. P.P.S. I’m protecting you today with such a granite-strong 100% Money-Back 
guarantee. And I insist you get started by <benefit> in my course 100% risk-
free. That way, before you invest a single real dollar in <niche>, you can see for 
yourself that my course come through with profits many more times than not. 

50. You must be 100% thrilled by your decision to join, or I insist you write me to 
get every cent you invest today safely back in your pocket, no questions asked. 
That’s why you’ve got absolutely nothing to lose by joining others in the ______ 
team right now. Okay, <Name> I’m Ready To Join. 

51. P.P.P.S. Don’t forget I showed you <benefit>. So what are you waiting for? 
Sign Me Up <Name>! I’m Ready To Join 

52. PS : Remember, you have nothing to lose and everything to gain because 
not only are you saving a ton of money on the program, but you also have a full 
60 days to decide whether or not you want to keep it. 

53. P.S. Yes this really can work for you....even if you are pretty much "clueless" 
about the <niche>! :-) 

54. P.S. As mentioned above, refunds for the training program are no problem 
up to 60 days after your purchase. Just contact us. 

55. P.S. Give me 5 Days And You Might Make $300 - Or Your Money Back. 
Simply fill in the blanks... and you're done in under an hour, without entering 
any confusing code or mind numbing research - even if you've never used a 
computer for anything more than email. 

56. P.P.S. If you aren't 100% sure this powerful system can work for you, grab 
this 100% risk-free test-drive to get you started... 

57. P.S. You can start using the complete kit right away with no special 
education or skills. You can use this kit to make money and It doesn't matter 
where you live. You can be any age. Man or Woman and you can do this in 
your spare time. 
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58. I appreciate your business. So... Download the kit right now and see for 
yourself. If you can follow simple instructions and you take action, then I 
guarantee...you will get your investment back many times over from just one 
part-time account. What else can I do to convince you? Remember, it's 
completely risk free. If you're not happy, I will send you back your money. 

59. P.S. Remember, with my "Money Back Guarantee", you have nothing to lose 
and everything to gain by putting my 8 years of experience to work for you risk 
free! 

60. P.P.S. As soon as you complete your purchase you'll be directed to create 
your account giving immediate access to the resources you need to success 
with ______ like so many others are already doing every day! 

61. P.P.P.S If you're going to, <niche> with <product> it simply doesn't pay to 
<niche> with anything less than the best settings available. 

62. P.S. Remember, if you don’t like it, you get your money back. Just ask. And, 
I'll give you 30 days to make up your mind. Go ahead . . . Order Now! It's Risk 
Free! 

63. P.S.S. My time normally sells for $200 an hour, and my clients invest 
$20,000 to $30,000 each and every month for the advice I've put into this 
valuable, easy-to-read-and-use guides and templates. You get some of the 
most valuable pieces of what I do for my clients in this project management 
document set. Give it a look. All the Risk Is On Me. Order Now! 

64. P.S.S.S. Without using our project templates you could continue to waste 
valuable time reinventing products. Now's the time to work smart, so you can 
leave the office early! 

65. PS: Listen closely: we will NOT keep the doors open after the 10,000 copies 
have been sold! You're either in for a ton of money, thousands of effortlessly 
earned dollars (literally wake up every morning and see new, fresh money in 
your account!) or left behind, head-butting the wall after reading about the 
enormous gains other people are making, gains that you could have been 
enjoying as well. 

66. I have explained extensively throughout this letter why we MUST limit the 
number of copies of _______ that we sell. You need to understand why we 
have to do this. We have learned from the past and we will not take any risks 
that might harm the money making potential of our "Golden Goose" so take 
action now! 

67. PPS: Remember, the risk here is totally on us. A 60-day money back 
guarantee protects you fully, so there is no excuse for not giving it a try, even if 
you’re still skeptical. Either I deliver on my claims and set you on your way to 
financial freedom within those 60 days or I don't and you get a Full, no 
questions asked refund. Either way you cannot lose. 

68. PS I am offering you the chance to access this unique <niche> system 
absolutely RISK-FREE with my 100%, bullet-proof, no-question-asked 60-day 
money-back guarantee!... get your copy now for just $27! 

69. P.S.==> Your search to find the most profitable, yet easiest to succeed 
<niche> industry business is over - let these industry experts show you how to 
fulfil your dream of earning a great living working with <niche>. 
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70. P.S.S.==> Let's Be Blunt: If you pass on this offer, will you have a plan to 
turn your passion for <niche> into significant profits? Probably not! By taking 
action right now you can start down the path of become a "<niche> 
professional" - you will love the journey! 

71. PS: The strategy is tried and tested and you do not need any previous 
experience or special skills. All you need is explained step by step EXACTLY. 
In addition, I show you an effective way you can test your strategy without risk 
to heart and kidney. 

72. PPS: I would like to prevent that the eBook is sold at many times and then 
lands on software piracy sites, it will only be available for a short time at this low 
price. Try the eBook therefore best today! 

73. PPPS: And do not forget my unlimited 60-day money-back guarantee , I 
stand behind 100%! So you have more than enough time to test my techniques 
at rest, then go no risks. 

74. PS Remember, ______ is unlike any system you have ever tried and comes 
with a bullet-proof, 100% risk-free, iron-clad, money-back guarantee! 

75. PPS You are also getting _______ for the crazy, knock-down price of just 
$27!! 

76. P.S.- You could attempt to learn this by trial and error on your own, but I 
assure you it will be a MUCH more costly "education" than the one I'm offering 
you today for a very reasonable price. 

77. P.S. You're just one click away, and a few minutes away, from discovering 
how to make more money than you ever believed possible. And what's more, 
this isn't going to cost you hundreds to find out if this is for you or not!! I am 
assuming ALL of the risk... 

78. P.P.S. If you order right now, I will include with Module 1 of my Automated 
Income Stream Home Study Course... my FREE Bonus DVD - showing you 
how I got started online, and my FREE Bonus Consultation - to help you get 
started as fast as possible... As well as ALL of the FAST ACTION BONUSES 
detailed above! 

79. P.P.P.S. Remember, you have absolutely NOTHING TO LOSE from this 
TRIAL... 

80. P.S. As long as the $97 is still listed on this site, you can lock in your lifetime 
membership at that introductory price. But I DO plan on raising the price soon. 
So, order now before the introductory price expires! After I raise the price to 
$147, I don’t want to get any emails begging me to make an exception. I’ll be 
busy training my first class of <niche> students. And to be fair to them, you’ve 
been warned. 

81. P.P.S. Remember, even if you’re simply curious, go ahead and order ____ 
today. You have 60 days to improve your <niche> skills. If you’re not 100% 
satisfied with your new <niche> super-powers, then I’ll refund your money with 
no questions asked. What could be fairer? 

82. P.S. I am offering this at this low price to a few select audiences, so, if you 
are at the least bit interested, I’d encourage you to get it now while the price is 
still low. I’d hate to see you miss out on getting such a low price for this whip-
smart tool. Click here to get started before I come to my senses. 
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83. P.S.S. You have absolutely nothing to lose. The risk is all on me. Get my 
______ now, start using it every day and start getting more <benefit> every day. 
I think you’ll be astonished at the results. Just go here to pick up your copy 
today. 

84. P.S.S.S. Getting more <benefit> isn’t magic. You can start today getting 
more subscribers, and, yes, even more visitors with some of our new viral 
features like our subscriber referral system that we just added. 

85. P.S. Remember, the experts agree I could easily charge $129 per 
membership for everything my software has to offer. But I want you to have no 
excuse NOT to protect your family. Take advantage of my insane offer. 

86. P.P.P.S You also have my 60 DAY RISK FREE TRIAL GUARANTEE! If for 
any reason my software doesn't live up to every claim I've made on this 
website, just let me know and I'll instantly refund every cent of your purchase 
price! 

87. P.S. - The price will never be less than it is today... Increase your social proof 
and catapult your conversions by 25.9% OR MORE with a one minute tweak to 
your website... Click here to download ______ instantly. 

88. P.P.S. - There's no risk if you take action right now... I'm giving you 60 days 
to try out _____ on as many sites as you like. If you don't make your tiny 
investment back and then some, simply email me, and I'll return every penny. 
Don't wait until the price goes up! 

89. P.S: You really don’t want to miss this opportunity. The quality of the 
information found in the book is well above anything you will find on the market 
today. Normally, you wouldn’t be able to buy this book at this price, but I want to 
help you save time and learn how to use your <niche> fast and easy, and I 
wanted to make this affordable for everyone. 

90. P.P.S: Keep in mind that if you’re not happy with this book and you don’t get 
the result you wanted, I will fully refund you through my 60 day money back 
guarantee. Simply send an email if you’re not happy with the results and you 
will get a refund without a hassle. 

91. P.S. Honestly... I've done all the foot work, saving you time, effort and of 
course any future deadly mistakes. All you have to do is follow my simple step 
by step formula that I've laid out for you and I guarantee you will have a faster 
performing PC that will shame any other computer in the same price range as 
yours with incredible ease. "Seriously... I couldn't have made it easier if I tried" 

92. P.P.S. The price will be going up soon... Very soon. And believe me when I 
say this is not some empty threat. I add new content almost every month, just to 
keep it the most up-to-date <niche> Bible on the net. So when I think it justifies 
a price rise, I will do so. But when you order today, not only will you get the 
*exact system* the pros secretly use... But if you're one of the lucky 50 43 26 11 
6 3 to take advantage of this truly great offer today, you'll also get instant 
access to $121 worth of software, taking you further down the rabbit hole of 
<niche> than you ever thought possible. So Click Here Now to get started and 
lock in your bonuses right away before somebody else takes the intuitive and 
grabs them before you do... 
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93. P.P.P.S. And with my 365 Money back guarantee, you have nothing to lose. 
Try it out for the full 12 months and if for whatever reason you’re not completely 
satisfied or you don't think you’re getting the results I promised. Simply email 
me and I'll gladly refund you the difference. 

94. P.S.: With your purchase, in addition to the <product> Book with over 
<benefit>, you will automatically get the <bonus1> and the <bonus2> for free. 
That’s a $34 value on its own, but today you don’t pay a single penny for it. 

95. P.P.S.: The ______ and bonuses are a downloadable eBook. No physical 
products will be shipped and you will get INSTANT ACCESS to the entire 
package to be viewed immediately on your PC, Mac or iPhone. The handy PDF 
format can be viewed on any device. 

96. P.P.P.S.: You get a full 60-day money back guarantee. So if for some reason 
you're not happy, just let me know and I'll give you a full refund. 

97. P.S. These all-time mouth-watering bonuses worth over $100 may not be 
available the next time you visit this page so order now to avoid disappointment! 
You'll get our complete secret recipes with nothing held back! 

98. P.P.S. Your privacy is guaranteed! All orders are processed by ClickBank for 
added security. 

99. P.S. What excuse could you possibly have for waiting? Claim your copy of 
the _____ today by clicking on the secure orange order button below. 

100. P.P.S. Remember, there is No Risk to your purchase as I am providing you 
a 3 month, 100% money back satisfaction guarantee if you purchase today. If 
within this period you are not <benefit>, I will refund you in full! 

101. PS: Even if you take me up on the "100% money back" offer, the _______ 
are yours to keep. I want to make it as easy and risk free as I can for you to get 
started. 

102. PPS: With my free lifetime upgrade offer, you will not need to spend any 
more time and money looking for ________. Order today and start enjoying! 

103. P.P.S. - Remember, you are 100% protected with a 60-Day, Unconditional, 
Money Back Guarantee. So if you for ANY REASON find the guide and 
bonuses not to your satisfaction, you get a FULL refund (no questions asked), 
and even get to keep the Complete _______, and anything else you try out as 
my gifts to you. Join us NOW! 

104. P.S. Act today and you’ll get the exclusive _______ no-time limit guarantee. 
I insist that every customer be a satisfied customer, so I’ll thank you to return 
the book for a full refund should you ever become dissatisfied. This is the way 
I’ve done business for over __ years, so you can be assured that I’ll stand 
behind this guarantee. 

105. P.S. All the free bonuses, including the _______, are yours to keep even if 
you take advantage of our no-risk 100% money-back guarantee. 

106. P.S. Altogether there are more than __ ways you can _______ in this new 
program. Don’t you owe it to your _______ to make sure that you’re aware of 
them all’ Discover and examine all of these _______ tactics free for __ days. 

107. P.S. As our ‘thank you’ for giving _______ a 30-day free trial, we’ll also 
send you two valuable gifts you can keep no matter what you decide. The first 
is ____. And your second free gift is ______. 
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108. P.S. By the way, I’ve just been authorized by my higher ups to let you know 
that they’ve created a space for you in the exclusive__________... allowing you 
to get the catbird seat to position yourself and your products for unlimited 
success... but the space being held just for you will only be availablefor __ 
hours and then it’ll be gone forever... if you snooze, you lose and your major 
chance for marketing success and profits may be gone forever... here’s your 
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to leave the bumpy and difficult back road of 
marketing and product development struggle and cruise on up to the gold-
plated superhighway of marketing success and financial freedom... time is 
ticking, you only have __ hours to respond... don’t delay, apply now! 

109. P.S. Call us on our toll-free line, you’ll be able to use our 24-hour hotline 
immediately! We’ll give you your private access code right over the phone. 

110. P.S. Don’t forget this is a tax deductible business expense. If you register 
early at $__, your real cost after your tax credit is approximately $__. 

111. P.S. Extra free bonus book! Just for trying _________, you’ll also receive 
_________ 

112. P.S. Hear real people talk about making real money: ‘Eavesdrop’ on 
conversations with my _________ by calling xxx-xxx-xxxx (24 hours). _______ 

113. P.S. I can’t tell you how much your ____________, so I sure hope you’ll 
take part. Just return the gift certificate, and I’ll see to it that you receive your 
free book and __ free issues. And thanks again! 

114. P.S. I mentioned the report, ________, was a ‘bonus for promptness.’ 
Please respond to this offer within __ days to be sure of getting your FREE 
copy. 

115. P.S. If purchased separately, ________costs $__ the ________ $__, and 
an annual subscription to ________ $___. That’s a total of $___. Our current 
subscribers can all three for $____, a savings of $__. But I’m offering you an 
even better deal: As a new subscriber, take 12 monthly issues of the newsletter 
and the _____and the _______ for just $___. You save $__! 

116. P.S. If you accept my invitation immediately, I’ll rush you one additional 
special report. It’s called _______. 

117. P.S. If you act now, we’ll also send you _________ ‘ FREE! 
118. P.S. If you are not totally convinced this offer is for you, please read the 

enclosed comments from subscribers to ________. 
119. P.S. If you continue to work out the same way, you’re going to get the same 

results. What I’m offering you is the easiest, most risk-free way to try the 
________ so you can see for yourself how our scientifically developed 
exercises and conditioning routines can help you increase your strength, 
improve your stamina, and help you achieve the more muscled look you have 
always wanted. _______ 

120. P.S. If you would like the names of a few individuals that are using 
________ we’d be glad to give them to you when you call, so you can talk to 
them in person. 

121. P.S. If you’d like an even better deal ‘ and another free report‘ sign on for 
two years of _______. You’ll save __%’I’ll send you a FREE copy of _______ 
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plus a FREE copy of ________ and you’ll get __ months of what’s been called 
the most exciting ________available today. 

122. P.S. It’s important to note that the ________ subscription price may be tax 
deductible. Ask your tax advisor. 

123. P.S. One more thing I almost forgot to mention ‘ this _______ includes the 
best, most unique learning tool there is ‘ A REAL PERSON. You get your own 
________ to call with any questions you may have. As often as you need. Any 
time. Eight hours a day. Five days a week. 

124. P.S. Our unique new guarantee reflects our confidence in ________ ability 
to work for you. If you don’t save at least __ times your subscription cost, you 
get all your money back. At any time during your subscription ‘ right up to the 
very last day. 

125. P.S. Please remember, your free no-risk trial is exactly that ‘totally free to 
you and without any risk whatever. In fact, the only way you could incur any risk 
at all is by not accepting this invitation, and thus depriving yourself of the 
greatest success advantage that you might ever have the opportunity to 
discover. 

126. P.S. Please reply promptly, because your first free issue is almost ready for 
mailing, and we do need your OK to send it to you. 

127. P.S. Quick-response bonus! Reply within __ days and you’ll also receive 
________. If you liked the opportunities I outlined in the letter, you’ll love this 
exclusive special report. 

128. P.S. Remember, only __ companies will be accepted to participate in this 
________. Since this is the only program I have planned for _____, this may be 
your only chance to take advantage of this fantastic opportunity. Don’t delay ‘ 
call xxx-xxx-xxxx ext x, and speak to _______ today! 

129. P.S. Remember, we ship all orders within __ hours, too! 
130. P.S. Supplies of the _________ are limited and usually sell out quickly. 

Orders will be filled on a first-come, first-served basis. Avoid disappointment, 
order your copy today. 

131. P.S. Thanks so much for reading my letter, and, please, I need your answer 
within __ days. 

132. P.S. There’s just one thing. This offer is good for a limited time only, and 
expires with the date on the check ‘ so please don‘t delay. Deposit the check 
now, while it’s still valid 

133. P.S. This is the one and only time you can qualify to attend this program at 
this price with such affordable payment terms ‘ for just _____ down you can 
review all of my pre-attendance materials and make the committed decision to 
attend. The choice is yours ‘ so don’t delay, your registration must be accepted 
by _____to be eligible for this special offer! 

134. P.S. This will be the only notification you receive and we will not be 
expanding enrolment beyond the level I’ve set in this letter. If you wait, you’ll 
lose this opportunity. Don’t let that happen to you. Please call xxx-xxx-xxxx and 
register now while this is fresh in your mind. Call me now ‘ before someone 
grabs your slot. 
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135. P.S. Will all this information make you wealthy’ I have to be frank with you: I 
don’t know how rich you’ll get once you read, absorb and begin to use the 
secrets in this big package. I’m selling you a hammer. Whether you build a 
doghouse or a castle is none of my business. My suggestion: Think BIG! Isn’t it 
time’ 

136. P.S. You can lose a lot of money with the wrong newsletter. But you can’t 
lose when you accept this no-risk offer. If you’re disappointed with your first 
issue of _______ for any reason, just let us know and we’ll refund your 
subscription payment in FULL. 

137. P.S. You’ll be amazed at how simple and easy it is to apply all of these 
techniques. Your FREE bonus, ________ will allow you to begin immediately ‘ 
even before you listen to the program!) 

138. P.S. What other ________ can you start with so little cash and minimal risk’ 
I think you should not pass this opportunity to examine this _________ in your 
home without any risk to you. Send for your copy today. 

139. P.S. Remember, act within the __ days and I’ll give you unlimited ________ 
for life. Not at any regular rate of $___ per hour. But free! Now you have a 
_________ who knows this business inside out. Ready to help you when you 
need it. But only if you act now. 

140. P.S. Cash In on the _________. If you’re struggling a little, then you really 
Do need this ""________"" Besides, if aren’t 100% satisfied, I’ll send someone 
to pick it up for a complete refund - at my full expense! You don’t have to do a 
darn thing - expect _______. How’s that for an offer you can’t refuse’ Order 
now!" 

141. P.S. Enclosed you will find a letter find a letter from _________ praising the 
book, recommendations from other ________, a list of valuable things you will 
learn from the ________, and other goodies, If can read through this stuff and 
not buy the buy the book, you deserve some kind of medal. 

142. P.S. Don’t forget, not only is my ________ doubly guaranteed, but you get 
to keep the free gift just for giving me the chance to prove everything I’ve said. 
The free gift alone can be worth _________ times the cost of the ________! 

143. P.S. In case you haven’t already noticed, I’d like to point out that the offer 
I’ve made you is better than without risk. The worst that can happen is that you 
will come out $_____ ahead. You see if the ________ doesn’t work exactly as 
I’ve said it will I’ll rush you a full and complete refund. But the $_____ worth of 
free bonuses are yours to keep as my way of thanking you for trying the plan. 
That’s how much faith I have in ________ . You have everything to gain and 
nothing to lose. So if you’re ready to take a step that can change your life, don’t 
delay. 

144. P.S. Your __% discount offer expires in just __ days, so I urge you to order 
today, and increase your ________. 

145. P.S. ACT NOW. An exciting world of _______ is waiting’ and so is a Free 
Gift! 

146. P.S. My closet associates tell me, "" _____, you don’t need the money and 
you don’t need the trouble. Forget all this."" But ______ 
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147. P.S. This offer isn’t available to everyone. It isn’t transferable. But if you 
decide and _________, we can understand you might want to share the news 
of your ""________"" with a special friend or two. In that event, ask them to 
_______. 

148. P.S. I’d appreciate an early reply from you and I’ll include a free bonus gift 
when you _________. 

149. P.S. Go directly to _______ . If you order within 12 days, I’ll pledge to send 
you, absolutely free, a special gift! I think you’re really going to like it. Plus, I’ll 
also give you a no time limit guarantee of complete satisfaction! 

150. P.S. One more thing. It may be important. Your ability to _________ is 
crucial to your success. Here is an opportunity to learn directly from _______. 
Six months from now, this will very probably be one of the most talked about 
________ ever produced. Moreover, every ________ who subscribes will have 
an almost unfair advantage over _________. Shouldn’t that be you’ 

151. P.S. There are very few _________ that you can do without ________. This 
______ offers you an opportunity to _______ without. You can examine the 
______ without risking anything. If you don’t like what you see or if you don’t 
_______, simply return the full and complete refund. 

152. P.S. Important UPDATE: Due to the overwhelming response to this offer, it 
could end as early as tomorrow. Don’t delay! To get your _____ Click on the 
Button Below NOW. Remember, you have a full 1 year, money back guarantee 
with no questions asked! 

153. P. S. _____ for your _____ are out there right now, _____, ready to hear 
about you. They’re like fireflies in the night - dim sparks to you now, but capable 
of _____ once you draw them in. Catch lightning in a bottle - order _____ right 
now. 

154. P.S. Remember, this offer is going to go very quickly and if you wait you 
may be out of luck to receive this _____ at such an ultra-low price. You have a 
full _____ days to _____, or your money back. Act now, or you could be the one 
left behind in the dust. 

155. P.S. Remember - You also get _____! Along with my other powerful_____. 
So you can _____ just as quickly as I discover new ways of _____! 

156. P.S. Let us remind you that this _____ is backed by our rock-solid 100% no 
risk money back guarantee. You have absolutely nothing to lose. Act now 
before this offer ends. 

157. P.S. - Remember, there are only _____ guaranteed membership places. I 
usually generate between _____ and _____ orders for every email message I 
zap out to my opt-in list so they’ll go fast when my customers catch on. Don’t 
miss out! 

158. P.S. - Some of the techniques you’ll learn are so powerful and hard hitting 
that they have to be kept under padlock and key. Only members get access to 
my inner vault of _____ secrets. Try us out risk-free for _____ days for just 
$_____ and you’ll instantly discover what I mean -- this stuff is red hot! 

159. P.S. Also remember, if you want _____ YOU have to _____. I’ve made it as 
easy as I possibly can. There’s just NO reason not to order now. Don’t let 
yourself miss out on this incredible offer. 
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160. P.S. You do not want to put this off because this chance to _____ might 
only be available for the next _____ _____’ after that you may only get this kind 
of information _____! 

161. P.S. Stop and consider for a minute just how much _____ can be worth to 
your _____. All you have to do is ask anyone that has one, or many. They’ll tell 
you that _____ for a _____ can be worth literally _____ of dollars in _____ each 
and every _____. $_____ is a small price to pay for the knowledge that will help 
you achieve _____. 

162. P.S. If you don’t claim your copy of _____ now - and we decide to stop 
selling it altogether -- how will you _____’ 

163. P.S. - If you’re unsure about _____, click here for reasons why you must 
right now. 

164. P.S. And remember, if you’re not 100% convinced that _____ will_____, 
then simply tell us and we will issue a prompt and courteous refund --no 
questions asked -- and you may still keep the _____ gifts at no cost to you. 
Take advantage of this risk-free trial offer immediately, while there’s still time. 

165. P.S. One more point. It’s important: A year from today, you could be 
struggling to _____’ or you could be _____. I thought this information was so 
good that I paid over $_____ for it -- but now you can experience the same 
benefits that only a select few have been privileged enough to discover for only 
$_____. It’s a pretty fantastic deal when you consider how high this _____ can 
_____. 

166. P.S. What kind of a life can you provide for your family if you _____’ 
Imagine the look on your loved one’s face when you bring home that surprise 
gift they’ve always wanted. 

167. P.S. You’ll be amazed at how simple and easy it is to apply all of _____ 
techniques. ‘_____’ will allow you to begin immediately even as soon as _____ 
from now. 

168. P.S. One more thing. Click Here to find out how you can _____ for FREE! 
169. P.S. You can lose a lot of _____ with the wrong _____. But you can’t lose 

when you accept this no-risk offer. If, after _____, you are not convinced that 
this is going to take _____ to the highest level, I’ll refund your money 
immediately. 

170. P.S. If you’re not 100% convinced that this _____ will help you_____ in 
_____ _____ or less, then simply tell us, and you will be issued a prompt and 
courteous refund. But make sure that you take advantage of this risk-free trial 
offer immediately, while there’s still time. And remember, if you decide to ask for 
a refund, you can keep the _____ free bonuses. 

171. P.S. Remember: To take advantage of this unbeatable deal of getting both 
_____ and _____, as well as the _____ free bonuses ‘ you must order no later 
than _____. 

172. P.S. Whilst it’s impossible for me to guarantee your results (how could I’ I 
know nothing about you nor your skills and experience), let me say this: If you 
don’t feel that this _____ generates enough _____ for you at any stage over the 
next _____, just let me know and I will refund your purchase price - absolutely 
no questions asked. I sincerely mean it. 
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173. P.S. Altogether there are hundreds of ways you can _____ and _____. 
Don’t you owe it to your _____ to learn the most powerful and inexpensive 
_____ strategies that can dramatically impact the growth of your _____’ 
Discover all of _____ secrets and watch your _____ take off! 

174. P.S. The special offer ends _____. Order now at the special price of only 
$_____ for a lifetime membership including _____ and _____. You’ll never view 
_____ in the same way again! 

175. P.S. And remember, if you’re not 100% convinced that _____ will show you 
how to _____, then simply tell us, and we will issue a prompt and courteous 
refund. Take advantage of this risk-free trial offer immediately, while there’s still 
time. 

176. P.S. I don’t know how long I can offer _____. If you want to ensure you get 
_____ and all the bonuses you need to order today! 

177. P.S. Remember; You have nothing to lose, everything’s on my shoulders. If 
for any reason you don’t like _____ simply ask for a refund! It’s that simple! 

178. P.S. When you order TODAY I’ll also include ""_____"" absolutely FREE! 
179. P.S. Let’s be blunt: Does your _____ look like a ghost town’ Unless you 

take drastic action right now nothing is going to change. You need ""_____"" 
because it will show you exactly how to _____! Your satisfaction is guaranteed - 
get your copy right now. Click Here To Order Now! 

180. P.S. After all this, if there is still even the least little doubt in your mind as to 
whether or not you should order ""_____"", read this quote from _____: 

181. P.S. If you don’t order _____ right now, how will you ever learn all of the 
tweaks and tricks to _____, not to mention how much money you’re going to 
save 

182. P.S. Order now to take advantage of our _____% discount. You won’t have 
to pay the regular price ($_____), instead you get instant access to _____ -- 
incredible ideas that have taken me _____and _____ to develop -- for just 
$_____. 

183. P.S. Will doubt about _____ overwhelm you the next time you _____’ Will 
you be wondering how much better it would have been if you had _____’ It 
doesn’t have to be that way! The _____ will make YOU a success. Order NOW! 

184. P.S. Now just for a second, forget about how much _____ you’re going to 
save. Just picture yourself when you realized _____. Do you remember all the 
frustration and anger you felt’ Now let me ask you a question. How much is it 
worth to you, to be able to finally _____’ How good will it feel next _____ when 
you have _____ -- legally 

185. P.S. Owning this _____ will change your _____ life forever. For the very 
first time you’ll be armed with a powerful arsenal of professional _____ tips, 
information, advice, and practical tools that will make your _____ look like a real 
pro did it! And you can order it here and get started right away! 

186. P.S. You’ve got lots to gain and nothing to lose with my _____-_____ Risk 
Free Money Back Guarantee. Besides, what’s your time worth’ If this _____ 
saves you even one-half hour of _____ time, you’ll already have the cost of the 
_____ covered. So do yourself a favor and order it now before the price goes 
up! 
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187. P.S. If you’ve ever wondered what it would be like to _____, then take 
advantage of the current price of $_____ and all of the great bonuses right 
away to guarantee you get your copy. 

188. P.S. There is absolutely no risk at all with ordering right now! If you are not 
completely satisfied I will refund your money, and you can keep _____! 

189. P.S. How will you know how to be truly successful with _____ unless you 
have this information’ How will you know if you have just missed out on the best 
_____ opportunity around, bar none’ How will you avoid the mistakes that most 
_____ make’ Find out then facts you should know about _____. A _____ guide 
for _____. A real opportunity!! 

190. PS: Imagine being able to not only _____ whenever you want, but getting 
_____ every single month - without paying a cent to any_____ ever again! 
That’s what _____ will teach you to do faster than any other _____ out there. 

191. PS: The current low price of $_____ will not be valid forever. I’ve already 
had to increase the price _____ due to the sheer volume of new _____, _____ 
and _____ I _____ regularly. 

192. P.S. Remember, there is ZERO risk on your part. If you follow the steps and 
don’t succeed, I’ll refund every penny you spent for up to _____ full months. 

193. P.S. Remember that by taking action right now, you could easily_____ with 
the included _____! Please don’t wait any longer to get started _____. 

194. P.S. I look forward to hearing about your success after reading my book. 
Will you make $_____ a month or maybe $_____ a month’ Maybe someday I’ll 
be bragging about YOUR success right here! Order the key to _____. 

195. P.S. Also - don’t forget that as a customer, you’ll have access to the 
""_____."" This is something no one else offers. You get to _____, so all your 
information is constantly up to date and fresh. And, as a special bonus, you’ll 
have the opportunity to get your very own copy of my special report ""_____"" 
for only $_____. (It’s normally $_____) 

196. P.S. Take action and order now. If you just sit there and do nothing, that’s 
all you’ll get in return...nothing. Take charge and start _____. You can start 
_____ right away! 

197. P.S. The reduced price of $_____ may end after _____, so get _____ 
before it’s too late. Order Now. 

198. P.S. Please Don’t Order this product unless you are looking for a high 
quality, comprehensive guide so you can _____. 

199. P.S. We honestly can’t tell you how long the price will stay so low, it really 
depends on how well it sells, and knowing _____,this will be picked up 

200. VERY quickly. _____ will very soon be worth at least $_____, and with this 
e-book, it’s just like _____.No holds barred! All secrets revealed!! It’s called 
doing the math! 

201. P.S. Due to the enormous demand for this _____, We’re not sure how long 
_____ will be available for, and the offer could terminate at anytime. 

202. P.S. If you’re ready to discover how to _____...this is a MUST HAVE for 
your _____. With our incredible guarantee, what have you got to lose’ 

203. P.S. We will not be offering _____ for long - order right now and don’t miss 
out. 
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204. P.S. _____ used to sell _____ for $_____. For a limited time, you can have 
_____ for just $_____. We reserve the rights to raise the price at any time. 

205. P.S. Remember the message from _____ and Grab YOUR Piece of 
that$_____! 

206. P.S. Remember, you receive _____ if you order before _____! 
207. P.S. Take action now! Don’t wait a second longer. You’ll soon have access 

to the information and tools you need to _____. Imagine enjoying all the 
benefits of _____. None of that will become a reality unless you take control 
and order now. 

208. P.S. Remember, only you can determine if you have what it takes to _____. 
We think you can. . .do you’ Order _____ today, and you can _____tonight. 

209. P.S. Don’t Order this product if you’re looking for the ""same old same old."" 
Not just a treatise of ""re-hashed"" material, what you will get is _____. Don’t 
delay! 

210. P.S. Please Don’t Order this product if you’re looking for a big fat book full 
of fluff and filler. What you’ll get is _____ full of high quality information to put 
right next to your _____, so you can _____. 

211. P.S. Remember’ you get the ""_____"" _____ plus all the bonuses that 
come with it, at the limited-time, low introductory price! 

212. P.S. You also get _____ to test this product out. If you’re not satisfied for 
any reason, you get a complete refund of your purchase price. Even if you 
never use the information, you’ll still get a kick out of _____. 

213. P.S. No matter what you decide at the end, you still get to _____! It’s a 
totally risk-free offer and a win-win situation for you! 

214. P.S. Order now and you get _____ and _____ is yours today for only a 
fraction of what it’s really worth to you in _____ results. 

215. P.S. Remember, your purchase is backed by our ""_____"" guarantee 
within _____ days of purchase - so you’ve got _____ full months to see if the 
_____ helps you _____! 

216. P.S. Get your copy now and I’ll also give you _____! Order Now! 
217. P.S. Order your copy today and you’ll also receive _____! What is it’ Click 

Here to find out! 
218. P.S. Last minute BONUS - to make it easier for _____ to _____, I’ve 

included an easy to use ""_____"". Use it, _____ it, _____! Just _____ ... so you 
will _____! 

219. P.S. Another BONUS! Never seen before anywhere ... a complete _____ is 
included with _____ to start _____ quickly! Just _____, and start _____! It 
couldn’t be easier. You’ll even find a _____that _____, using _____! 

220. P.S. Remember that by taking action right now, you could easily_____ with 
_____! Don’t wait any longer and _____. 

221. P.S. That is all there is to it...You will receive _____, the _____ free _____ 
and the free _____ at no risk to you. Satisfaction Guaranteed! 

222. P.S. If you need more information then look at _____. You will be amazed 
at the amount of _____ covered. 
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223. P.S. Just think! You’ll never have to suffer through the pain and hassle of 
trying to _____’ now you’ll have a proven guide that shows you how to do it 
‘step by step. Order Now! 

224. P.S. Still have questions’ Check out our Frequently Asked Questions page - 
FAQ Page and our Testimonials Page from people just like you who are using 
this breakthrough _____ right now! 

225. P.S. Are you a _____’ I_____ comes with _____ so you can start _____ 
today. Just _____ and you’re ready to _____! 

226. P.S. There is absolutely no risk to you. You have nothing to lose and _____ 
to gain! It’s time to learn what it takes to _____. 

227. P.S. This _____ can be adapted to _____ to _____. It is all up to you on 
how much you would like to _____. 

228. P.S. This offer is only guaranteed for a limited time, so be sure to lock in 
your special price of only $_____ now. 

229. P.S. If you are procrastinating right now, just remember my GUARANTEE, 
which makes it as if you purchased this _____ for FREE! 

230. P.S. You don’t really know what you are missing if you don’t act today! Give 
my _____ a try and see for yourself why others are helped by this new _____! 

231. P.S. If you’re still not sure about ordering check out _____ or try out the 
_____. 

232. P.S. Please don’t miss out on those free bonuses. Order on or before 
_____. 

233. P.S. You can start _____ right after you order because you will receive 
instant access to _____! All it takes is a few clicks and you are on your way to 
_____. Get in while you can! 

234. P.S. Remember, we guarantee at least _____ in the first _____ days after 
using our service. Make sure to have your _____ ready so we can prove to you 
that our service actually works! 

235. P.S. Remember this is a TIME SENSITIVE OFFER. I can only *guarantee* 
you’ll get these special bonuses and reduced price of only $_____ if you order 
by _____. 

236. P.S. EXTRA BONUS: In addition to getting the _____, you will also get the 
_____ that has never seen the light of day until now. This _____ will totally 
change the way you _____. 

237. P.S. I will never ask you to judge us on our own words; You might find all 
your answers by checking what others say about our _____ in the 
TESTIMONIALS page ... You will be delighted!! 

238. P.S. By acting right now you get a great price, all the materials you need to 
_________, and the special bonus report. But only if you order within the next 
__ days. 

239. P.S. To get the Free Bonuses worth $_____, you must order within the next 
__ days. Otherwise, the bonuses will not be included. So go _____. 

240. P.S. By acting right now, you get substantial savings, a wealth of bonuses, 
and all with a __ month guarantee. This ________ is only good for only __ days 
- and will not be repeated. 

241. P.S. Accompanying this letter are comments from people who _________. 
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242. P.S. Your satisfaction is completely guaranteed! Use the _________ for 
___. If you’re not totally satisfied with the course for any reason within the next 
__ months, return it for a full 100% refund issued the very same day we get the 
______ back. 

243. P.S. Everything you need to instantly be a _______ is included in this 
_______. This _______ is the key to the vault. 

244. P.S. Remember, we guarantee that you’ll love your ________. If not, you’ll 
promptly get every penny of your money back - no hassles, no questions asked. 

245. P.S. I urge you to seriously consider my offer. Either way, you win big. After 
all, the worst thing that happens is you get $_____ bonus gift package to keep 
for FREE. Of course, the best thing that happens is that you ________. Sounds 
pretty good no matter how you slice it! 

246. P.S. If you are not planning to invest in _________, then please ask 
yourself this question: ""________"". If you can’t answer that, you must 
_______. 

247. P.S. In case you’re wondering, this is completely new information, not 
revealed anywhere else at any time. You won’t find the techniques we teach in 
any book, video, or seminar’ and there’s nobody who has made a commitment 
to _________. 

248. P.S. There’s more. You’ve already seen how quickly these strategies and 
techniques can ________. But I’m not done yet. ______________. They’re 
yours free when you place an order for the __________ within the next __ days. 
Don’t miss out. 

249. P.S. My system has been used by people around the country. People just 
like you. Here are a few comments about my system,: 

250. P.S. Could you get excited about ______’. Are you looking forward to being 
_______’ Well, doesn’t it make sense to do something now before it’s too late 
and discover the _______. 

251. P.S. You know as well as I do that if you don’t change what you‘re doing, 
then your results aren’t going to change either. You know you could have made 
better decisions in the past about ________. Well let this be the one decision 
you get right in your immediate future. 

252. P.S. You must order within __ days of receiving this letter to qualify for your 
__ bonuses Valued at $__- after that I am sorry, but they will not be included as 
they are reserved for people who are serious about getting ahead. 

253. P.S. You can’t go wrong with my __ month guarantee’ If you don’t make at 
least __ times your investment back simple send the package back and you will 
get a complete refund’ 

254. P.S. Many people have purchased this _______ are now well on the way to 
________ and there is no reason you can’t follow in their footsteps and mine’ 

255. P.S. If you order in the next __ days only, you’ll receive a Free __ day trial 
where you can check it out at absolutely no cost. And if it isn’t everything I’ve 
promised you here, just send it back no charge. How can you lose’ )  
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Engaging Questions 
 

1. Do you want to learn to <benefit> right away?  

2. Do you want to learn to <goal> and <benefit> right now?  

3. Are you willing to do whatever it takes to <benefit>?  

4. Are you willing to do whatever it takes to get rid of <problem> instantly?  

5. So is it wonderful to <benefit> with minimum risks?  

6. Why do you think you should take up this offer?  

7. Is it possible for me to learn this within <no. of days>?  

8. Thinking of how you can solve <problem>?  

9. Thinking of how you can <benefit> and <goal> within the next month?  

10. What you need to know about <benefit>?  

11. Troubled? <benefit> will show you the way out  

12. Feeling great? Here are more <benefit>  

13. Did I just hear <benefit> coming out from your mouth?  

14. Did I just hear <problem>keep repeating in your mind? Interested to 
eliminate them?  

15. Thinking this might be a scam?  

16. To the men, isn’t it awesome to <benefit> right away?  

17. To the ladies, isn’t it awesome to <benefit> right away?  

18. A newbie in this area? Let me show you how you can become pro instantly.  

19. Too old to learn <benefit>? Would you change your mind if I tell you the 
secret to <goal> in just <timeframe>?  

20. Who else want to <benefit> in 1 week?  

21. Who else want to be <goal> in 1 week?  
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22. Who else want to solve <problem> and achieve <goal> and <benefit> at the 
same time?  

23. You really love to have <benefit> right? So keep focusing now.  

24. You really love to have <goal> with minimum risks? Pay attention to what is 
below.  

25. Want to learn more about <benefit>?  

26. Want to learn more about <goal> and how you can do it immediately?  

27. Why only certain people can <benefit>? Learn the secret now  

28. Why only certain people know the <problem>? Learn the secret now  

29. Experience <problem> and still thinking of solution? Check <benefit> out!  

30. Are you ready to reap <benefit> now?  

31. Are you ready to experience <goal> now?  

32. Are you ready to solve <problem> now?  

33. <problem> is why people cannot do it. Want to learn why?  

34. Are you hungry for <benefit>?  

35. Looking for a way to <benefit>?  

36. Looking for a way to <goal>? Just read on  

37. See how a college student can do with <benefit>. You want to do the same?  

38. Want to learn to start <goal> with just $100  

39. Hope to beat your procrastination with <benefit> straight away?  

40. Interested in <benefit> but don’t know where to start?  

41. Interested in <goal> but don’t know where to start?  

42. Interested in solving <problem> but don’t know where to start?  

43. If I were to reveal the hidden secrets of <benefit>, would you be interested?  

44. If I were to reveal the hidden secrets of <problem> and solutions to them, 
would you be interested?  
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45. Are you in for the unique experience to <goal>  

46. Are you in for the unique experience to <benefit>  

47. Do you want to reap the <benefit> ahead of the rest?  

48. Want to know the tricks to <goal> without going school again?  

49. Want to know the tricks to <benefit> without going school again?  

50. Confuse about <goal> and want to achieve it right away?  

51. Confuse about <benefit> and want to achieve it right away?  

52. Confuse about <problem> and want to solve it right away?  

53. Have you wondered how to <goal>?  

54. Have you wondered how to <benefit> and <goal> with ease?  

55. Have you wondered if you can <benefit> and <goal> in <timeframe>?  

56. Isn’t it time for you to realize your <goal>?  

57. Isn’t it time for you to reap <benefit> and move towards your <goal>?  

58. Isn’t it time for you to turn your <problem> to <goal>?  

59. Did you know that you can learn <benefit> in the next minute?  

60. Did you know that you can achieve <goal> and <benefit> in <timeframe>?  

61. Did you know the secret to your <problem>?  

62. Are you curious about <benefit> and how it will change your life?  

63. Are you curious about the methods you can use to reach <goal> right now?  

64. Are you curious how you can solve <problem> in <timeframe>?  

65. Are you curious the way you can <benefit> and <goal> in <timeframe>?  

66. Are you still interested in <benefit> and <goal>?  

67. Are you aware that you can learn to <benefit> and <goal> in <timeframe>?  

68. Will you be ready for the <no.> powerful ways to <benefit>?  

69. Will you be ready to learn <no.> powerful methods to <goal> and <benefit>?  
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70. Will you be ready to become <goal> and learn <benefit> instantly?  

71. Did you ever ask yourself the <problem> you faced every day?  

72. Did you ever ask yourself how to <goal> with just 3 simple steps?  

73. Have you ever think about the simple way to <goal>?  

74. Have you ever think about the solutions to <problem>?  

75. Have you ever think about the way you can <benefit> and <goal> with least 
effort?  

76. Have you ever think about you can just <goal> and <benefit> in 
<timeframe>?  

77. Sick of the same old <problem> you have and want to <benefit> instantly?  

78. Don’t you wish you can <benefit> right away?  

79. Don’t you wish you can <goal> and <benefit> in <timeframe>  

80. Don’t you wish you can <goal> and solve <problem> at the same time?  

81. Don’t you wish you can <benefit> with just <no. of steps>  

82. Would you like to <benefit> and <goal> with no risk and minimum effort?  

83. Would you like to <benefit> and <goal> in just <timeframe>?  

84. Would you like to know the insider secret to <goal> in the next minute?  

85. Would you like to find out <benefit> instantly?  

86. Wouldn’t you like to learn <benefit> in just <no. of steps>?  

87. Wouldn’t you like to find out <no.> powerful guides to <problem>?  

88. Don’t you need to know the easiest way to <benefit> and <goal>?  

89. Don’t you need to know <no. of steps> to <benefit> and <goal> in 
<timeframe>  

90. Have you ever experience sleepless nights figuring out <problem>?  

91. Do you ever stayed up late night thinking about <problem> and <goal>?  

92. Do you have a fire in your belly to <goal> and <benefit>?  
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93. Do you have a fire in you to <goal> and <benefit> in simply <timeframe>?  

94. Do you have a burning desire to eliminate <problem>?  

95. Do you have a burning desire to be <goal> and <benefit>?  

96. Do you have a burning desire to reach <goal> and <benefit> with only 
<timeframe>?  

97. You must be thinking “how did I achieve <benefit> and at only 
<timeframe>?”  

98. You must be thinking “how did I achieve <benefit> and <goal> by <age>?”  

99. You must be thinking “how did I eliminate <problem> and learn <benefit> in 
<timeframe>?”  

100. Are you suffering with <problem> and interested to find out solutions 
immediately? 

 

 

Social Media Attention Grabbers 
 

1. Who else wants ____  

2. How _______ game ________(how marketers game seo)  

3. Top ten _______(top ten seo strategies)  

4. _____ tips ______ should really teach  

5. The evolution of the ______  

6. Who makes money from ______  

7. How you can _______ from ______  

8. x reasons ____ will lose you ______  

9. x ways to ______ by using _________  

10. The Secret of____  

11. Here’s the method that is helping _____ to _______  
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12. Little known ways to ______  

13. Get rid of _____ once and for all  

14. Here’s a quick way to______  

15. Now you can have ______  

16. _____ like_______(dance like Michael Jackson)  

17. Have a ____ you can be proud of  

18. Build a _____you can be proud of  

19. What everyone ought to know about _____  

20. What everybody ought to know about ______  

21. Is _____better than _______  

22. What if you can ______  

23. What are the secrets to _______  

24. Ways _____ can get you ______  

25. ______ who ______(marketers who tweet)  

26. Ultimate list of _____ who _____  

27. Can you call yourself a ____ if you have _______  

28. A list of people who _____ but are now addicted  

29. x best put downs about ____  

30. x ______ who ______(10 businesses who market on facebook)  

31. Why _____will never make _______  

32. How to spot a _____on ______  

33. Is _____ the new ______hotspot  

34. Most famous fake _______  

35. Top ten things people most hate about _______  

36. Top ten things people love about ______  
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37. x ______ gurus and their advice  

38. How to make ______ work for you  

39. Get _____ in ______  

40. Is your ______ bother you again  

41. Will ______change the rules of _______  

42. Give me x days/week/months and I’ll make you a ______. Let me prove it!  

43. Only one of these tips can help you avoid _______  

44. Do you have any idea how much _____ I’ve made with ________  

45. How _____ can lead to a ________  

46. Is _____the fuel of ______  

47. Is the ____ higher on _____?  

48. Why your _______should _____ now  

49. People who should _____ more  

50. People who should ______ less  

51. People who really should start ______  

52. People who should really stop ______  

53. Is the best thing about _____that it _______?  

54. X of the most stupid _____ ever  

55. What defines a _____ Guru  

56. ______ you absolutely must_______ on ______  

57. What is the ______of ______  

58. How ______can help ______  

59. Ways ______ can help get ______  

60. Why success on ______ is not about the_______  

61. On _______, the _______ is crucial  
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62. The greatest _____ since history began  

63. Will ______really ________(will product x really makes me money/cure my 
acne)  

64. X reason why you should______  

65. X reason why you should never ______  

66. Get ______ with_______(get in shape with product x)  

67. New discovery on ______  

68. Do you make these mistakes in _______  

69. How I improved my _______ in x weeks/months/days  

70. There are 3 types of ______. Which group you belongs to?  

71. To______ who want to _______, but can’t get started.  

72. The right and wrong _______ techniques. This little tips can make a huge 
different  

73. X reason why It would have paid to use ______ a few months ago  

74. How a simple technique made me a ______  

75. How these simple strategies made me a ______  

76. I'm going to dispel a myth about <niche>  

77. You will be surprised to know how easy to <benefit>  

78. I'm giving away <product>  

79. Let's boost your < benefit> with <product>  

80. I Tripled my profit with <product> in just <time>  

81. Wow my profit soar through the roof after <product>  

82. Simple <skill> multiplied my <profit> manifold  

83. Add a new income stream instantly with <product>  

84. I laughed my way to bank upon discovering <niche>  

85. Save more when you shop with < marketer>  
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86. How to reduce your stress by half with <product>  

87. I have sneaky suspicion that this gonna be Awesome.  

88. I just wrote my own check <time> upon discovering <niche>  

89. Ever wanted to spend more quality time with your spouse?  

90. Find out how I learned <skill> in <time>  

91. <making money/ learning> <skill> is whole lot easier than you think.  

92. The experience is always different when you play  

93. How I put a smile on <her/his> lips  

94. You can also be an expert in <market> in just <time>  

95. you cannot make it a Success without a Successful team behind you.  

96. <niche> "Gurus" helped me achieved <benefit> in just <time>  

97. Let me show you how you can <benefit> in <times>  

98. Just imagine if you can make <benefit> in <time>  

99. how much do you need to retire? It's worth discussing  

100. Think about all the <benefit> you can get with our <product>  

101. Making <benefit> in < niche> is simple if you know the right way  

102. Let me show you why you worth it.  

103. This investment will continue to pay for many years to come  

104. Their objection melts away upon knowing that <benefit>  

105. $50,000 banked in 2 weeks.  

106. Expert strategies shows how to <benefit>  

107. Time-tested <niche> allows one to <benefit>  

108. Would you want to learn <skill> in <time>?  

109. The key to start a successful <niche> is finding a proven and easy to follow 
model and duplicate it all over again  

110. <niche> is known by many names, but why should I concern?  
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111. In less than a year I bought over a house and a car of my dream  

112. If you have the sole opportunity to seize everything you want would you 
interested in knowing?  

113. Killing two birds with one bird is indeed practical.  

114. Even the best commission is worthless if your customer don't Buy  

115. Nobody is born a skill <niche>. All you need is the right tools and proven 
blueprint  

116. The reason many failed in <niche> is because of <problem>  

117. Are you girded of <problem>? I was, then I found this.  

118. Let's make friends to < niche>  

119. There is a very simple way to use the power of <niche> and reach 
<benefit> easily.  

120. everybody here wants success for all, that why this system works  

121. Skilled <marketer> are not born, but with the right tools and proven 
guidance  

122. If you follow the simple steps, you will <benefit> in <market>  

123. Stop daydream and start working.  

124. Work less, play more and travel anywhere you want?  

125. Putting the attraction back into <niche>  

126. You are frustrated because you are not making <progress>?  

127. you are sick and tired of wasting time and money on <niche>  

128. I'm making <amount> per month and I can share with you  

129. Even people with no experience in <niche> will succeed.  

130. How to earn your pocket money with others idea  

131. Have you ever imagined yourself as a millionaire?  

132. Take the first step in faith; you don't have to see the staircase.  
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133. To stay on track, keep asking yourself this question, ' what must I do today 
to profit tomorrow'  

134. Be different and never give up your passion in <niche>  

135. Be FOCUS and get a good mentor  

136. Success is about getting things done. So let's start the <niche>  

137. If you wanna success and minimize failure, try out < product>  

138. To success in something very well, be prepared to get messy.  

139. How to invest with your only asset : YOU  

140. How to retire at the age of 30 with <product>  

141. Can you taste the freedom you are about to experience?  

142. Focus and act fast with <product>  

143. My total profit plan has been helping many to reach their goal  

144. The Lazy man's way to <benefit>  

145. Would you like to escape the rat race and fire your boss  

 

 

 

Sub-headlines 
1. Follow Me as I Take a Serious, Step-by-Step, HARD Look at _____That, 

Combined, Produce _____... And Then See How YOU, Too, Can ____ From 
_____ These Untold, Little-Known, Closely-Guarded Secrets!  

2. ALL The Most POWERFUL Secrets, Tips, Tricks, Tools & Techniques That 
Have EVER Been Written (or Spoken) on the Subject of _____& How to _____ 
Are Included in This LARGER-THAN-LIFE _____!  

3. ____ Free Bonuses Not Available Anywhere Else - Just For _______  

4. _____ Gives You the Competitive Advantage in Todays _____, and it’s 
Practically Automatic!  

5. _____ is my specialty!  
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6. ________: The Complete Guide To ________  

7. A 100% complete package that empowers ANYONE to _____ and _____ in a 
few days  

8. A Foolproof Way To _________  

9. A Life Transforming _______  

10. Absolutely no _____ required!  

11. All You’ve Got To Do Is Get This Package, __________!  

12. An Open Letter To _____ Frustrated By _____, _____, _____? And Going 
Nowhere!  

13. And it Gets Better Your Satisfaction Is Completely Guaranteed!  

14. And It’s The Same Way With ________  

15. Announcing A Little-Known Revolutionary Secret That Will Allow You To 
Finally _____ And _____!  

16. Are There Any Strings Attached?  

17. Are you frustrated by the lack of _____?  

18. But dont make this fatal mistake:  

19. But I Know What You’re Thinking, You Skeptical, Negative Bugger  

20. But the ________ made me drop my jaw!!  

21. But, Really, It’s an incredibly Easy Decision to Make?  

22. By The Time You’re Through Reading This Report, You’ll See:  

23. Catapult Your _________ To A New Level With These Inside Secrets  

24. Checklist For Finding the Right ________  

25. Discover how to _____, just like clockwork - as well as effectively use _____ 
to _____  

26. Discover the _____s Little-Known Secret of _____!  

27. Do you ever get stuck when you have to _____?  
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28. Do You Feel Frustrated With _____? If you do, then there is only one way to 
stop the pain: _____!  

29. Grab your own _____ for a whopping _____ OFF if you act before the 
deadline of _____  

30. Have you ever wished that you could sit down for a couple of hours with 
_____? And get them to _____?  

31. Here Are Some Of The Other _____ That You Get:  

32. Here Are The Powerful Advantages You’ll Gain From ________  

33. here’s How To Get Started  

34. Here’s How to Make Sure You Don’t Miss Out?  

35. here’s How To Start ________ Right Away  

36. Here’s My Unconditional ____ Risk Free Guarantee!  

37. here’s Proof That This __________ Will Work For You  

38. Here’s the Bottom-line?  

39. Here’s the Deal?  

40. Here’s the definitive, step-by-step guide for _____ that will make your 
revenues soar! ...especially in a tough economy.  

41. here’s The Difference That Makes This Program So Much More _______ 
Than Anything Else You’ve Ever Seen:  

42. here’s What Makes This _______ So Different And So Much More ________ 
Than Anything Else You’ve Ever Seen  

43. here’s what you get _______  

44. here’s What you Need To Start __________  

45. HOW A NEW DISCOVERY _____!  

46. How any _____ Can Save _____ In _____  

47. How Can I Be Sure ________ Will Work For Me?  

48. How Do I Get In?  

49. How Easy Is It to Get Started?  
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50. How I Raised Myself From Failure To Success In ________  

51. How Much?  

52. How To ________ By _________  

53. How to ________ in Just _ Hours!  

54. I will reveal the shocking truth about _____. Once you discover the truth, you 
can begin to _____...  

55. If You Order _______ Within the Next __ Days, You’ll Get These FREE 
Bonuses Worth $______!  

56. If You Really Want To _________ And If You Really Want To ________, 
Simply __________  

57. If you want to get ________, you need To Act Now!  

58. If you’re willing to invest _____ of your time, then you’ll discover _____ that 
GUARANTEES your success... I’ll even give you _____ - and _____  

59. IMPORTANT: You can now take advantage of our _____ - it’s only available 
for a VERY limited time. Read on to find out more.  

60. In a Nutshell?  

61. In Addition To This __________, Street-Smart Education – There’s More 
Still!  

62. In Fact, I’ll Show You How _____ Can _____ Without You Lifting a Finger, 
100% guaranteed!  

63. Iron Clad 100% Money Back Guarantee  

64. It Gets Better Still --Your _________ Is Completely Backed By My $___ 
Double Guarantee  

65. It’s Your Chance To ___________  

66. Just _____ and Let Them Start _____!  

67. Just the Tip Of The Iceberg!  

68. Kidnap An _____ Expert And Force _____ To Tell You ALL _____ Secrets  

69. Learn how to _____ by _____.  

70. Learn the _____ that can make you rich.  
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71. Let Me Swing Open The Concealed, Secret Door:  

72. Let’s Do Some _______  

73. Let’s See What Other ________ are saying:  

74. Let’s take a look at ____________  

75. Listen to What Other People Have to Say about __________  

76. My True Motive  

77. No less Than a Bargain of a Lifetime!  

78. Now you can _______ By ________  

79. Now Let’s Talk About Your FREE BONUSES!  

80. Now You Can Do It Too!  

81. Now is Your Chance To _________  

82. Of Course, You Have A Lot More Questions?  

83. Oh, And Incidentally, Here Are The ____ Most Important Things To Know 
About Why I’m Qualified To Help You:  

84. On the Other Hand  

85. Once You’ve obtained this ________, you Can:  

86. Place Your _____ in Front of Millions!  

87. Plus, Along with the ________ you’ll also get?  

88. Step-By-Step System for ________!  

89. Stop Risking All Your Time, Effort And Money -- Let ________ Show You 
Dozens Of Proven Ways To _________!  

90. Take Control Of Your ________ Starting Today!  

91. Tell Me More About _______  

92. The #1 that that determines success is __________!  

93. The _________ Strategy That Never Wears Out, Never Loses Its Power  
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94. The answer to the burning question on everyone’s mind, what is the best way 
to _____?  

95. The Choice Is Yours.  

96. The Components Of ________  

97. The Costly Truth About ________  

98. The Day _______ Arrives Is The Start Of _________  

99. The Ideal Way to Turn Your ________ Into A __________  

100. The Most Outrageous Guarantee Ever!  

101. The New ________ Home Study Course  

102. The Reason You’ve Been Getting _______ Is Directly Related To 
__________  

103. There’s Just One Slight Catch  

104. Think About This:  

105. This _______ Also Includes:  

106. This ________ Is A Valuable Bonus That Isn’t For Sale!  

107. This ________ Is Your Ticket To Immediately Start _________!  

108. This amazing _____ reveals the secrets no one else is telling you, time-
tested and proven strategies that you can use right now to _____  

109. This Information May Be More Important To _____ Than Anything You’ve 
Ever _____  

110. This Is Not Like Anything You’ve Ever Seen Before Now  

111. This Means If You ________ ,You Won’t Have Any _________  

112. This new _______ holds nothing back!  

113. Want More Proof Of How Valuable This Is?  

114. Well, Very Seriously, you have to act now. Because We ________  

115. What Do You Actually Get?  

116. What does it cost to get involved with _______  
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117. What Kind Of Investment Is Required To ________  

118. What Makes This Discovery So Valuable?  

119. What’s The Best About ______  

120. Who Should Get ________?  

121. Why Am I Being So Generous?  

122. Would You Like To _____ More?  

123. You Immediately Get ________  

124. You Really Can’t Afford Not To Invest In This _______!  

125. You’ll Even ________  

126. You’ll Never Find An Easier, Sure-Fire Way To _________  

127. Your ________ Is Everything  

128. Your Direct Route To ____________  

129. Your Success In _______ Is Totally Dependent On _______  

130. You’re cheating yourself out of all the _____________  

131. At last! Handle ________  

132. Best-Kept Secret in _____ Revealed!  

133. By This Time Next Month, You Could Have A ________.  

134. Can You ________ These ________?  

135. Can You Answer The _____Most Important Questions About _____?  

136. Can You Pass This ________ Test?  

137. Can You Really Achieve ________In Todays ________?  

138. Can You Talk About ________ With The Rest Of Them?  

139. Caution: Don’t Let This Program Make You Too ________.  

140. Conquer ________  

141. Dare To Be ________  
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142. Depression-Proof ________  

143. Did You Know That Most _____ Actually Destroys _____?  

144. Discover The ________ Available To You From The  

145. Discover The Unlimited Opportunities Of ________  

146. Discover Your Hidden ________  

147. Don’t Let ________  

148. Don’t Envy The ________ -- Be One  

149. Every ________ Should Have One  

150. Enhance Your Power To ________  

151. Enjoy _____-And Better _____!  

152. Get Out Of ________  

153. Gonna ________ you Like You’ve never ________.  

154. Have You Envied ________?  

155. Have You Ever Seen A ________?  

156. Here’s a Quick Way to ________  

157. How ________ Are Made  

158. How ________ Averages $____ Working _ Months A Year  

159. How ________ Came to ________  

160. How To ________ In Hard Times  

161. How To ________ Overnight  

162. How To ________ With A Simple Idea  

163. How to ________ Without ________  

164. How You Can Profit From The _______  

165. I Found A ________ That Works - Period  

166. I Have All The ________ I Need. How About You?  
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167. I Help People ________!  

168. I Thought I Was A Big Success Until I Talked With ________.  

169. I Was Scared Out of My Wits Whenever I Used This _____ Tactic, But the 
_____ Was Too Good to Pass Up  

170. If You ________ You’ll Love Our ________  

171. If You Are ________, You Can ________  

172. If You Buy One ________ This Decade, This Should Be It  

173. If You Can ________ - You Can ________!  

174. If You Can Answer These Questions, You Don’t Need This ________  

175. If You Ever Wanted To ________...Now You Can  

176. Is It Immoral To _____ This Easily??  

177. Is Keeping Your _____ Worth ___ Cents A Day?  

178. IS YOUR _______ WORTH _______ BUCKS?  

179. Is Your _______ Safe against _______? Take This Test To Find Out  

180. IS YOUR FUTURE WORTH _____?  

181. It ________ While It ________  

182. Is _______ Worse Than A Root Canal?  

183. It’s Easier Than You Think To ________  

184. It’s Easy To Cash In ________  

185. It’s Easy To Cash In On Your Amazing ________  

186. It’s Not Just What You Know about A ________ - Its ________, too.  

187. It’s Not What You ________...But ________  

188. It’s Time for You to know the ________!  

189. It’s True, Simply by Helping Others ________...You Can Become 
A________!  

190. Keeps _____ From Stealing YOUR _____  
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191. Keys to ________? For ________  

192. Know How To ________  

193. Learn From A Team Of Top ________  

194. Learn How ________ Can Help ________- Give You Greater ________ 
And Help ________!  

195. Learn How And Where To ________  

196. Learn To _______ In ___ Short Hours: Learn The Basics In ___ Easy 
Sessions  

197. Learn To _______ Like A _______!  

198. Let Me Count The Ways You Can _____  

199. Let Me Review Your _____, _____, _____ or _____, and Receive 
Actionable Recommendations to Improve _____!  

200. Let This ________ Work For You  

201. Literally Everything You Need To _____ by _____  

202. Little Known Ways to ________  

203. Maybe Your Next ________ Should Be ________  

204. New Concept in ________  

205. New Help For Not So ________  

206. Now You Can Have ________!  

207. Now You Can Instantly _____!  

208. Now You Can Learn The _____ Secrets That Created A _____!?For Free!  

209. Old Books Discovered That Unlock The Secrets Of Real _____  

210. Profit From The Wisdom Of Over __ ________  

211. Protect Yourself From ________  

212. Say YES, And Tomorrow You’ll Know How To ________  

213. See How Easily You Can ________  
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214. See Why the Nasty Truth of Your _____ Cannot Tell A Lie!  

215. Shortcuts To Creating & Maintaining _____  

216. Should You ________?  

217. Shouldn’t You Start Your ________ Now...While Still ________?  

218. Stop Wasting Valuable _____ Time!!  

219. Stop wondering where your _____.  

220. Super _______ At Any _______  

221. The _____ Quickest Ways To Get More _____  

222. The How To ________ Of ________ With ________  

223. The #1 _____ Secret I Learned from Interviewing Over _____ _____  

224. The Amazing ________ Of A ________  

225. The Amazing ________ That’s Changing The ________  

226. The Amazing Lost ________ - Secret Of ________  

227. The Amazing Lost Money Secret Of _____  

228. The Answer To ________ Is A Simple One...  

229. The Art Of ________  

230. The Easiest Way to _____ Anything  

231. The Lowdown On ________  

232. The Machine That _____ While You Sit Back And Enjoy It  

233. The More ________ You Get The More ________  

234. The Secret Behind _____  

235. The Secret Of ________  

236. The Secret Of How ________ - And How You Can Do The Same  

237. The Secrets Steps To ________With ________  

238. The Shortcut To Eliminate ________  
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239. The Shortest Path To ________  

240. The Wrong Way and the Right Way to ________  

241. There are ___ Deadly Assumptions that could wipe you out...And You’re 
Already Making ____ Of Them!  

242. There Is Still A Way You Can ________.  

243. There’s ________ in ________!  

244. These __ Secrets Can Help You ________  

245. Thousands Now _____ Who Never Thought They Could  

246. Turn Your ________ Into ________  

247. Turning ________ Into ________  

248. Unleash The Power Of _______ With _______  

249. Unlike Any _____ you’ve Ever _____.  

250. Using A ________ May Be Dangerous To Your Wealth  

251. We Broke The Rules? Finally a _______ without the Hassles.  

252. We guarantee you’ll _____ faster and better, or well refund your money  

253. What Have You Got To Show For The ________?  

254. What Is Your ________ Potential?  

255. When _____ Feel _____ This Is What They Do  

256. Who Else Wants To ________?  

257. Why have over _____ people ordered _____?  

258. Why Some ________ Almost Always ________  

259. With This ________, You Will Never Be ________  

260. You ________? We Do the Rest  

261. You Can Only Go So Far On ________  

262. Yours Free -- A Gift From ________ )  

 


